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IDE A TH AND AFTER .

INTRODUCTION .
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~7 To most- of us,who find ourselves cast in the character of man

wiith-an-imagination in the Drama of Life, Death stands as a door

to an unknown and a more or less dread mystery . Is It the end?

Does It spell disaster to all _ of humanit1s fondest hopes and

aspirations? Or, is It, perchance , but the prelude to wider and

happier vistas of Consciousness ? If only we could feel certainty

concerning these questions , how much simplier Life would become-

Yet,J would the making_ of the problems of Life bring out

the best potenialities which lie hidden within man ? Is it not

the peculiar office of a problem to bring into manifestation

hidden powers ? If everything in Life were clear and definite

then there would be no reason for the exertion of effort . And

failure to exert effort , at least for one who is not a sage,

leads to degeneration , a sort of "running down" of force by L&

process of exhaustion . Man still needs the problem of the

Unknown to intrigue him so that he will call out from,the

depths of his nature that which otherwise might remain forever

hidden . It has , therefore , been, desirable that man

in his present stage of unfoldment hee not ,possessed too great

an assurance concerning his future . Great Sages find the world-,

as it is) to be the manifestation of a profound wisdom, and in

general as the individual gains in Wisdom he is less disposed

to be at war with the order which is . $hus in the historical

sense , it has undot<btediy been well that man did not know too

much concerning the states which lie before him, as knowledge

without the power of Understanding is far too apt to be a curse .
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But however desirable a state of oonsoiousnesyay be when

taken in its setting, - it by no means follows that that state

is, in and of itself, permanently good , Thus the wise man may

look upon the customs of savagry among a primitive people and

find them relatively good, though f6garding them as unqualifiedly

evil if incorporated into the lives of people who have awakened

to at least the external elements of cultuEe, A scaffolding is

a necessary structure in the e a.r iy stages of erecting a build-

ing, but if , when the building i s finished, the soa2 s o lding is

allowed to remain, it becomes an unqualified arohbtectral evil .

Thus every form, whether in the objective or psychical sense,

must be evaluated with due regard to its setting . No form can
411y-

everJ be completely true or perfect in ift absolute sense, for

all Form exists in a domain which is ever in a prowess of

Becoming . Thus all structures can^ever be completely adequate

for more than but a moment . Yet formal structure is necessary,

and should never be destroyed until something more perfect and

truer is found to .tb ke its place . Changing form for the sake

of change . is worse than preserving a structure beyond the day

of its real usefulness. It is very unsafe to tear down a scaf

0 folding until the builds has found some other foundation to

stand upon. And unless the new foundation is something better

than the old, there is no point in making the transition at all .

It is real Wisdom which requires the innovator to carry the burden

of the Proof , although without the builder of new forms stagnation

is the result .

0 0

M

0

Not all peopleA stand at the same level in their individual

evolution , and as different stages of unfoldment call for oorres-

pondingly different forms in thought-,structure, in religious

A
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and social institutions, the peculiar needs of all individuals

can never at any one time be satisfied by the same limiting

forms. With .their characteristic profundity the East Indian

sages of old solved-this problem with a social form which gave

the maximum freedom to the widest range of relative degrees of

evolutionary unfoldment of . individuals . In its original sense,

caste structure corresponded to actual diff erences in character

and unfoldment of the individuals composing the membership of

one caste-form as compared with another. The formal life and

religious rites of each form were designed to meet the peculiar

needs of that group. At the same time , the formal barriers of

separation between groups made possible autonomous cultures

graduated to meet the needs of different stages of development

of the psychical nature. The result was that, in the same land
c

and with equal freedom, the primjive Dravidian and the high'

caste Brahmin of the very highest spiritual oonsciousness)to.-

gether with every degree of intermediate group 9were able to

live essentially harmonfusly, each according to his nature and

spiritual needs . The Aryan invasion of India did not spell the

extermination of the primitive people;which were f ound in that

land, nor did it destroy for them their native culture. on the

other hand, the spiritual life of the highest type of man was not

made impossible by being forced into a smothering psychical

matri%„ as would have been the case if the Brahmin had been

forced to amalgamate with the psycho-sphere of the low-type

Dravidi an .

With us in-the West, and'in America especially, the ideal of

equality has actually worked to destroy the freedom which that

idea, in theory, was supposed. to serve . The tendency here has
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~America,L, the. West generally facing a situation where the

externs intellect has become too powerful for the soul of the

been the regimentation of institutions, and while this, has

facilitated the raising of the formal culture of the average

man, it has, in general, depressed the life-expression of those

whose oonscious-state lies above this regimented dead-level .

For those who lie at the extremes 1our system has been deadly .

Really great menrin the,senae of inner profundity, have not

had the protection of the insulation through which alone they

can reveal themselves effectively, and our civilisation has

been much the poorer for this . At the other extreme, the groups

The humaneness of the Aryan in his relation to the Dravidian

stands upon an incomparably higher level than does the spirit

which we have manifested with respect to the .North American

which cannot adjust themselves to our cultural forms are destroyed .

Indian .

Owing to our democratic institutions in America the practical

problem in presenting a form which lies beyond that which exists
i

urrently, is greatly compl4cated . The very concept which becomes

tends to wipe away the crutch which is still necessary for other .

a limber tingV_to one portion of the whole group, at the same time

portions. To have knowledge which one cannot understand is worse

than ignorance . The aggflated criminal problem in this country

is an instance in point . Technical knowledge is developed far

beyond the wisdom which is necessary to make judicious use of it .

average man . This situation is one fright with the gravest

danger . Our only hope lies in the growth of those movements

which tend toward spiritual profundity, as the powers of exter-

nal intelleot,now released, oann0 be sequestered by the few who

are really wise enough to administer them .
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knowledge from deeper levels of the arc$ana, of Consciousness

to face the necessity of giving open expression to forms of

In a peculiar degree, therefore, we in the West are forced

best fits the unders anding of the average man, yet only in

these forms lies the antidote to the overdeveloped external

which, while they are robably of a maturity beyond that which

must rise much higher or it will fall to barbarism . Never in

owledge .' Western civilisation has reached aa point where it

the world's history have we been so distinctly in a place where

-in ae ;e-e$ ~ o the adequate instgummnt to control the power

we dare not let Nature take her course . We have forced our

way far into Naturets orets in one direction and we must

equally f orce t hey complement of thi s knowledge or, by failure

we can hope for nothing short of disaster . . Never was there a

essary balance between outer power and inner profundity is

achieved which alone makes re]a tive stability possible, or

we have invoked, the latter will arise with destructive violence

a overthrow us. In one sense we have dared heroically and we

must continue equally heroically in our effort, until the nec

time-when superficial optimism was more dangerous . There is

no safety in the automatic continuance of the forces already

invoked. Victorious achievment is possible, and if attained,

it will probably place the world beyond d any point it

has ever yet known, in an inner as well as an outer sense, but

such victory can only be the fruitage of conscious and intelligently

directed effort, heroically continued .

In one of its departments this deeper knowledge is speci ,finally

re]ated to the subject of death . When man generally was a'less

potent outer force it mattered little that his concepts of death

and the states after death were childish. Having knit precipitated
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potent causal faces he must be prepared to face equally powers

ful effects . In so far as these effects involve the states that

follow death, it is correspondingly necessary that min have

generally an intelligent understanding of those states, at least

in so far as the conditions which apply to one form of conscious-

ness can be comprehended by a state of consciousness which is

qualitatively different !"While a child is still living under

the protective sphere of its mother , it may be perfectly suffic

iant for tie=aht-ld to bury its face in its mother's skirt when

confronted withk; what seems to it to be fearful things . The

objective inadequacy of the skirt as a protective agency is

quite effectively supplemented by the mother : s guardianship.

At the same time, the hiding of the perceptive faculties of the

child when it buries 'its face does serve as a real protection to

the,- as yet , overly*tender psychic nature . But when at a later

stage, the growing youth dares the climbing of trees and the

adventuring into strange places involving more or less of real

danger, he must face in his own person the penalty of mistakes

made. At this stage safety can be secured only by a greater

knowledge of causal relationships , in so far ._ as they bear upon

the youth's field of action Something of this same principle

applies to'our present humanity in its relationship to the

A questi n which often arises-in connection with any proposed

discussion of after-»death states, is with respect to the possibility

of man really being able to know anything about this-domain which

seems to be beyond the range of4 empirical determination Nile

still retaining the power to express that which is experienced.'

domains of consciousness which lie within this objective plane

of actio
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while to the superficial view this difficulty seems to ,be insur-

mountable roves to not be so if the student penetrates but

deeply enough in his investigation . In the first place, adepts

in Yoga*olaim to have made such empirical penetration into the

domains of Death, and they have established the possibility of

their powers upon such an excellent ground of reason and demon--

stration , in the domains where objective verification is possible,

that they have built a strong ground of presumption for their

claim. The reader who raises-this objection should do so in a

reasonable spirit , No one , whether a Yogi or not , who had

actually entered the domain of Death and returned , could prove
outer

completely to the satisfaction of a mind that knew only this- plane

of action that the experiences reported were genuine . Explorers

of outwof-the.way regions of the earth are really faced with an

analagous difficulty . low could the present explorers of the

antartio regions really prove to a confirm, d skeptic anything

which they claim to have discovered ? Th ae-each-lo-r-ers have ex-

perienced states mf matter that are outside the range of the

empirical knowledge of most of us. If we were unable to offer

a presumption of truth for the testimony given , provided the

background and the internal structure of the statement is reas-

onable, then not these nor Zany other explorers could increase the
of those of us

knowledgeAwho did not specifically go and do likewise, The

situation is not different with respect to those who have given

us reports concerning after -death states based upon their own

empirical determination. The checks to which we can submit their

reports are in principle the same as those which we can and do

apply to the records of explorers in unknown fields . These checks

are ; (a) internal reasonableness of the report ; `(b) as to whether
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the experiences reported are logically possible in the light of

known principles ; and (o) the credibility of the witness as proven

in domains in which a complete check of his sti'temeats can be made .

The specific discussion of titer-death states which is given .in

this volume is based upon just such reports which have been

subjected to precisely the checks enumerated. The reader, likewise,

will have every opportunity to follow the same course .

But in addition to specific empirical testimony there are

ways of-aoquiring knowledge in terms of-principle which can build

an understanding of the general form which after-death experience,

must take . The gate to this form of knowledge is found in a

penetration into the nature of Consciousness and Life as such,

using the material of consciousness which is the common property

of all mankind. Just as for ages man has lived in the midst of

electrical substance without directing electrical energy to his

service, so also there lie in our common Consciousness great

treasures which the most of us have left unused . As eleottioal

genius has revealed something of the potent6alit;es of the

ubiquitous electricity and placed it at the service of all men,

so also may the deeper values in,Consoiousness be revealed and

used.

cal west h~ It so happens that our experience th~
.~.

built a strong presumption for emirs i n of knowle as t

supreme instrument by which our practical mastery of objective

nature has been attai.n.ed_oaonsists of just that kind of knowled

which H is derived]-,'{ not from experience, but from Consciousness .

is mathematics'. athe tics affords by

all odds the most certain knowledge that we possess,yet' fowever

much experience may have afforded the oocas#&nn for calling it

forth into objective conseen s, it is by no means derived
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from experience . A mathematical proof of impossibility is final .

mathematical proof of possibility silences a ppriori skeptics

who are worthy of being taken seriously . The fact , is that

mathematics is genuine spiritual knowledge and it is the one

all-powerful instrument we have in the West , to withstand ,the

spiritual agnosticism which is the natural consequence of cones'

sciousness cerIAered too exclusively in empttioal externality .

The aohievements of mathematics ° i.n the domain which our

westei, so-called practical man conceives of most importance,
l

i .q ., objective, physical sakiaxamaxt accomplishment, have been

so over whelmin y masterly that this science very properly 'holds

the-kingly position among our sciences. So'much is this the case,

that not alone in'the spiritual sense , but even objectively it may

be said that he who stands 'sustained by mathematics need tender

no respect to any possible foe. If this foe is so stupid that he

can be convinced by no intellectual consideration but respects

only the argument of brutes physical force , then he may be fully

convinced by the phenomenon of the calculated trajectory of the

cannon-ball . And this is but one of the lesser powers ,of math

ematios. As the consciousness of man rises above this lowest

level, then , ever in profounder degree is the potency of mathe

matios recognized .

As'already sdx*Y8t* indicated, mathematics is a science which

grows out of an aysis of Consciousness as such, and its gnuund

is not found in the material of experience . The record of math

emVa6ioal knowledge has proven, even in objective terms, the

superiority of this type of knowledge as compared. with that which

rests upon an empirical base alone . Thus we in the West have the

very best of reasons to listen seriously to the eastern Sage who
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says that the road to certainty lies in the analysi's of sel-

oonsciousnessMIt is possible in principle to penetrate the

unknown far' in advance of detailed experience . To be sure,

there are values resident in the immediate empirical content

of knowledge which are not to be attained in knowledge through

principle alone . But we are not asking anyone to forego Ika

concrete experience . We deny to no one the right of dying as

being a privilage which he may experience. But he . who has

penetrated the empirically unknown in terms of prinoi)ie stands

in an omparabl ,y stronger position when he had oooasoion to

enter that domain in the 'exper ent, al sense , than i s true of one

erience alonewh moves b t bli dl u th basi of exy pon p .u n e so

While it is true that fear of death is very common, there are

other facts which stand opposed to this fear and point to motive

ating factors in the psychic nature of man that clearly rise

above this limitation . Over and over, again men dare danger thioh

carries the threat of death . Disregarding for the present all

those who, because of philoaDphioal realization,have risen sup-

erior to death, and considering onlyl"hat group which so far as its.

personal consciousness is concerned stands enthralled with the

death-fear, the fact that large numbers of average men and women

in this group can, in action, rise above their fear of death, is

highly significant . These are not instances where conscious

thought has risen superior to the personality . And while in many

instances, blind faith in a future based upon religious teachings

has been the factor which has made possible the rising superior

to the limitations of the personal consciousness-, this is by no

means always the case . Many have fgoed death courageously without

the backing of a blind faith or of a .superior philosaophioal outlook .
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Now in this fact there lies a profound significance . While it is

true that there are individuals for whom life has become so pains

ful that death, even though it means extinction of consciousness

in every sense, has become an object of desire, yet this attitude

explains only a, small portion of the manifestations of physical

courage. There are plenty of men who while possessing a normal

love,of life and unsupported by a blind faith in religious teaoh-

ings concerning continuity of consciousness beyond death, yet .-

freely sacrifice ftamseizes their lives for oausesthat they dem0

worthy, or for honor1or in the adventurous search of the unknown .

From whence comes the power to do all this? It cannot be explained

in the instances noted by ref erence to the knowledge carried by

the personal consciousness. It manif estly r6elongs to deeper

elements, of human nature .

Not alone in the instance of the power to fr-kel Nfaoe deat

d do we find motivating factors in human conduct which

cannot be explained by the elements which lie within the personal

consciousness . In fact, it is probably more the rule than the

exception that men cannot give satisfactory reasons for their

courses of action in the more important affairs of life .. Per-,

ception of the thing to do in the midst of concrete situations

without knowing why the given course of action should be chosen
This

is very common. St seems to be peculiarly aharaoteristio of

successful men of action . Yet manifestly the power to 'know the

thing to do in facing a particular situation comes from somewhere .

As decision is a psychic event, the elements which produce

decision belong to the psychic domain of man, necessarily, As

in the instances given adequate explanation of how a decision

was reached cannot be found by an analysis of the elementd within

the field of the personal consciousness , we are forced in our
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search for in a satisfactory basis of interpretation ,to pen-

etrate into depths of the psychic nature which lie below the

level of personal consciousness . In other words, we are forced

to the realization that the complete field of knowledge is much

greater than that which lies in the arc of personal consciousness,

at least in so far as the average man is concerned . Thus we know

more than personally we realize . Under stress this knowledge

rises to the surface sufficiently to dominate volition .

Being brought to a .recognition of the fact that there is a

super -consoiousnszz knowledge which~Jwhile it generally' lien

dormant when moving through the common-place a=m circumstances

of life, yet rises into dominance in critical periods such as

those which require the sacrifice of life, then we must realize

that it is in principle possible to draw out of the depths of

manes psychic nature the very certainty of knowledge which will

resolve intelligently the unsolved problems of normal personal

consciousness . There is thus no absurdity in a undertaking

to produce in terms of knowledge, and not mere speculation, the

nature of life after death, and present the principles involved

in such a way that essentially they are seen as derived from

knowledge which in essence every man possesses . To be sure, this

is a task which may be successfully essayed only by those having

the powers of reflective penetration. To the typical man of

action this would be an impossible task as his energies are con-

centrated upon the surface of Being . Tie may be very sensitive

to the urgings reaching out from the depths of profundity but he

sis least opal of alone grapping their significance,. But a

course once charted becomes clearer to those who follow, so that

a path which was originally disoertiable only to genius -, becomes
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first a blazed trail accessalble to cultured talent, and in the

end a paved highway which the simplest may follow. The less wise

portions of humanity may-come to know themselves through the labors

performed by their wiser brothers . ' It is this fact -which gives

social culture significance .

It has been the lot of us who belong to the western world that

we have had to await the appearance among us of geniuses before

the deeper values of life could be made manifest to 'Us ., ff there

had never been a Newton nor any genius who would have performed

his service, then, how impossible would have been the whole

development of our present mechnics, industry and typical culture, ;,--

A, way of proof edure once shown there is a ready supply of others

who follow and perfect the details of. action. But on every side

in the vital coneerns of our life we find that we have had to

.await the message of some genius . Now this is not a necessity of

life as such but is the consequence of a mode of living which lays

its emph.$sis on the surChces of life . Among the races who have

centered themselves more in the depths there is not the same

dependence upon genius . The fact is that there is an art by

which the deeps can be plumbed and that art can be mastered .

Thus it is possible for man to rise superior to dependence upon

genius and make for himself independent determination of funda.'

mental realities .

The art referred to here is that known as yoga. There is a

science and an art by which the power$of penetration, insight and

inspiration, among numerous others, may be aoquired .by him who

chooses to follow the necessary training . This is part of the

significance of yoga practice . Thus there is a means by which

man can render himself free from dependence upon fortudtous air-
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cumstance or bestowal of grace as the necessary means of solving

his greatest life-problems . Thus the power to know is not alone

the privilege of the few, but all have the right to realize this,

power if they will but put forth the necessary effott to build 'it .

Blind faith may be completely superoeded without falling into the

gulf of-agnosticism .

In Yoga practice there lies- a means by which every power or

capacity in man can be accentuated , . or brought into life if at
r

present it lies dormant . This does not mean that every indiv4

idual after having successfully p sued the practice of Yoga

becomes at once complete and allpowerful in every respect . No

embodied Being can possibly be unlimited, if Being as such

could be completely manifested in one form then there would not

be a multitude of creatures in the universe . Form necessarily

implies limitation , and not even a'Christ or a Buddha is an

exception to this principle . Thus when the practice of Yoga

.deepens the nature or extends the power of a man it is in those

directions which his nature and his focus of interest make possible .

But'within these limitations the Yogi is the equal of any genius;

while in addition he possesses the superiority which grows-out

of the fact that he has a method by which he can systematically

unfold his potentialities .

it has already been shown that below the level of personal

consciousness in general there are domains of knowledge which

under conditions of stress come to the surface sufficiently to
s

direct decision and action , Thfsedomair can also be penetrated

by conscious reflective intelligence , and such isdone in the

case of every genuine philosopher . In general this power is

traceable to the potentialities the philosopher brings with him

into this world plus the constructive effect of reflective study .
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For knowledge thus derived the western world has to await upon

the appearance of the philoao phical genius . Now through Yoga

this domain of super-consciousin knowledge may be penetrated

with the assurance beforehand that that penetration will be

successful . Thus super--s Iensuous realities may become the

material of objective oonsoiousnesa in an indefinitely extend-

ed degree as is already true in the domain of mathematics .

Granting the correctness of the foregoing statement of

principles it should be evident that it is possible for man

to penetrate the domain of after-death states and thus have

knowledge, here and now, of those states . Assuming this as

true in principle the reader may .piarsue the discussion of the

after-death states without feeling "hung up in the air"' as it

were with respect to the rational possibility of the acquis-

ition of such knowledge.

As a further factor xas±ki revealing the high importance

which death and the after-death states occupy in the oonscious,-

ness of mankind, ref erence is made to the place which this sub'.

jeot occupies in mild the various religions. While in principle

religion has a real function entirely apsat from the question of

continuity of consciousness beyond death, yet in the case of1most

popular religion the great driving force of religious interest is

oentered,in that which may happen to man beyond the grave . This

is conspicuously true of both Christianity and Mohamedanism .--"The

practical concern of the typical Christian is salvation taken in

a personal sense . Sublimation of the personal in metaphysical

consciousness is not the purpose represented in the forma of

orthodox Christianity . The great concern is the securing of a

continuity of personal consciousness beyond death in a blissful •:
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state, If it could be proven that consciousness was a function

of body only and that with the destruction of the physical body,

all individual consciousness was destroyed, then Christian

theology would lose its practical significance, It is not said

that this is true of the primary teachings of Jesus . Oak On the

contrary, the great spiritual principles enunciated in the Sermon

on the Mount, for instance, have a fundamental vs1ue which is not

at all affected by belief or non-belief in continued existence of

the individual after the dissolution of his body . But .so far as

the great body of orthodox Christian doctrine is concerned its

practical significance is centered around the mystery of death .

In support of this statement consider what is Iaas undoubtedly

the central dogma of orthodox Christian theology, i .e ., the

doctrine that by act . of belief in the saving power of lesus

only is salvation realized . Now this salvation is not moral

regneration~as upright and unselfish like-conduct is regarded

as incompetent to effect salvation if not accompanied by the act

of belief . On the other hind, the act of belief without practical

moral regneration is effective provided there is repentence . Thus

we have a situation in which reprehensible life-conduct is compat-

able with salvation, while the highest type of thought and practice

may fail of this realization . This implies, as` the history of the

Christian Chruoh bears out, that the center of emph"sis is not .

making the life now as perfect as possible, but in preparing the

way for a future state beyond death .

The power of the Mohamedan elic ion in producing fighters who

so readily abandon themselves to death, is evidence of the import
e

ande which the doctrine of after-death states plays in this religion,

He who dies in fighting for, Islam is assured a place in paradise.
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This ad mple assurance regarding the personal future/pn unques4

tionable power . But that it should have done so simply reveals

the important place which thought concerning future states,

occupies in the minds of most men .

While the attitude toward death in Buddhism takes on a wholly

different and much more profound character than applies in the

case of either of the preoeeding religions, yet even here the

problem does appear . In the first place, it was the realization

on the part of Gautama Buddha at a time when his mind had attained

maturity , that mankind was subject to deathywhioh was one of the

factors which set him on the search for the causes and the means
t

of ir/adioating misery . The solution which Buddha found, while

quite in harmony with the thought of Jesus, yet reverses the

values of orthodox Christianity . With respect to this problem the

essence of BuddhaVs discovery might be said to be Xkat the realiz-

ation that life bound to personality was really a form of death .

Liberation thus came to mean the destroying of this relatively

dead'state. Thus the Buddhist does not seek perpetuation of

personal consciousness as a desirable end . On the contrary, this

state is realized as the cause of misery and all evil and one

which can be destroyed only by a great moral victory . So long

as man remains bound to a series of personal incarnations he is

failing to realize Liberation . The goal is Nirvana, which is

impersonal,' non-relative Cbn oJosness, a state that is unattainable
r

by personal. consciousness. ie Nirvana may be realized while

sttii the individual is still embodied, although. more easily

realized after abandoning the physical sheath, it is-clear that

the event of physical death does not occuj the primary place in

Buddhist thought that it does in most other religions . But the

problem of persistence -of personal consciousness is vital, although
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relative values are just reversed when compared with typical

western views,
securing

As an instance revealing how little the pzabiem of the con-

tinuity of personal consciousness after death is in principle

essential to religion , however much it may dominate in the forms

of most religions, attention is called to the Hinayana form of

Buddhism found in Colon. The interpretation of Nirvana by this

group is not sustained by the larger northern form of Buddhism,

nor by most Buddhist thinkers . It is practically certain that

this southern interpretation has missed the significance of Buddha's

metaphysics in this respect . But the fact that this special

interpretation of Nirvana exists among the ~ingalese affords an

excellent opportunity of studying the value of religion when

divorced from all expectation of, continuity of consciousness

beyond death in any sense, save as a failure to attain. The

Nirvana of the . Hinayanas is complete extinction, not merely of

personal consciousness, but of Consciousness in every sense. To

attain this goal the most high-minded, upright and unselfish life

must be lived. And when we come to the practical effect, What do

we find? We cannot do better than quote from the words of Count

Herrnann Keyserling* who offers in his recorded reflections while

traveling through Asia probably the most understanding inter

pretation of the various forms of Asiatic culture afforded by any

Occidental who had not had Oriental training . Speaking of the

;Buddhist priests of Ceylon, Count Keyserling writes :

"'I must confess that the Buddhist priest suprises me by the

level to which he attains . i do not mean his mental level but-

his human one : his type i.s superior to that of the Christian
'*"The Travel Diary of a Philosopher" by Count Herman Keyserling .
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priest. He possesses a gentleness, a capacity for understanding,

a benevolence, an ability to rise above events which even the most

prejudiced person'would sorupile to describe as characteristic of

the average Christian Priest ."

Buddhism emphasizes living the Life and has set a high standard

of practical conduct, but the significant claim for Buddhism is,

that with it more than with any other religion the ethics taught

is practiced by the people . Count Keyserlinghs own observations

sustain this. claim as attested by the following quotation :

"Buddhist virtues are the virtues of most Buddhists to an

amazingly high degree"', **

To one trained in the highly indivualistio culture of the West

it might very well seem that ingalese Buddhism with its nihil"

istic interpretation of Nirvana must lead to a highly pessimistic
state
stair of life. Keyserling finds that quite the reverse is the ease,

for as he states :

" Modern Buddhism lacks every suspicion of pessimism, it

transfuses life, quite on the contrary, with the mild glamour of

peaceful joy ." ***

The life and consciousness of a people as revealed by these

quotations shows quite clearly that it is possible to attain

stupendous freedom from fear of death, not alone on the part

of a super or type of man, but even with the simple masses ; and

this his done in the face of a concept of personal and

individual extknotion which but few in the West are able to enter-

tain. It shows how religion can be successfully devoted to

building'the noblest form of life here and now, entirely apart

from an -concern with reward in a future life .
* Ibid, p5 vol I,
** Ibido p 55, vol . I .
*** Ibid. p 60, vol . I
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However, it remains true of Buddhism that the Liberation from

misery which it seeks to achieve includes overcoming the fear of

death and the pain of separation which death involves . Thus in the

broad sense, Buddhism is not an exception to the general statment

that death and after-death states affords one of the primary

concerns of religion, and is the central concern of many and

perhaps most religions-. That this should be so is but an index

of the importance which the problem of death has in the conscious-

ness of mankind in general . Consequently this is a problem of-the

very highest practical concern, and if a solution can be made

manifest to the present human consdd)ousness which satisfies

rational, spiritual and essential emotional demands, there are

few accomplishments which would be og greater importance .

It is hoped that this work may be of real service in facilit-a

ating the resolution of this problem , at least for, those indiv

iduals whose consciousness synchronizes with the form which serves

as its vehicle . No one intellectual vehicle can meet the needs

of all minds. There is no such thing as anarasxaxat universally

satisfactory concrete form, Thus every expression is for some

group among men, while for others totally different modes of

formulation are required . This volume is for those hearts and

minds that have need of that which it has to offer .
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Chapter II .

that can be asked is capable of being answered . in so far as

this relates t o a demand of the soul made upon Life i t i s un-='

questionably true, There are many vital lifewproblems which

confront embodied'oonsoiousness, but these problems which in

their essence grow out of Life, the various modes of Life are

competent to answer . The demand of the Soul is for understanding,

THE MEANING OF DEATH .

Very often one hears the assertion, made that any question

and it is not primarily concerned with any particular mode of

expression, fhe Pauline statement that "Faith t s the evidence

adept power

of things unseen", means simply that the problems of the soul

are capable of solution. Yes, in this sense every question

that can be propounded is capable of being answered .

But the contention that all questions may be resolved is often

made in a sense that it not at all true . This occurs when the

question is understood in the sense of a specific intealectual

formulation of a query . When taken in this sense nothing is

easier than the formulating of questions which even the highest

6

could not possibly answer,

4
PAY-an- assumption gas true

The background of a

of some concept , that e.o

:,`wholly falseLwith respect to Reality
question ;

The axx)mx thus '

by its form requires an answer in terms of a relativity which /'

~l `o_e-s-not.-exist., I Or the question may be a hoge-poe taken from
concepts contained in A A
distinct universes of discourse and combined in such a way as

to be devoid of all sense . Children and idiots continually ask

such questions. In fact the less the wisdom an individual

possesses , in general, the more unanswerable questions will he

ask in the conceptual sense . e
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An instance in point wqs a certain epileptic idiot,known to

the author, who ; while possesedd -of an extraordinary power of

memory, was highly incapable of combining the images in his

cons(boousness in intelligible form, although' he was continually

striving' to do so. -The result was a most startling series of

questions, such as :

"What would Abraham say if he found Ishmael washing his feet

in tomato soup?" .Or :

"What would the spike from a Chinese pagoda'do to your stomach

Let the reader who believes that all, question which can be

if you ate it?"

I-
formulated are capable of being answered,( in the

~oepttial form which continues in logioal _sQquence

and form of the question, try his luck on these .

sense of a con-

from the matter /

er found

t em una a in sense .

To be sure, there were answers to be found which satisfied the

questioner , but,they were not possible answers in the sense of

logically following from the question . The question really rep-

resented a demand for a certain type of completion on the part of

the eplleptic idiot, rather than a apaxt;consistent answer to a

specific ganstkaa inquiry . There is thus a i resolution of ques*i

tions in the psychological sense, which is no answer at all in

temme:. of logic . __

Now this tendency to ask the impossible which isfound in ex-

aggerated form among children and idiots is, in a less obvious

mode characteristic of the vast majority of human beings in a

greater or less degree . Some of the metaphysical questions which

have remained unanswered throughout history are unquestionably

of essentially this type . Beyond all doubt much intellectual

I
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and emotional energy has been wasted in the fruitless effort to

resolve impossible queio-n97.

Recognition of the fact that, not only is it possible to ask

the impossible but it is indeed onnof the very easiest things
express - realization

toxfmrmntats an impossible query, leads to the' sneogntttox that

the asking of fruitful questions is an art . In other Words, the
task

intellectual Vzottem is the formulation of a problem the solution

of which will satisfy the real questing of the soul . The placing

of a soul-demand into a satisfactory conceptual form is a real

art which requires development and training the same as any other

art if it is to become adequate to the task in hand . Thus in the

intellectual sense it takes amething of wisdom and skill to M MM

ask an axamxIsta answerable question. The average man is not

intellectually skillful enough to give a true conceptual form

to the searehings of his heart . He should recognize that there

are others who are better fitted to perfomm this service for him,

and he should have patience with a restating of the, whole problem

on entirely, Ifwhich at first may--seem to dodge his :_direot_ questio_

VI-`he will but compose himself tsxhxxatxpxp:k' with the necessary

patience to be a pupil for a . season, he will find that by reform-

ing of questions and by the molding of his consciousness into new

awarenesses , the real problem that was troubling him is finally

resolved. Over and over agdtn he will find that the resolution

is in teem s unimagAined -and often unimaginable at the time the

question was first formulated .

The history of science affords many excellent illustrations J

of this prinoiple,/ Seemingly insurmountalbe barriers are rep

moved by simply changing the angle of approach. A classical

instance i s that of the-determining of the re lat-ionships . which .

exist between stellar bodies. For many centuries it was assumed
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a

that the earth wqs the center around which all stellar bodies

revolved. When it came to the effort to correlate observed

positions of planetary bodies with the assumed paths of move

went enormous difficulties were encountered . No satisfactory

solution was ever worked out along this line,* But when Coper-

nicus introduced the idea that the sun and not the earth-was the

center of the solar system, then the problem took on a form which

was very quickly resolved, and the door was opened for a rapid

expansion,of astonomical knowledge such as could have hardly

been dreamed be6 re. The key to this change was a restatement

of a question . The real question was not the earlier one asked

with respect to the path followed by stellar bodies when rotating

around the earth, but how to formulate'stellar positions so that

re3as tionships could be intellectually understood . The form of

the earlier question dropped out of consciousness as being no .

longer significant .

It is probably true that the discovery of a pregnant form in

the statement of a problem is., in general, to oonsumate more than

hall the task of effecting a solution . It is like finding the key

to the successful course of of an intellectual maze consisting

for the most part of conceptual oulwde-sacs which lead only to

bewilderment.

If men in their struggles with their .soul problems-would bear

this fact in mind, many an uncertainty would become clear . This

applies'.. r especial ~Io the subject of death . Fundamental dif=_-

ficulites have grown out of a false primary assumption as to the

nature of death. Our first taJok here will be

field.

The common thought is that death stands as

the clearing of this

the Apposite of life .



In otherh words, death is viewed a .s3 a state . Thus we habitually

_ ingspeak of a man who is no longer in physical embodiment as being

dead* Since this state i s the opposite of the living state it

naturally follows that one very much doubts,,the continuation of

the most greatly priced values as these' are functions of life .

The values of consciousness are the values of life, hence how

in that state where life is negated? Approaching the problem

in this manner is barren of positive results . Thought on the

problem in this form affords little if any comfort . It is but

may one feel secure concerning the persistence of these values

natural, therefore, that men should turn to blind faith and try

to cast doubt upon the power of reason as there seems to. many to

be no other way to avoid dispair .

But the problem as commonly stated is based upon a misconception

,of the nature of, death . Death is not a state but a process ., it

is not the opposite of Life but of birth. Thus conceived it takes

its place as amode of Life just as birth does and instead of,

negating Life NmerelyU the opposite mode to birth'. Thus while

death is destructive to values which rest upon birth, it is by

no means disruptive of-values which inhere in Life as such . It

does not take much reflection to realize how greatly this change,

of view ,as to the nature of death alters the whole problem . If

we find that the real concern of the soul is with the modes and

significances which are functions of Life, rather than with those

which belong to the process of birth, then we would at once
a

re4lze that our primary concerns were not affected by death at

all. Such misery as is really involved in death would be only

in relation to values involved in biro . If then there is a

way by which these val ues can be resolved or transcended, then .

at once the individual soul has mastered death .

.X
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The determination of death as the complement of ?firth at once

brings it in principle within the field of empirical study . Such

is not the case when it is defined as the opposite of Life, for

all the material of experience is of necessity given within the

matrix of Life . Hence that which is the negation of life is of

necessity unknowable . But process as a mode .of Life is, as a

principle, within the field of abnazattmia possible observation, 4 -

although there may be at any given stage in the evolution of

the powersawareness, concrete manifestations of process which

are not specifically within the experiential field .. But' the

vital question in determining whether aimmati a given domain is
that of

one of possible knowledge, is not,,whether .all possible phases

of that domain at a given time ar,e within the range of experience,

but rather that the given type of material is capable of

empirical determination. Once establishing this fact, then . the

task of perfecting knowledge in the given field is but one of

persistent labor and the perfecting of necessary instruments . .

In such case man has a possible problem to work upon with the

normal assurance of positive results which attaches to any other

field of empirical research,'

At this stage our task becomes that of analysising the elements

of the world of objective consciousness and tracing the process of

birth and death or, in more philosophical termsthe process of

Pecoming and Becoming-not . As we look abroad upon the world, mile

we do find some relationships which seem relatively static, yet

the dominant fact which confronts us is that of Change . Concern

ing certain phenomena this is bbvious enough even to the most

superficial observer, but some factors seem to be constant .-

However, as observation and analysis beome progressiv&ly more-
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profound more and more of the component elements of experience

are seen to be subject to the principle of continuous transfor-

mation . Transformation is a process of Becoming, and whenever

anything has achieved a state of Beoome' it has at the same time

ceased to be,what it was. Thus Becoming is not only balanced by

Becoming-not~but in fact is Becoming-,,not-when ~`viewed from a

different angle. This i s nothing more nor less than saying

that birth and death are really the same thing. Whether or

not a given process is called a birthing or a dying is dependent

upon the basis of valuation on which the witness stands,

As the realization of the A ubiquity of Change both as a meta-

physical principle and as a fact of observation is of vital

importance to the student who desires to attain mastery offer death,

we shall proceed to an examination of a number of typical phases

of the world of experience in order that the facts may be made

more explicit and concrete,

First, consider the :fume manifestations which science comm.

monly designates as living forms . While from the point of view

of Yoga Philo ® phy and Science the distinction between the

organic and inorganic is arbitrary and does not correspond

to an essential difference , but only to a difference in mode of

manifestation , yet for us of the West who are trained in western

science this differentiation has a certain pragmatic value and

therefore we tentatively accept it . Thus we will discuss under

this head vegetable and animal forms, including under the latter

the human being considered as a physical entity . Now, physical

,growth and decay are very familiar . We know that the newly

sprouted plant or just born infant goes through a process of

change in order to attain maturity . Thus the seedling which

0

has just broken through the surface of the ground and the mature
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which it has become
treeo,are two distinctly different empirical facts, . But habitually

when we Mink of-the tree when observed at any stage we think of

it a4being ° in a state . Thus while we acknowledge that the tree

was once different from what it is now and preemptively will be

different at'some time in the future , yet at any time observed we

regard the tree as a given fact. In doing this we fail to realize

that the essenoe~ of the whole phenomenon i s change . Never for any

period of time, no matter of how short duration, has the tree

remained in a fixed state . No picture of the tree as a fixed

form is true of it . It is not now one thing and then at 'some

future date of observation some other thing, in-the sense of a

fixed and definable form . The tree is a never ending process,

which while it moves in a recognizable mode, so that one type

of tree or even individual specimen may be distinguished from

another, yet never at any time has a fixed form afforded a true

representation of it. *

It may be objected that the photograph of a tree taken at a

certain time is a true representation of the state it was in at

that time . But such a view misses the essence of the tree . The'

tree as a living thing is simply a process of ever-unfolding .

Thus when correctly described it has to be realized as a tendency

whatever appearance of form it may have at any given moment . And

even the photograph of the tree is not changeless . The photo€

graph is produced by certain chemical reactions and as we shall

show later,no chemical form is fixed . Thus the photograph is its
4

self in a process . of 'F3eooming . Further the psychioal complex

induced in the observer when viewing the photograph does not

remain ever the .same . When first observed it may produce some

given psychical complex, but when later viewed this complex is
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different-if for no other reason' than that the second observatio, n.

has a background of memory of the first observation, which reacts

upon the psychical complex to make it different . Thus in no sense

have we ever captured the tree as a fixed fact .

When finally the tree dies in the usual sense of the word, eve n

then process does not stop, but it has simply changed its mode .

No d mad so-called dead tree i s an eternal form . Disintegration

takes hold in both the organic and the chemical sense and ultimately

all trace of the tree will disappear so far as oddinary means of-

observation are concerned .

Now throughout this whole process there has been an Approaching-

to, as it were, but at no time an Arrival . Every movement toward

a completion has also been a destruction of the nascent form which

proceeded. At every moment the tree was becoming and yet equally

becoming-not . The young seedling had to be destroyed in the

time sense in order that the fiiaai tree of maturity might be .
. when

Yet thers no . fixed point in timeAthe seedling ceased to be

and in its place stood the mature tree . The young seedling was

dying as seedling at the very moment of its sprouting, and the

dying-birthing process continued without ceasing to the last point

with&n the range of human observation .

If we pennrate into the significance of . this process~ we find

that every concept of the tree as a fixed form or picture i-s-

false . The tree i s not at any time in the real sense its a fixed

form. As manifested it is Not peing but a Becoming-Becoming-not

complex. Thus in the sense of a fixed picture or a being the tree

was an illusion or Maya. Yet with respect to the thaw tree Life

is' a reality . Life remains the unchanged fact throughout all

phases of the process . The birthing-dying process has not des-
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destroyed Life . Birth and death stand as but the modes of Life
at

manifestation which mutually cancel each other so that all times

the-balance is never destroyed,

In the domain of animal forms precisely the,same principles

apply as do to the vegetable . No form is at two'instants of.time

precisely the same . The young creature , such as the human child,

that was, is no more in the young man of to-day, speaking of

course in the objective and not the metaphysical sense . The

child died as child in order that the man could become, and in

.turn the young man dies to the man of maturity and the ]atter to

old age, We could reverse the faaa perspective and speak of the

whole 'process as a being-born . Either statement is equally true 1

only when we look at the process as dying it helps to bring the

realization that death is not the devastating thing so commonly

imagined . We are never separate from death-for one moment, but

death is only the other side of birth . I

One feature of process which differe'in the animal world as

compared with the tree.--is that in the former the matter which

composes the body is being continually absorbed and thrown off,

while in the ease, of the tree new matter is being addedaisut the

old material for the most part remains in the trunk and the limbs,

This makes the process of becoming in the case of animal forms?

empirically different . After a certain lapse of time the body

of the animal becomes completely different in the sense of the

which also apply to vegetation . With man the cycle of complete

renewal is said to be seven years . Thus every human physical body

is a wholly different body after a lapse of seven years or more .

matter of which it is eomposed7as well as in the other senses -

This fact is made use •-of in theJhase of Yoga training which bears

upon the etherialization of the body .
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F9 a further instance of the prinoiple of mutation let us

turn out attention to that which is commonly called the inorganic

world, i . e,, mineral forms ., At first glance it might possibly

seem that the mutatory nature which is characteristic of organic

forms does not apply in the mineral world . - Rooks are often used

as symbols of stability, A life- time may be spent under a granite

cliff without there apparently being any alteration in the form .

Thus to superficial observation rooks seem to embody that which is

static:. But a very cursory study of geology will very' soon re--

veal the fact that this is a gross error . Change dominates

mineral forms as truly as it does the organic . The empirical

modes of action are different, and the time- factor as affecting

rate of change is of .quite another order, But neither of these

differences affects the metaphysical significance of the mutatory

process.

Geologtoal study has th own that even the most stable rook form

is subject to the action of distuptive agencies . Thus the rushing

of water causes the wearing away of mountains . Probably the most

spectacular instance of this kind i s the Grand Canyon of the

Colorado, where the errosive action of the stream facilitated

by tools afforded by falling rooks has formed an abysmal gulf

in the earth reaching a depth of over a mile in some places, And

the Rt1uaatt Grand Canyon is in a very young stage, geologically

speaking$ In high alpine regions frost and moisture combine to

provide one of Naturets most poOtent dynamites which relatively

rapidly rends asunder the b#arfrocky peaks . In hot regions

heat becomes a potent , if lest destructive agency , through the

processs of exfoliation produced by the differential expansion

and contraction or rook-snnfaoes . Wind with sand, chemical
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action and organic agencies,all contribute their share to these

disruptive processew.

In .the sum-total the factors at work in the destruction of

rock-forms are so great, that no mountain range is so massive but

that in the end it must face complete annihilation through the

agencies of errosion . Many lofty ranges have been thus humbled

in the past, and none may ever claim zmximfty Immunity from a

similiar fate . To be sure, all such action takes such enormous

ranges-of time as to seem like veritable eternities to any organic

form; but differences in the time-measure of a cycle do not affect

the significance of the principle involved . ,Mountains are subject

to the law of Death.

But thi s i s not all . Mountains also are born and grow. Geolo-

gists can diesignate the ages when ranges were born and the period

during which they grew. With the exception of volcanic mountain

ous forms , mountain ranges are builded with extreme slowness ;
but it is a life .cycle .

Their' s is a life-cycle of millions of years,,, And while-they

grow they are also being destroyed . With the-first rising above

the level of the planes or the sea , errosion starts . Thus, &s:

in the case of the organic forms, birth and death continue side

by side. When the force of one is , strongest in a given dir~eotio°~

there is growth that way ; when the reverse is the case there is

decay .

Now these processes of birth and death of mountains do more

than proceed externally side-by-elide . The destructive and con-

structive factors are intimately bound. Thus~as the silt from

the mountains and high-lands ,s carried to the planes and the sea,

weight is reduced in the former region and added to the latter .

By a tendency to isostatic equilibrium this produces a deep-

seated sub-terrainian f lowage from the point of deposition back
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to the region of errosion , which thus becomes a factor to cause

further raising of mountainous districts . Thus-the birthing-

dying prooees in the mountains can be seen as but two oo-ordin

ate aspects of the same mutatative prinotple . They are tied by

an inner unity so that the action of the one involves the action

of the other .
basins

Again, if we consider the building of river-xaitays and coastal .

planes, it is precisely the agencies which are destructive to

mountains and high plateaus that are the creative factors producing

the former . Thus the mountain-dying process is , on it other

face., that which brings birth to planes . Thus once more we per-

ceAive birth and death as essentially the same thing. Whether a
S

given mode of action is called birth or death depends ' upon the

base of reference or the group of values that stand in the fore-

ground of consciiousness . Not any more in geology than among

organic forms do' we find an absolute significance . attaching to

either of these terms .

We may say that mountains tend to grow toward a certain form,

and this is the ideal construction which geologists so often give

to them when outlining the mountainous topography of other ages .

At the same time, the growth to this ideal is Being continually

deformed by the agencies of destruction, so that the goal is

never actually realized. Mountains are thus at not states of form

but transitional processes as truly as in the case of the tree,

previously analysed . .There is a difference in rate of change in

the two instancear which, while it has psychical significance for

the observer, is of no importance what-so-ever in thaxastnkFateal

xai4aa in terms of princi3ie .

If we penetrate into that2 d n of still profounder time values

as compared with geological ages, that is the world of asttonomical
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reaa,tionships, we find again the principle of mutation dominating .

Stars grow and decline . Astronomers recognize several stages ofI
star-maturity ranging from nebulous forms having a density much

less than that of the highest vacuum we are able to produce artit+

fioially at one extreme, to bodies like that of the companion star

to Sirius having a density 3000 times as great as that of platinum .

As observed, stars seem to have life-cycles, and this accords with

the teaching of the Ancient Wisdom. While the period of duration

of these cycles is so enormous that the span of possible human

observation is negligable beside it, yet this difficulty is over

come by being able to observe a vast number of .stars•=whioh fur-.

nish us examples in all stages of developmett . Thus we are enea*,

•b$.led to interpolate the typical life..history of any one star .

We find that the Law of-Becoming is as inviolate in this domain

as in any other known to us .

Stars grow and radldiate . ' Thus they continually throw forth

their life substance, and in so doing, are dying as stars. The

action of the forces in one stage of star history serve as the

cause to produce the subsequent stage,'and so on throughout the,

cycle . The sun that we know today is not the sun of the past

nor is it the sun that will be in the future . The time will ,

come when it will pass into its obscrration and become a dark

body. However, this affords no immediate cause for worry, as

both the oailoulations of science and the statements emanating

from Archane Science agree in giving the sun a duration of som.

billions of years yet as a radiant body .

The astronomy of recent decades has in an astonishing degree

given us an astral picture having the characteristic features of

living Heing . Ever more and more we seem to befacing a living
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rather than a mechanical phenomenon . In this connection a sug-

gestive question placed by J .H,Jeans , the pxmtxi&xt eminent

Drit~ish astronomer becomes quite significant . At the chose of

his article, "Recent Developments of Cosmical Physics"* he asks,

among others, this question :

"Is it (life) the only reality ; which creates, instead of being

created by, the colossal masses of the staxs and nebulae and the

almost inconceivably long vistas of astrontmical time?"
Y

Our studies in the almost inoonoeivable mensities of the

stellar world has, in recent decades, become intimately bound

with .the opposite extreme, the world of the most minute or the

domain of the atom and the electrons4-. To the student of the

Wisdom Religion or Arcane Science this is a fact of profound

significance, for one of the primary principles of that science

is the Hermetic Axiom ; "As above, so below" . This implies that

the macrocosm and the microcosm are ref &ections of each other

so that by fully understandin3,one, the other is known. While it

is not true that . physical science has as yet gone so far that it

has realized this principle completely , yet in the present instance

it is making a distinct approach to that oonsumation . The stars
0.

in the depths of space oonstitue the labrrtories by which we are

enabled to observe much in the beha, our " U the most minute of all

things, nkidk that we are unable to do, at present at any rate,

under humanly controlled earth-conditions.

It is thus especially fitting that in our elaboration of

illustrations of the Becoming-becoming-note we should step from
therefore

stars to atoms . Today we know that the atom is compounded andk

not an element as implied by the etymological meaning of the term,

The component parts of atoms are known as positive and negative

electrons, and sDmetimes as electrons and protons . As the group
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of •saiattaxskips intra-atomic relationships will be elaborated in

some detail in (1hapter IV, only. the general significance of the

atomic processes will be considered here . Now, v ious combinations

of electrons and protons produce the atoms of the some ninty oddu

six chemical elements known to science. All protons and all

electrons are oonceived to be alike and are regarded as being the

corpuscular units composing positive and negative electricity .

Thus, today we have come to regard all matter as but manifested

forms of electrical energy . Energy and matter stand thus as one

compound reality and not as two indepeddent domains .

A ferw decades ago we regarded the chemical elements as ir-
redthcable forms of

matter, but with the discovery of radio-activity,

about the beginning of this century, this whole idea was brought

into question and finally proven to be false . In radio-activity

it was found that matter was spontaneously sending forth a form

of radiant energy of a magnitude so great as would have been

previous to that discovery, considered inconceivable .) At the

same time , the chemical element producing this energy was ev oving

entirely different chemical elements . This implied two facts ;

first, that these supposed elements were really compounds and,

second, that matter and energy were not two discrete domains .

This d6 scovery revolutionized our concept of the constitution

of matter and opened the way to the most interesting period in

the unfoldment of physical knowledge that has ever been known,

In this field much of our knowledge has been derived from the

study of the stars, in' fact this is so to the extent that it is

said that we rear know more of the processes taking place on the

stars than we do of our own earth- processes. Now what we find to

be the rule on the stars, supplemented by specific observation, of

certain of the heavier earth-elements, is that atomic forms are

V*
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subject to a process of continual transformation, Given elements

become modified into other elements, and even atomic or material

forms are subject to becoming pure disembodied energy which is

radiated off in space . On the other hand, some .of the latest

determinations of science indicate that the reverse process has

been found in a reforming of mbtt ax ponderable matter in the

depths of space. There is thus outlined a cyclic process
S

badically analagous to that which exists among reoognizably

living formal

Clearly, then, the ultimate units of ponderably matter, i .e .,

the atoms, are subject to the principle of Beooming even in the

-observable physical sense . This process in some forms of matter

is unquestionably very slow, perhaps so slow as to make geological

transformation seem relatively rapid by c'ontra .st,' but, as previously

stated, rate of change does not affect the significance of the

principle of mutation . No more than the living plant or animal,

can an atom of gold, for instance, be regarded as a fixed or

static fact . In reality it is a mode of mutation ever tending to

become other than itself, The atom is simply another dying--

birthing process. As it tends to become one form it dies to the

nascent form it had been. Yet its- substantial reality, the

electronic substratum, remains unaffected by any transformation .

Turning our attention to the more speoidically human domain
unceasing

.we find here no expeption to the law ofAtransformation . . C.onsid

er, for instance, the civilisations of the world . while in the

historical sense change has been evident in civilisations, there

has been imperfect recognition of-the fact that this mutatory

feature was an essential aspect of civilisation as such, and not

merely an incident . In America we have been trained to believe
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in the inherent soundness of the governmental form known as,

democracy , not merely as a stage in a process , but as an ultimate

or fixed form , deviation from which involved essential failure in

governments . We have thus a more or less fixed concept as to

what civilisation should be , even though we are forced to recog-

nize the fact that that ideal is not realized in practice . Now

one of the most significant productions of scholarship since the

worlddwar is the work entitled , " The Decline of the West" by

the German scholar Spengler, in which by a most stupendous

analysis of the whole of history , i t i s shown that the idea of

a fixed form for civilisation is wholly unsound , There have been

nine great cultures whioh we can trace more or less perfectly, and

they all show - a tendency to process just like a living organism*

In broad outlines the same pattann of development applies to all,

but there is much detailed variation . Now the significant fact is

that each tendency to the perfecting of a given stage in the

historical process of a culture , produoe' the conditions which

lead to the destruction of that stage and the substitution of

another form which in its turn is equally mutatory . Democracy

is one of the stages which has appeared again and again at the

same point of the life -cycle of euezires, and like all other

stages has produced the very forces which destroy it and lead to

another form . Thus the soundness of the concept of a:4 fixed

ideal form for a culture is wholly discredited by history,

If we examine the processes taking place in democratic and

parl#mentary forms today we find a most remarkable confirmation

of Spenglerrs findings. The stage 3om next following democracy

is what he calls the Ceas*r or dictator stage . We'l, just note

the number of dictators that have appeared in the governmental
I

arena today« The parlamentary form seems to be breaking. In
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our own governihBnt the signs of weakening are far from hard to find,

Democracy has cluttered us with something like 2,000,000 laws all

supposed to be activel The situation produced by that one fact
n

alone is so utterly impossible that it has not &nly madeLibertyn

an empty word in this land as truly as though it were conquered

by an alien people, but it affords a suff(tolett explanation of

the present break-down of law that is so serious . It is a sit-

uation produced by uncentered responsibility, as the people,

which in theory are the government, do not constitute a self-

conscious entity, Responsibility cannot be therefore placed at

1kaxdoxx upon the head of any specific, individualized conscious-

ness. Thoughtful people recognize the impossibielity of the

situation, but no individual nor any responsible body has the

power to change, Yet if the condition continues its must lead

inevitably to chaos and subsequent weakness . Then is the time

that the strong executive type of individual steps in4 and domj

inates the situation . Whether she will or no, A narioa is depart-

ing from her old forms and ideals,

This is not a question of should or should not . It is but

simply a manifestation of the principle that no form whatsoever

can possibly be static . Civilisations become and become-not at

the same time . The effects produced by each nascent form become

the factors which destroy it and tend to produce another and so on

to the close of the traceable cycle . Thus the living reality in

a civilisation is not something seen or attained , but a Life-

stream on which these various, pasding forms are but as the play

of the waves upon the sea . The forms become and are destroyed,

really at the same moment , but the underlying current remains

at least reaively eternal .
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But how about an historical event that is finished? Is not

that a fixed and eternally changeless fact?R Such questions the

reader may very naturally ask, for it certainly seems that the

events of the past are today una'terable . But what is an

historical event? Is it simply something which happened some-

time entirely apart from our having any knowledge of it? Analysis

shows that it cannot be such an independent existence . History

is sitiply that which we know of the past and none other . That

which is not now known, but later becomes known is not history

until it enters the field of knowledge . The domain in which

history &Xists is in the memory of conscious, living bei ngs .

It thus does not have a being independent of the nature of the
s

'knowing process of living oreatures4 Now memory is a living and

present reality . We say that it is memory about the past, but the

fact is that past lives in the present memory, and whatever color-

ing that memory thows on the past, that past beeom6s . There i, m

no independently real or existent past with which the memory of

the past can be compared. All checking and comparison is in

terms of one phase of memory with another . If it is objected

that the record of the past is given objectively in the various

written forms, attention is called to the fact that written

record is after all but a

which- represent words and

words and symbols-already

The written word is but a

is a ,present existence in

As human consciousness

form of memory . The external symbols

sentences do so only because those

have a place in organized consciousness- ,

form of social memory . So the real past

memory .

passes through .its kaleidoscopic trans-

formations memory is correspondingly altered . The past, through

memory being a part of the present consciousness, is molded by

all processes affecting the current states . It becomes seen
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differently in the light of a different conscious complex, Thus'

if we take the classical statment ; "Caesar crossed the Rubicon in

49 B .C." ; we do not have in this a fixed and unchanging fact .

Caesargs crossing the Rubicon involved a crucial change in the

course of Roman history which has been influenial with our
i

culture sonee then as so many of the roots of our civilisation

are found in the old Roman Empire . What that crossing meant to

Rome in the middle of the first century B .C;, and what it means

to us today are 1V no means the same thing,, The significance

of the event has been subject to development . Now a fact and

its significance cannot be-rigidly separated . All facts are

subject to being made over in the light of the development of

the significance associated with them, Fasts exist for some

percipient consciousness and they have no other real existence .

As different percipient consoiousnesses have different degrees

of richness of background so the same objective event comes to

have quite different factuality, A given event is not the same

fact to a dog and an intelligent m&n . Thus the materil of memory

comes to have a cnging factual value as the psychical complex

of the percipient consciousness is modified in one direction or

another . . History, having existence only in memory , is subjected

to all the living processes which affect the form of memory . History

is thus a living,present reality .

A specific instance which may help to give this principle a

greater clarity is afforded in the above mentioned illustration of
Q

CeasrTs crossing the Rubicon in 49 B .C ', If we take the more
an

familiar interpretation of the process of civilisation which regaads,

it as progressive development from the earliest period to the

present, with -spasmodic and unfortunate depressant interludes,

we may very well attach a purely accidental significance to this-
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act on the part , of Ceaser . While on the other hand, in the light

of Spengler ; s thesis of a cyclical developmental pattern basicall y
r

characteristic of all life=-oyoles of-civilisations, the cDossing

of the Rubicon becomes a step in a drama having an 4ltyL]. plaan.

The moment had come when the .Roman Rep,ublio was due to be trans

formed into a dictatorship . What a different significance is

implied in the latter as contrasted to the former point of view!

This bit of history has simply grown like other living thing,

History grows and decays with the modification of our various

psychical states . It is not a finished fact, but lives in memory,

being made anew continually, and equally ceasing to be as it had

seemed to be. Again, we are confronted with a dying-birthing com-

plex, History, is a stream , not a finished fact .

In the inner psychical life of manmutation is a much more

evident fact than is the case with many of the instances already

analysed. However, we should not gloss offer this field as the

purpose of this elaboration is to . drench our consciousness with

the realization of the ubiquity of the becoming-becoming-not pro-

cess in every domain within the whole field of awareness . Once

we can fully realize in every mode of our consciousness that death-

birth aaa is an eternal mode of mb$axt±xz awareness having content

then the nature of death must become clearer and the dread of it

destroyed.

St . Paul said in effect ; "As a, child I thought as a child, but

now that I am a man I have put away childish things", Anyone who

stops to analyse his personal consciousness will find that this is

true of him . He has grown away from old systems of values and

new ones have th s their place . For the bo;t who finds in, the
fire-cracker a

and'fire-displa A' Fth of July celebration a seventh

heaven of delight, there comes sooner or later a time when the
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familiar explosives have lost their power to give defl.ight. At

this moment he will probably feel a void, but the fact is he has;

grown and the old forms `have become empty, do what he will. The

characteristic interests of eaah stage of life may we&l become all

compelling in their own peculiar periods, but the time comes

when they lose their power, for the field of conscious interest

has shifted . Certain goupings of friends fill the aro of a given

portion of the life-cycle but only to pass on as t he various ports

of call on the voyage of life call for diverging cou$ses-., For those

who are caught in the doldrums of the ocean of life, and they are

many, these separations may take place but infrequently, but sooner

or later they inevitably come, and for those who are voyaging ,

swiffty they are fast and frequent .. As one ahtfts sails through

the different currents of his psychical nature so he draws to him

different groupings of friends and the peculiar complexes of con-
sciousness

that are formed through them . As we look back over the

span of our past li1@ we often find the man of yesterday quite a

stranger to the man we find ourselves now to be . Similiarities

there are, of course , but the old fie s of interest are gone save

as they are pre sent in the life of memory . The man of yesterday

has died as the man of today is born , . and so it continues through

out the span of observable life .

Life in terms of the emotional, the intellectual and the desire

nature of man constitutesmore truly his real life than any of the

purely bodily ooncern~s. Death of the body is of no concern

whatever, save in so far as it affects this psychical field .

Accordingly., it is in this domain that the crucial problem lies .

So the analysis of process in thi& connection comes closer to the-

real problem of death than any of those phases previously dis-

cussed .
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Consider especially the already noted fact that the man who

was in some past period of life, no longer is in the preent day .

Assuredly, there is a continuity of consoiou-sness which forms a

sbrt of inner identity between the two, yet at the same time we

cannot say that the two men taken as perceptive facts are the

same. A young man, for instance , in the typical instance is

impelled largely by romantic desire and normally his mind is

idealistic . In middle life he is apt to view his married life

in very matter of fact terms and have his thought colored by

much disillusionment from his contact with human nature and the

practical action of affairs . His romanee may have flowered into

moral dignity and an emotional strength to face'the practical

problems of human relationship. His intellectual life will have

probalby become more or less hardened and restricted to specific

detail. In general he will have become more competent in affairs,

but cares less about far visions. Old age may mean emotional

quietude and the building of intellectual forms which combine

something of the idealism of the youth with the practical lessons

of middle life . Now as such an individual looks back from a later

stage to an earlier one, it will seem to him, at least if"he is

anabdtically introspective, '~i will seem to him that the earlier

forms were other men , sometimes almost strangers where the

transitional stalges havebeen especially-strongly marked . The

earlier forms have really died as the later forms were brought

into manifestation . The phenomenon of death, and of birth pari-

passu, has been taking place all this time .

That the psychical forms or characters of the different stages
c" YA-101-in the lif e of Rara are like different entities is further revealed

in the analpp i> of fre%ndship relationships. During an earlier

cycle certain companions may have been very close . . Now let us



suppose that external circumstances, such as moving tomdistant 06
point, have separated the given individual from his friends . His

life goes on developing and so does that of .his earlier companions

in the* ,.various ways, and finally after ax4 number of years .he comes

in contact with one or more of them, He will have had throughout

these years a certain i memory of, these friends, and if they,were

close that may be a fond and cherished memory, but when he meets
them

them anew he may very well be shocked to find,,total strangers in

everything save name . Interests have become different, modes of

reacting altered, and in, general the whole psychical complex which

forms the individual character so modified that there may be no

longer anything in common between those who were once Mends and

perhaps very close to each other . Even in relatively continuous

relationships, such as that of marriage, psychical development
the

often reaches a point where,,divergence between the two becomes

real incompatAblilty, even though in they beginning they may have

been highly complemental, one of the reasons for the great ins

stability in the marital relationships today as compared with the

past, lies in ,the fact that we are now moving in a cycle of

aocel4rated ma ktaai activity in the psychical sense as well as

the physical. Since the combination of individuals developing

on parallel lines, at the same rate, and at the same time closely

assooiated is rare, the result is that in a period of general

acceleration of all forces, the various human relationships, in-

eluding marriage must become very Upatable . But this very in-

tensification of experience, with all of disadvantages and

hardships that it brings, does afford the positive value of pro-

viding superior opportunity of observing the action of f orgies .

The mutatory character of aft all life-concerns is simply driven

into consciousness with a force that cannot be disregarded . The
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result is highly educational if the soul of the individual is

strong enough to stand the strain of the process .

In our present day we are dying much more rapidly , and with
more swiftly

corresponding motion coming to birth than has ever been known

in past history . The result is that many individuals are liffing :

several incarnations in one . That is, in the psychical sense

they are passing through two or more oyles of radical change of

life-mode ,a single one of which, would constitute the usual

developmental form for the period from the first birth to the

final death o f the phppioal body . These shif tingsiza of mode

mark changes in' life-relationships and interests that are equiv-

(lent to a shift to a new incarnation . This affords an especially

excellent opportunity to study the phenomenon of death in the

psychical sense . It shows how old forms and interests can die .

almost completely and yet continuity of self-identity and memory

persists, The dying,-birthing which forms this intensified process

does not imply loss of continuity of consciousness, even though

the individual changes so greatly that he would hardly recognize

himself . In this lies the significant fact in which lies the key

to mastery over death .

t

In the domain .of concepts or philosophical thought there are

forms possessing far higher stability or permanence than any other

form which may be an object of consciousness. Yet even the most

highly meba.physical conoept$ is not superior to transformation .

Most of all philosphy is concerned with meal ing or significance .

Now meaning is vitally affected by 'the psychical mode in which the

thinker is moving Thus the same idea as an objeotivq formulation

may afford the basis of pessimism for one man, while for another

it may bean the substantial fruition of the highest hope=. AB an
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example consider the concept that the objective world is a Maya

or Illusion . To the typical Occidental consciousness this seems

like a destruction of . Reality as such and hence involves the

highest pessimism, On the other hand, it carries none of that

force to the eastern Sage . Recognition of the illusive character

of the objective world becomes for him an important aspect of the

means for Liberation from bondage and the realization of abiding

Reality. He finds nothing really pessimistic in the concept .

Now the psychical background in these two cases is wholly differe/C

and hence the same idea, so far as external form is concerned,

comes to have wholly different value . If the iddividual who has

the pessimistic, view undergoes certain psychical transprmations

he will .progressibely move toward the valuation of the eastern

Sage . Thus that which to him in the first instance is wholly

painful becomes the basis, of his happiness or . bliss-, Accordingly .

transformation of phi.lesophical value has taken place . The same

conoept'does not really mean the same thing %in the two stages .

There thus has been transformative development in the concept .

In mathematics we do have the nearest approach . to an absolute

form. It would seem . that in a f~on such as, two plus two equals

four, we have something for all time fixed . But if we but proceed

deeply enough in our analysis we'will find that . this is not strictly

static . The deeper one proceeds into mathematical analysis the

more he has a sense of a profound motion . Concepts are not am-

biguous and mathematicians do not have differences of opinion

when any conclusion is proven . The motility of mathematics is

much subtler' than that . . . There is, of course, in the philsophical

evaluation of mathematics a place for development and d .ivergenoe :

in thought in the more familiar sense,'but even in the more purely

mathematical sense there is a movement in Reason-structure, as it
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were , so that the student with peculiar intensisty finds himself

in a state of Becoming . Mathematical activity has the peculiar ,

character of not requiring an outer fulcrum . The mathematician

rises above gravity and susteins himself by his boot-straps, to

use a homy simile . But just as the stability of the gyroscope

is attei ned thhough the most ,rapid physical motion , so also is

the relative stability of mathematics-by a simlliar inner motion

on a plane of mental consciousness realized by but few of the

units among men .

When we ask ourselve the question ; What is number ? ; then we begin

to realize the motility in the relationship expressed in the

equation ; two plus two equals four . There is a principle of

growt in number itself, but this-is a very subtle matter the

mastery of which would lead the student into profound realms of

the occult It is much more difficult to perceive the Becoming"

becoming-not character in mathematics than in any other instance,

yet it is there for the anal* at who penetrates but deeply ei ough .

To many it %seems essential that stability should makk religicu s•

forms to give them value . One of the greatest thinkers in the

Roman Catholic clergy suffereeexcommtnication because his able
J4and honest scholareseahee had proven the reality of evol~

i
ution in ohurch dogma . This act on the part of ecclesiastical

authority reap&als the immortance attached to the idea that the

religious form is eternal and unchangeable . But this ' point of

view can be maintdned only by refusing to draw obvious conclus-

ions from history. It is a denial of a really 764*-Esicz, reality

and it is not necessary for the preservation of religious vitality,

as Brahmanioal India has so thoroughly proven . It does not take

profound analysis to show that relgioss forma and values do change .
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V
Brahmanical religious thought recognizes the impermanence of

all form, in the religious and philosophical sense as well as in

more O'xoteric phases . Typically the Hindu recognizes that no form

tnuthfully represents metaphysical Reality . Thus while no country

has such variety and richness of religious forms as does India,

yet metaphysically speaking none of these forma-are taken serious-

lye. They are recognized as convenient instruments for tie

facilitating Realization, but yet possessing only pragmatic

value. Since all objectivity is subject to the principle of
D,,

impermanence, it follows that the effective religious form for

any age or state of consciousness i s _ almost oertei my to differ

from that requisite for other ages and states', `The'result is ''a

very high degree of religious tolerance in India, and this is

something almost unknown in the West,

But we do not need to turn to India to realize the mutatative

character of religious concepts and institutions'. The Christianity

of Jesus, even as we find it revealed in the skimpy records that

we* have, is ®mething very different from the various forms of

institutionalized Christianity that we have today . Thus, while-

Jesus was characteristically a non-resistant in .principle and

practipe, yet the Christianity of the West is among the most

militant of religions. This simply shows that the mkitx native

character of western peoples has made over the original spirit

and teachings of Jesus into a wholly new form . While it is true

that every religion passes through more or less radical transform-

ation, yet the change in the ease of Christianity is especially

striking since in many respects it involves a reversal of spirit .

However, this point is not here made in the spirit of criticism,

but rather to illustrate the ubiquity of a principle \a'striking

instance,, Religions: grow, and in the case of Christianity the
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mutation has been especially violent, Thus the Christian who

insists on the permanence of his peculiar forms simply reveals

in that attitude a peculiar lack of historical sense and of

introspective ability. I

The primitive religion of Jesus has had to die in order that

modern Christianity could become . Similiar developments mark

the history of Buddhism as i t has been transformed from its

primitive stage, first into the Hina-yang form of ®uthern

Buddhism and finally into the more synthetic character of the .

Mahayana of the iamtkax North No religion can be free from

the action of mutation, however fanatically fixed some of the

devotees of given forms may be,, Religious concept and structure

becomes as truly as any other feature- of the objective world .

And beoome~always means destroying of the old to bring to birth

the new, Yet there is a oontinuti$y behind all the forms-which

persists in the face of all change, and this is the undying and

unborn Reality .

At this point it is very possible that the reader may sa y ; "Yes,

I grant you that change is ever-present in the whole world of

exper&ence whether taken ih the sense of the outer sensuous or

inner introspective domains. I grant that it is true that trans"

formation implies a continual dying and becoming, and thus is

not to be interpreted as a state but a process'which oomplements

birth,, Yet there is a sense in which I think of death that seems

peculiar, and that is the final disintegration of the visible

form of those whom we have knownt where there has been a break . in

the continuity of a living. process which I have been able to

observe, It is concerning this that my problem arises-:"'

This problem is recognized, but if the analysis has been
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followed so far we think that it will be realized that we are

not dealing with an event in the case of-death in .4ordinary sense

which is different in principle from the transformation of pond=

erable matter into pure energy . In this transformation, sensible

matter becomes super-sensible, but does not cease to be . It is

still possible to determine that it is, but a . different )9eraeptive

technique has to be employed . If this principle is recognized,

then we should expect and, perhgm, even have the assurance a t k

the problem of continutity of being beyond death in the ordiltary

sense requires only the development of requisite technAque . As

a matter of principle it is far more diffiou'% to think disc

continutity at this point than it is to think continuity of being,

since continuity is the rule as far as our xkazxzx common means

of obserAvtion are able to go, at least at present . Thus if an

explorer in anew country came to a mountain range beyond 'which

no foot had trod so far as he knew, there are certain things

which he would none the less claim to know about that unknown

country before ever entering it . Specific detail he would not

know until after exploration , of course, but he would know that

if there were any streams of water they would run down hill .

Knowing also the general principles of erosion , he would know

certain limits within which mountain forms would have to fall,

ae~ fact, if he took the time to classify and list, he would find

that already he knew a great deal of the unexplored land . Never

for one moment would he think that the mountain barrier indicated

a point where Naturets laws, proven every where else, would cease

to function . The same principle applies at that critical point
V

in the becoming-dying process where the physical body disintegrates-

as a whole .

When the new-born child leaves .the mother1s womb a critical
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A
event takes place which *: the analogue of ordinary death of the

body. The child. when it is born also dies oata4lysmically, for'

it dies to the pre-natal life . We recognize the factuality of the

prenatal life and as a matter of course we are cogni2ant of the

post-natal life. The transition between the two involved a

radical change, yet that transformation did not involve break

in the continuity of life . Is there then any good reason fcv

believing that the radical transformation involved in the final

death of the body is an exception to the principle and involves

discontinuity of life?

Recognition of the fact that impermanence is an attribute

of all that is an object of consciousness° by .no means impl&es

that impermanence is the only reality . In the relative sense,

movement can only be determined by reference to a standard which

is taken as fixed or static . Thus a train moves relatively to

the ground, and in determining the rate of motion of the train

we regard the ground as stationary . But in the astronomical

sense the earth is viewed as being in a rapid state of motion,

but again only in reference to the sun and stars which are taken

as fixed. This principle is applied everywhere . The significance

is that motion in the concrete is known by contrast with relative

imobility,. It is universally true that no state or quality can

be known save by contrast with its own opposite . Thus mutation

as a principle operative in every aspect of objective being,

implies as the basis of its very possibility its own opposite

or immobility. impermanence is inconceivable apart from

permanence .

The whole sensuous domain of life is subject to mutation,

it is in the super-sensuous that we must search for that
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which remains changeless in the midst of all change . And in this

we find the - reality which abides though all birth

and death . Mutation and, immutability are two complementalb

realities and not merely mutually destructive contradictions,

In the history of philosophy these t o aspects of the vv rld

have played centrs.l parts,,. There are those thinkers who have

placed their emphysis upon the instability and multiplicity of

all things, even, as in the case of Heracleitus, going so far

as to maintn that permanence does not exist at all, In contrast,

there stands the thinker of the type of the Greek, Parmenides, who

denies all change and multiplicity and assertt .the reality of

immutability and unity alone, To this day this difference has

divided philo o pher4s into two principle schools or phileeophio

currents. There is thus the pluralism and philosphy of change

as found in pragmatists of the type of William James and the

Monism and philosophic permanence of the Monistic Idealists,

Neither school has anoeeeded in destroying the primary ground of

the other . Both persist, and therefore imply that each has a

substantial basis and that the opposition between the two is not

in reality a contradiction . They appear contradictory , but often

an apparent contrad,#iotion inheres in inadequacy of expression or

in insufficiency of conceptual penetration . That multiplicity and

change is an empirical datum cannot be denied , whatever interpret

t4on may be - placed upon empirical knowledge as such , As has been

extensively shown in this chapter, change , and therefore multiplic

ity is found on every side as one looks out on the world . But an-

other fact remains which is equally impossible to deny, and that

is the fundamental intuition of unity . We realize unity in con-

tinuity of self -identity through all experience of change, In the

scientific endeavor to reduce all phenomena to law there is involved
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the background of an intuition that unity underlies the phenom-

enal multiplicity . Exper kme gives change and multiplicity

while the intuition of the primary synthetic unity of apperoep,4

tion gives a unitary and stable Reality . Certainly these two

are modes of Life however much conceptual penetration has failed

to reconcile them explicitly,

It is significant that Heraeleitus and Parmenides come so close

together on the Greek stage of thought . as to be almost contem-

poraries. Heraoleitus preoeeds and Parmenides follows . It is as

though Life acting behind the screen of manifestation sent these

two forth as supplements of each other, neither having the whole

truth, but the two together if synthesized giving the true picture

in .principle . It is also highly significant that in the Indian

arena of philosophical and religious thought dt at almost the

same time, though slightly preeeeding the Greek thinkers, the

same phenomenon occurs. * First there is Gautama Buddha, preeeeding

Heraoleitus, who formulated the famous phenomenology in which the

whole world of experience is pictured as impermanent and sorrowful .

Buddhas s formulation delt with this empirical fact and a practical

method of liberation from the sorrow which follows necessarily from

consciousness enmeshed in the .en pirioal . But Buddha revealed

himself as farr more profound than Heracleitus in that he asserted

the reality of Nirvana which is permanence and Liberation, although

he refrained from the logical absurdity of trying to describe it .

About fifty years after Buddhal s Nirvana, there appeared another

figure, this time in a Brahmin body . This was Shankara, the

great exponent of radical Monism, -Shankara ; s message was that

of the sole reslity of Brahman and the identity of the Self with

Brahman. He scarcely look it the external world save to classify

it as Maya, or Illusion and the creation of Avidya or Ignorance,
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His one-concern was with the development of Self-knowledge . From

a superficial point of view these great Hindus seem to contradict

each other, and the religious sects which follow them respectively

largely are incompatable . But in reality to even a less extent

than inthe case of Heraoleitus and Parmenides are theyy really

contradictory . The difference was one of emphy.sis with many

indications in the records that they were decidedly conscious

of this fact, The highest exponents along the followers of these

two thinkers do actually attain esential agreement, as in the

Yggaoharya school of Mahayana Buddhism and the Adwaita VedBnntista .

Now the essential key to the mastery of death lies in realiz-

ing the reconciliation of these two apparently incompatable con-

cepts. It really requires ®mething like a super-conceptualism,

that is, an att ining'a state in consciousness which is in its own

nature above expression , but from which it is possible to form-

ulate in either the terms of Pluralism and Monism, and yet reals

izing the two as not contradictory . There are certain illustrations

which may be drawn from experience that will help to clarify the

idea, but no illustration can in the very nature of the case

carry the whole synthetic realization . For all illustrations-

must be taken from experience and therefore cannot truly rep-

resent the super-experiential .

In our present knowledge of the constitution of matter we have,

probably the best objective analoe which exists . Ponderable

matter, that is matter made up of atoms and capable of being

perceived by the senses, is known to be a compound of tke energy,

which is not perceived, save indirectly thDough its effects . This

matter is composed of loositive and negative electrons as previously

std.ted . Under certain conditions, as those which exist in the

hot stars- and in certain of the heavier elements on earth; we are .
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able to observe a breakdown of matter from which radiant energy

is thrown off . In other words, we' find that matter can become

energy: Further we have evidence of the reverse process in which

energy becomes matter again. Now let us liken the primary electron"

ie energy to Life, Then the forming of this energy into atoms of

ponderable matter would correspond to birth ; the various trans-

formations of this matter from one chemical element to another

would be like the becoming -,becoming--not process in the living

human being . - When an element was destroyed and gave birth'to

another element we would have an example of a dying-birthing

complex . •The final disappearance of an atom of ponderable matter,

when the component material became pure energy , would eorresp and

to the f1 cataclysmic form of death when the body enters

final disintegration, Now through out all this process electronic
substance
mattax remains electronic substance, The negative electron remains

the same whether in a circuit about the nucleus of an atom or as

part of a pure energetic stream., Thus there is a sense 'in which

we might say that Electronic substance continues unaffected

whether manife sted as ponderable matter or remaining in impond1

er able, f orm . It is thus analagous,to tie super -sensuous and

permanent Reality, within the matrix of which plays impermanett

phenomenalism . It is Life as opposed to the Birth death prooese.

And just as the destruction of an atom of ponde rable matter does

not destroy the electrons which compose it, so Death does not

destroy the real man since he is one with . Life .

Once the student of Life has realized the fact that death does

not destroy Life, but is a process which negates its own opposite

which it birth, and also farther realizes that that which is oallel

death from one point of view is seen as birth from some other

basis, as in the case of the child dying to prenatal life in the
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act of being born to post-natal life, then he has a basis for

reaching a solution of the problem of Death . If one fully

realizes this fact, then without going any farther he has removed

the sting from Reath . Specific problems of deathprocess and

states of consciousness disassociated from gross matter remain,

it is true, but they become like scientific problems which when

resolved extend knowledge and facilitate practical action, but

have no baring upon metaphysical certainty . The main purpose of

this volume is the discussion of some of these practical problems,

while this chapter was designed to define the general nature of

the problem of death and give it the setting which properly

belongs to it, Death, in reality, is not a disaster but an

adventure into new domains of ~s~~aaxk~ms~ae~x Life, And Life

is Consciousness as we shall endeavor to show in the next

chapter,
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Chapter III

LIFE AND CONSCIOUSNESS .

In the history of human thought many problems have arisen on
to

the relation of Gonsciousness- to Life orhthe Objective World . Aa°

$hese prcblems have been typically presented by western thinkers ;

they have become ±nvolvedin many difficulties which no philoso"

pher has resolved to the satisfaction of all . Almost certainly

these diffioulites grow out of the way of approach to the prob-
as

lem . Unquestionably it is true that Keyserling has reported on

his observations while traveling in the Orient, that many very

ordinary Orientals , especially the Indians , can grasp easily and

as common-place truth , certain metaphysical concepts which the

Occidentals of highest culture understand only with extreme dif-

ficulty . This simply means that the difficulties do not necessar-

ily lie in the problem as such ,, but may inhere in the psychical

background of approach . If the western mind could bridge the

chasm between Indian metaphysics and mysticism,on one hand , and its

own highly developed intellectual power in relation to the

manipulation of objective phenomena, on the other hand, it

is almost certain that many a difficulty which presents itself

to our present intellectual organization would vanish in the

light of a wholly different mode of reflection . It is probable,

though ,, that this task involves much the same order of difficulty

involved in the endeavor to solve the classical problem of the

squaring of the circle . In conceptual terms it is found im-

possible to express the circle in terms of the qquare or visa

versa. Yet there is no question but that the square and the

circle both are. Probably , then ,, their co-ordination ,,in some

third principle not yet brought into conceptual realization .

And it is highly probable that the building into manifestation

of this third principle is the most important task which lies before
us today.
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We,who, are born in the West,find ourselves in a thought-matrix

where the external world of form or things- is; taken as the given

-reality . Reflection, of course , has long since forced us to a

recognition of the fact of Consciousness-, But this recognition
s

seems to have afforded more ground for embara6.sment than comfort .

,How simple it would be to build a mechanical piotteee of the

universe if Consciousness did/not have to break in and "gum" the

works' But, thenp4, if there were no Consciousness there would be

no one to build the picture nor any one to care whether or not
bui lded.

there was any picture 'tom . So whether we like it or not

we do have to reckon with Consciousness as of act . Several

efforts have been made to dispose of Consciousness vtiioh class€

if6under three heads-, but none of these have proven really sat--

isfactory . To place the problem more clearly before the mind of

the reader who is not familiar with philosophical reflection as

it has developed in the Occident, these three typical suggestions

for the solution of . the relationddp of Consciousness to phen-

omena will be briefly outlined .

The interpretation which represents most fully thepoint of

view of materialism is that known as Epiphenomenalism . This is

the view that Consciousness is a mere .incident or accident in

the causal sequenee of Nature . Consciousness is- conceived in

"some such way as the foam thrown up by and floating on a wave-"

"e, mere . foam, aura or me lody ;,) ari sing f rom the brain, but without

reaction upon it"„_ One writer has said of Consciousness that it

was but a "wart on the log of evolution" . In other words, Con-

sciousness is wholly irrelevant . This view would unquestionably

facilitate the building of a purely mechanistic interpretation

of Nature, but it affords certain very obvious difficulties, In

point of fact we do not know anything about the world save in so

far as it exists-in consciousness. We cannot then with any real
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soundness thus-cavalierly dispose of Consciousness, as the

Epiphenomenalists attempt to do .

A point of view, wid&*y held,= is that known as Parallelism,

This is the view that the sequence of states in Gonsciousness>

parallels, but does not causally affect, the series of oorres4

bonding objective events . on this view , the series of conscious,

states may or may not be causally connected, but one thing is

certain, conscious states do not affect external events-. Thus

no objective action could be interpreted as the .eff ect of a con-

scious volition, The point whioh seemed to be served by this

interpretation was the preserving of the mechanical objective

system, while the immediate experftnoe of a conscious statef-

producing subsequent states would not be violated. Conscious-

volition could be effective, but only in producing a to of

consciousness, The difficulty, that arises is as to how harmony

may be established between the two sets of causal series, 4ow

can the two always' agree if they are not causally inter-related?

The third view is-known as interactionism, ie ., the view that

there is a causal •interaction between conscious states and objective

events. This view admits of attaching real .oausal power to

conscious volition as affecting the external world . It is-thus'-

the only one of the three views which makes possible the attach

ing of moral responsibility in relation to external events,, . Pract-

ically .men act as though such were the case, It fits-the form

of our immediate expert6nce in which it seems as though our think-

ing, feeling and willing did affect events . But it affords certain

real difficulties. If external nature if of a type such that

subsequent states can be deduced from antioedent states, or can

be reduced to mathematical equations, how can s7mething like

Consciousness,which is wholly different from things, yet affect

those things? If it does then the equations must be violated .
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1
If such is the case, the whole structure of physical science

must fall, as in principle it is based upon such equations,. Yet

science has gond a 'long ways in proving itself practically which

leads to the presumption that its basi~structure is sound,

It should be evident that in none of these interpretations

have we found a satisfactory solution of the problem of Consoiousr

ness in its re Lion to Life or Nature . If one feels forced to

accept one of the three alternatives he really faces a dilemma,

in that in any case something of vital importance is sacrificed .

The best he can do is to make a compromise, and no, compromise

is philosophically satisfactory .

Now there is-one feature characteristic of these three theories, ;

which is alnDst certainly the primary cause of the diffieulites~

inherent in them. They are all builded in a conceptual back-groudd

such that the' objective or sensible universe is taken as the pri" .

mary reality . It is CbYYsciousness which is being explainded in

relition to an objective system, in other words it is Consoious

ness which ision trial, not the system . There is,, however, the

reverse approach to the problem in which Consciousness is-taken

as primary and all else derivative . In principle this view is

not unknown in western philosophy as it is .the basis of the

idealistic systems . But Idealism in thephilosophieal sense has,,

not afforded the background of our science nor has it` afforded

the basis of typical life-practice in the West. On the other

hand, in Yoga ,Philosophy Consciousness is taken as primary and

not merely in the sense of a speculative theory . Yoga is` pre"

embnelt3ty concerned with practice and while the Yogis- are not
~.w

much the manipulations-of Nature in the purely
k

external sense, yet they have demonstatated on many occasions-

that they can exert external control sk xtha of a most astonish
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ing degree and form, if they but desire to do so . Thus in Yoga

Science we have that type of science which grows out of idealism,,

and this is something quite different from our western science

i,hich has a materialistic basis'. Now the very domain in which

physical science has been barren of results i s *Just the field

in which ' the Yogis* have manifested the greatest power , and this

field includes Death and after -death states. It is accordingly

from this angle that we propose to approach the problem of

Consciousness in relation to Life..

We are in the habit of tkiiizking that the external world is

the most obvious and immediately given fact with which we have

to deal . However , analysis very quickly shows that such is not

the case . The only world with which we can possibly have any

dealings, whether in a practical, scientific or philosephieal

sense, is a world that is known . An unknown and unknowably :

external world has no significance for us whatsoever . To pre-

dicate being or non,,being of it is wholly academic in the worst

sense of that term . The world that is real in any sense of the

term i s a world that i s known or knowable . Thus the world that

possesses significance , even for, the mca t physical of physical

science , is a world that is given in Consciousness . tb

most primary fact with which-we have to deal is not something

external, but simply the t t at I, am ' a conscious, being, or

at least the bare fact of Awareness= itself,

That Life is Consciousness , may not be a proposition which

can be formally proven in- terms of external conceptual forms,

but that does not mean that it fails of being an immediate

realization, once man has divested himself from the presupposi-

tion that objective form is primary . Only habit stands between

us and the ready acceptance of this ppoposition as something

which is true as a matter 'of course, and it is by no means
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necessary to wait for a formal demonstration in order to give

this view a pragmatic test . Simply beacuse this view is natural

to East Indians is the reason that the average Indian can grasp

ideas which even the most cultured Occidental can comprehend only
However,

with difficulty-. /\ The Westerner who has the willingne ss to"try-on"

this idea, as it were , even though only tentatively, is in a

position to prove, in some measure at least, the practical value

of it, There are those who have had the courage to do this and

have found that this is precisely the shift in the evaluation

of the elements composing thegiv world which makes possible

the easy comprehension of propositions- which otherwise seem hope-

lesely,transcendental . In this connection the reader should

bear in mind the characteristic feature of the pedagogic method

of the Yogis as contrasted with western eduotational systems .

In the former the student is told to follow a certain life practice,

and then certain powers of awareness will develop so that he may

know immediately that which is beyond his present paaaam powers.

We,in the West, simply train commonly possessed intellectual

powers,. but neither seek to, unf &(Id nor 'even recognize the exi st ene e
unchanged

of latent powers, We leave the studaat essentially asA he come.

to us, save that he becomes a more profieisnt technicion . On

the other hand, the Yogi maksax± stimulates and cultivates growth

in the student or Chela so that he becomes a different kind .of

man with new powers unfolde-d.- Now the West can never hope to

understand the Wisdom of the East if it will not submit, in at

least a> me degree, to this process of being developed into men

of different apperceptive power, A first step in sueh .a process

is the taking,as true, at least tentatively-, the idea that Life,

Consoaousness and Nature are one . . By the practical valubs which

follow from this view it may be proven in the pragmatic s°ense,, and

14

there does not seem to be any other practical mode of proceedure .
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There is -one form of psychological power .already familiar to
64 . -Moto

the West in some of t manifestations whelps to eonfimm the

view that Consciousness is primary, and the external or perceived. .

world derivative,. This is the power known as hypnoAtism . It is

a relatively familiar experience that an hypnotic operator can

induce in a subject states of perceptive consciousness- .Which dooa!

not at all correspond to the environment 9f orms'experienced by .

witnesses who may be sanding by . Thuska subject in a room may

be told that he is in the midst of a forest or any other out-,

door Invironment, and the subject 'will not only experience that

which is suggested to his consciousness but he will proceed to,

act with respect to it in the same way he would if he really

were in such a setting in the ordinary sense . This is-a highly

significant phenomenon . It 'simply proves that the perceptive

-field does .not .depend upon a given external something . The

world perceived by the subject had as its anticedent merely

the idea which existed in the mind of the opera,tdr . Can we

be sure that the world oommbnly perceived by man is qual&tatively

different from that experienced by the hypnotised subject? If

it is contended that the world generally experienced is verified

by the observation of men in general, while that of the' hypnotised

subject i s unique, the answer i s found in the fact that Rups~

may be submitted to hypnosis as weal as indididuals and such

groups will have common expe'rMnoe: . In such case . we can have

verification by oonfimmatory testimony yet the objective reality

of the experienced world is~,not proven .

Undoubtedly the hypnotic state is,abnormal , but even an abnor"

mal condition cannot be produced have by' the action of principles

that exist. Abnormal phenomena'are not explained away by simply

calling them abnormal pn, the- contrary, they thro'wg) light upon
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normal forms by a process of amplification and segregation of

specific phases* 1 Thus, the fact that in hypnotism a field of
that

consciousness can be produced sfctak is so similiar to the ordinary

world of external perception that the hypnotised subject regard%

it as such and acts accordingly, simply impltee: that a sensible

domain can be produced for exper& nce merely by'a conscious
in a given instance

projection from an idea. If such a field,,aan be so crated
i

centrally with respect to Consciousness, if follows that in

principle the notion of a real peripha.l source of the world

of peropetion,as commonly experienced,oan be discredited . It

is not contended that the phenomenon of moo- hypnotism by itself

forces the abandonment of the idea that there is- a real objective

world that stands as the source of perception ; but it does show

that such a given external something is- not necessary to make

exlpereinoee possible . But if we assume
I
that the source of the

s
experience of the hypnotised subject, on one hand, and that of

common experienoe,on the other, are essentially different ; then

we take a position requiring a dual or complex explaination, where

interpretation a unitary and therefore simple is possible . This,

violates a primary cannon of. science that any hypothesis or theory

which unites~all .the elements of a given domain of study in a

simple or unitary concept has the presumption of truth in its,

favor as contrasted to any hypotheses which requires complexity

of interpretative principles . Hence, if we take the position

that the difference between the experience under hypnosis and

ordinary or common experience is not one of difference in type

but simply of degree or mode of,manifestation of the same print

ciple, we will be proceeding in perfect accord with the best,

scientific Vxnatttan method if, in addition, this common explain--

atory principle accords essentially with that which is the Phil-

osophical basis of practical yoga technique, then the very strongest
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presumption is built in its favor, provided no unquestionable
under

fact of experience fails of possible inelusian of the given

interpretative principle,

If we take the view that the field 'of Consciousness ., or the

world of exper&6noe, is produoed,oentrally from Consciousness,

and therefore has no existence as a "thing-in''itself", the phen-

omena of hypnotift and of ordinary experfbnoe can be brought under

the same principle of interpretation, The'hypnotio operator has=

simply produced in an exaggerated form a parallel of a mode of

action which is common to all Nature. Ttat the effect produced

by the hypnotist is limited and passing is-no criticism ; it sim-

ply reveals limitation of power, Increase this same power

sufficiently and perfect the technique of operation and it

becomes possible to destroy forever the present world of exper-

ience for a given center of consciousness The primaryly

abnormal and objectionable feature in hypnotism is that it

generally involves invasion of one center of consciousness

by another . If, with sufficient understanding the same law is

applied by the individual to himself, it becomes in principle

possible, for the given individual to destroy for his conscious-

ness the present world and replace it by another which he himself

creates. 7h turn this new world can be destroyed at will and be

replaced by still another and so on indefinitely . Now, which one

of all these worlds iwreal? In the last analysis, there is no

criterion by which any one can be picked out as being more real

than any other . If it is objected, that the world which is-,

experienced by most is therefore more real, the answer is that

majority vote is no criterion at all . Perhpps the majority of

humanity are insane and under a delusion which has many features,

in common. The vote of such a majority would mean nothing .
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Yoga PhiloEo phy has no difficulty in determining which of -the-

given worlds are unreal. Taken as self-existent or objectively

real, they all are unreal. By reason of certain common modes of

action the human race has produced our common world of objective

experience'. It should be born-in midi' that from the standpoint

of Yoga, Consciousness in the last analysis is not multiple

-centered, so that every man is an india4pendent self, but is B

so that there is such a thing as a unitary racial projection in

consciousness, upon which individual centers of Consoiousness3

produce Vatmftae their multiform peculiar nuances . These nuances

become decided over-tones and under-tones when the differences

between various human races is tak en .into account. But there.
is a substratum of a common--theme and only because of this is

inter-communication in the world possible . But in some oases,

the differences between the effects produced by under- and over-

tones is so great that orossracial understanding is very limited .

An outstanding instance of this is the utter failure of the

Ang&&,Saxons and the East fndians to understand each other . These

two racial sub-worlds are so different that it is almost impossible

-to find a common denominator of co"ordinate action. While these

two worlds over-lap in some degree , else there would be no con-

tact at all.W yet in a very large sense the two peoples in question

are living in totally different domains. The objective demon-

strations of the engineer , who is perhpps the best symbol of the

peculiar western genius, has no bearing whatsoever on the largely

psychical domain in which the Indian consciousness finds ,a more

primary reality.' The Indian mai[, with great faithfulness to the

essential truth with which he is concerned, express himself in

forms that are not literally true in the objective sense . To the

typical engineering mind, such statements seem like nonseneeaKxx
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since he is concerned-with a very objective world, but in turn

the engineer seems to the Indian type of mind to be continually

falsifying the greater reality in being concerned with a merely

external shell . We do not by any means all experiince the same

world.

If now; any world, as given to the senses , is, in itself,

unreal,- where does "Reality abide? Again, by analysis we can find

the essentials 66 the answer to this question . Given a power by

which a world of experience can be produced oent,,ally f o Con-4

soiousnessa and then-be transformed indefinitely, there must be

some base or fulcrum from which that power aota The man who

can create at will his 3eroeived world, is obviously not cen-

tered in his creations, but on some level of Being of a type

so radically different from the produced worlds, that it is not

affected by the given creative power, Such a level would be the

domain of Reality, or at least it would be real relative to all

sensible domains. Yoga Philoeo phy recognizes such a level of

Consciousness and has names' ,for it . Buddha called it' Nirvana;

concerning which he simply said, "It is",' and with rare Phil--:;,

osophical discrimination avoided all effort to describe it in

temms of a produced or sensuous-world, It is known as Moksha,

as the Turya State and as Nirvikalpa Samadhi . In any case, this
worlds

is the super-sensible domain from which all pe rceptable dmmztxs

are produced, if we take the basis of projection from Conscious-

ness as the explaination of the manifested universe .

Now, although'the reader cannot be logically constrdned to

accept this view as proven beyond all question, yet this fact

remains that it is the most fruitful interpretative principle

known to human consci ousness. The best means of practically

proving it is by assuming it as true and then studying the powers;

which that view unfolds. It certainly is inferior to no other
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view in logical dignity. If it is in fact sound, as Yoga Philf

osophy ma ktains it is, then it reveals how in principle man

can be master of his envirnment in the sense which is commonly

ascribed to Divinity alone, Sickness can be destroyed, material

forms produced, including food, etc ., and various states of con-

sciousness created at will. Mirtole~3 in the ordinary sense of

that term, will be seen not only as possibilities but, and this-

is the most important fact, they will be realized as simply the

action of law in a form not now generally understood . Birth and .

Death, as modes of action in the stream of Life, through the

identification of Life with Conscioushes°s, become therefore

phases in the p.ay of Consciousness . Thus, in principle, they

can be first, understood, and then, mastered .

Undoubtedly habit makes this view of Nature difficult to

accept . For along, long time we have accepted the primacy of

the external world and it is not easy to take on a radically

different view . But it should help if we can realiz-e that we

are not shifting ourselves to some strgage: .and distant basis from

one that is close . The materialistic view is really the arti--

ioial and strgage.one . Habit alone has made it seem natural, .

As a matter of fact, Consciousness is the most intimate thing

that we have and right in it lies the Key to the Universe, yet

we persist'in our search for power out in the perepheral phases

of that Universe . The Key does not li'e in the distant stars but

in man, that is, Consciousness as manifested through the, form

which we call man . There is an illustration which may help to

make this point clearer .

Let us suppose that intelligent beings from some other domain

of Consciousnessswhre observing the phenomena of our present civil-
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isation but did not recognize men as inttelligent creatures . Let

us further assume that these beings have a scientific interest in

.what they are observing and are seeking an explainatory pr.inuiple,

but view the world under a materialists perspective , of the type .

of a familiar school of biologists ., We will take for specific

problem the interpretation of the phenomenon of the automobile,"

Under the supposed case the observers will have noted and recorded

all the characteristic behavour of automobiles, . They are found to

run on wheels when associated with a certain txm form having two

nether and two anterior appendages . When the automobile runs this

form occupies a position in the mid-section of .the vehicle behind

thsxtx a fifth wheel which is grasped by the two anterior

appendages . While the vehicle is transported by four xxxxtx

rotating disks, the secondary form which has oapaotity for index

pendent motion, when separted from the former progresses by a

rythmic al motion of its nether appendages . Obviously there is;

an inter-Prelation between these two' forms, tkaxghxxtxtx as . the

wheeled vehicle almost never moves save when the biforcated form

is associated with it, but it is not clear which one of primary

importance . Now, the problem is, How has this highly complex

organism been produced?

Initially there is given a mass of atoms in space subject to

certain prineipaes of motion ., In the course of t&me these atoms

produoe"ll eo its of combinations, but purely fortubtously, By

a principle of natural selection certain combinations persist

while others are destroyed, of time by a process,

of spontaneous variation combined with natural selection-Nature

.mxdx evolved the automobile and its biforoaded concomitant .

Does this ~exp~la~inatioy satisfiy the man who invented and

produced W Obviously not . They know that the automobile ex-
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isted first as Idaa an idea in Consciousness, and that from this

by a series of steps, all of which were consciously directed, the

final physical structure was, produced. And so it is with every

struotureefor which man is responsible. Intelligence in every

instance initiates and directs the construction. Is it not,

therefore, sounder in principle to assume that the processes in

Nature which we are not able to. follow in all their courses are

produced in essentially the same way as that which man understands

in all its steps, rather than by some wholly different method

resting upon a purely speculative basin? The creative process

which man fully understands is directed by conscious° intelligence .

This alone makes the presumption that Nature in its other phases

follows the same course, in the absence of positive proof to the-

contrary .

The idea that all manifested Being is the projection from

Consciousness, instead of being smething strange and far-fetched,

in reality is far closer to our exper*6noe, than the reverse

view, The trouble is that habit has led us to think that the
the

materialistic interpretatiox .of Life is' simplier, while the

truth is that the expression of material phenomena as a manifestataiaa

out of Life or Consciousness- is much themore natural to an

unsophisticated mind. Most of our seemingly loos unsolvable

Life-,problems have grown out of A false basis of interpretation .
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Chapter IV .

BIRTH AND DEATH IN RELATION TO CONSCIOUSNESS".

Having identified Life with Consciousness in the foregoing

chapter, it now becomes necessary to enter into a fuller deter-

urination of the nature of Consciousness' . Consciousness under-

'stood in the sense of awareness= by some perceiving subject is,

of course, not sufficiently broad to cover the meaning implied

when Life is identified with Consciousness,. It is not meant

that the whole significance of Life is- contained in simple

awareness . Consciousness in this broader sense must have /I

substantiality in order to comprehend the field of Conscious-

ness, which is odmmonly known as the objective world . The idea

is that the very play of Being-4tee is not merely smmething

peroeived,but is produced within the very substance od Conscious-

ness itself . Thus, no object of perception would be regarded as'

itself unconsoioui. Perceiver, perception and thing perceived

represent different aspects of the plenum of Consciousness .

This interpretation of Being is by no means a merely speculative

concept, arbitrarily created . It is implied in the language of

the Mystics' and, in fact, helps to make this language far more

intelligible .- Mystics very commonly identify symbols with

qualities. Thus, while in ordinary conceptual processes we speak

of a symbol representing such and such a quality, the Mystic would

say that the symbol was that quality . if, b$r instance, we were:

to say in the usual conceptual sense that a stone-wall symbolizes,

protection, the mystic dealing with the same idea would state that

the stone4was protection. Such statements sound like confused'

mental states, and undoubtedly they often are, but genuine mystical

consciousness- cannot truly express itself in our regular conceptual

forms, as language is the peculiar provinee of a non--mystical

level of Consciousness . Accordingly, it is a great mistake to
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attribute mere confustion to the Mystic because of his form of

expression . To such the symbol and its meaning are one,,, living

or conscious fact . To this state of Consciousness the symbol and

the thing symbolized are not two discrete realities, but one . Now,

on the more familiar view of the nature of Consciousness this mode
identification in Consciousness

of simxaxaars is quite incomprehensible, for in that case, conscious-

ness as the mere power of awareness must ever stand as distinct
rests

from that which ataxda in the field of awareness . But if we view

C°onsciousness as the plenuri of all Beingh then, in principle at least,

the difficulty is resolved .

Another familiar form of expression of mystical Oonsoiousneers

is that of identification of the perceiveT with certain given

qualities . The following are familiar phrases : "I am Truth" ;

"I am Goodness"' ; "I am Love" ; "I am Beauty" ; etc . In the ordinary

use of language these sentences do not make sense . If predicate
e

adjetives were used there would be no difficulty as it is perfectly

correct to say ; "I am truthful" ; "I am good", etc ., for this means

that ' practice "truthfulness", etc . But to dk identify the

"I" or self with abstract qualities like " Truth" is simply non--

sense as language is commonly enplyed. However, once we view

Consciousness as being substantial and all-inclusive, then the

identification of the self with abstract qualities is comprehensible

in principle, kawa although the practical diffieulities which

lie between ordinary and mystical states of Consciousness would

still remain . For to understand a Mystic one must have sD me degree

of mystical realization .

C'onsciousness in . the more familiar usage involves a. su"bjeet who

stands in the relationship of perceiver, thinker, etc ., to an

object or concept, Thus, "I peroe6ve this typewriter" is a phrase

expressing an instance of the familiar perceptive consciousness .
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There is in this typw of Consciousness a quality which we may .

call polarization , to borrow and somewhat extend the meaning

of a term used in optics . Polarized light is light which has,

properties as though it emanated from a pole . ;It is not necessary

to take this term in its detailed technical significance, but

simply in'the sense that light is propagated as a ray from a

source in a straight line outward so that when it is reflected

in a certain given way, it becomes polarized . Common human

consciousness may he also be said to be polarized by a process

of reflection . The perceiving subject is the ego, or that which

carries individual self9identity in contradistinction to other

selves . From this proeeds the usual intellectual and perceptive

consciousness which is like the beam of polarized light . But

just as the beam of polarized light is but a . particularized

phase of the universal light-plenum, sods intellectuo-perceptive

consciousness but a special phase of C-onaciousness : per se. In

ordinary usage it is only this'intelleotuoperceptive form which

is called consciousness while everything else is regarded as'

unconscious,,

It is, S familiar fact that a .wide 'range of processes , essential

to man as an organic being, function entirely apart .from human

awareness* This ± x I as includes the whole field of involunatry.=

bodily activity. At times events in this field are forced up

into the field of consciousness , but generally this is so only

in case of some , abnoraa& condition such as a disease or injury*

Now this involuna#ry .domain exhibitse all . the ear-marks of a truly

wonderful workmanship=. .The skill in operation is distinctly

superior to that which is manifested d in most that we do con-

sciously. Our best workded out conscious organizations' only

approach to this degree, of perfection, In other. words, the in"
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voluntary domain in its functioning appears like the workmanship

of an extraordinarily high. degree of intelligence . Yet we are

generally unconscious of these processes. But whilessoh uncon'

sciousness is the rule it yet remains true that it is possible

to become aware of this involuntary or zmtmz so-called, subs

conscious domain. This is one of the achievements of the lower

Yoga practices. It is a well attested fact that pratitioners

of Hatha Yoga can consciously control .the involuntary domain and

'in doing so, they have clearly made that domain one WI. thin the

field of consciousness .
.

An-important key to the understanding of the psychic life of

animals and the primative types-of men is recognition of the

fact that generally they are not aware on the conceptual level .,

which we have called polarized consciousness . The atwakn char
A-e A.w

acteristic domain of the animal is that which we-4are AA

instinct,and this is really that which is largely sub-conscious ;

for the more evolved man. The consciouisness of primative man

has, of course,, beyond that of the animal and is reaching

up into the conceptual level, but there resins a pies- very import-

ant 1ant phase in r psychic life which the more cultured races

find beyond their understanding. Primative men have ways of

fore-knowing events in nature : which our scientists with all their

labor .have not been able to duplicate: But this foreknowing is'

t ough an attuinent with Nature, not regarded as 4meohanical

structure, but realized living-being with which conscious.-.

communion is possible . -BCE this communion t-ig on another

level .than that of polarized consciousness, Ais not realized

by the man whose consciousness is restricted to the intelLectuo-

perceptual type . Thus to the latter the peculiar psychic life

of the animal and primative man is entirely a mystery even after

experience has forced him to recognize the fact of its existence .
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Almost certainly the explaination of much of the cermonial

practices of the less evolved peoples is to be found in their

living in a mode of consciousness more closely related to, 'in•-

stinot than to the intelleotuo .perotptive consciousness. Much,

which to us seems like purely superstitious practice may veryy

well prove to be a mode of communication with the different

phases of Nature . Language in the familiar sense calls for the

development of the reflective type of consciousness . Communes

ioation with non-reflective consciousness quite naturally would

require a different modus operandi . The purpose of ceremonial

enactment is just such communication . Who is qualified to deny

its efficacy? That the scientific or reflective type of mind

has not the power of such direct communion by no meand proves that

it is impossible in principle . Also the fact that by the methods,

of physical science we ..have been enabled to develops a oonsider

able degree of control over Nature by no means proves that no

other method of control exists .

As our beam' of polarized consciousness is bounded on one side by

the sub-conscious domain which includes involuntart body actions

and Vxabatty the field of instinctive action manifested especially

among animals and lower types of men, so also on the other side

there abides a domain, frequently called the super-eonsaioueaa .

Most men are not directly aware of this higher domain though

polarized consciousness is affected by it in many ways,. That

which is known as conscience has its roots in this region. Religdon

i n the higher sense is based upon the realities of super-conseiou s

ness. All motivation based upon something that transcends self-

interest inheres in super-consciousness. Mere egoie or polarized

consciousness- affords no basis whatsoever for .any altruistic act .

The very possibility of self"abnegation implies a motivation
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inhering in a basis that transcends egoism . If egoism were the

all in all of Consoiousness-then it would be unthinkable that

any creature could ever will to sacrifice itself . Further,

many individuals have at least moments of re]a tive illumination

when they are taken out of their ordinary limited field in Oon-

soiousnesw. These moments are regarded as having supreme value

and afford the real root of religious life . There are finally

the Mystics and-the Yogis to whom Super-con sciousness is primary

Consciousness. These groups having to a lesser or greater degree

established their habitat in the Super"conscious domain, realize

polarized-b onsoiousness as only partial and in many respects

essentially deceptive, For them, language in the usual sense

is° but a crude and utterly inadequate means of communion, The

power to identify the center of percipience with the object of

consciousness makes all the technique of polarized consciousness

seem utterly inefficient . This is why the Mystic and Yogi so

often seem incoherent to the individual completly centered in

intelleotuo-perceptive consciousness,

The-purpose of'Yoga--training is the building of the power to

penetrate the domains below and above polarized consciousness.

The lower , or Hatha Yoga , technique is largely concerned with

the sub-~Rconscious domain , and while this practice is, in general,

to be frowned upon , it is none the less of philosophical and

psychological signif icance ; for it doe.s reveal the fact that

the ordinary margin of consciousness can be crossed. Yoga, i

the higher sense , is concerned with penetration into Super-

consciousness , Samadhi is a state in which this leasl of Con-

sciousness is realized. But a most significant fact is that a

prerequisite of awakening this transcendent state is the proms

gressive weakening of the sense of egoism ; in other words, the
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rising' out of the limitations of reflective or polarized con-

sciousness%isy absolutely necessary for super-conscious realization .

The more common mode of thinkiigg divides, our being into the

consciousA and the unconscious, the latter in turn being divided

into the sub- and super-conscious Our thesis is that the whole

f &Ild of Being should be viewed as Consciousness and our intellectue

perceptive consciousness should be distinguished by the modifying

term "polarised consciousness", Thus Consciousness per se, like

light, is not polarized, bmt it may manifest in the polarized
e

form, But also, just as polarized light is a very restricted

form of light, even though it may be indefinitely intensified,

so too polarized consciousness is limited to but a mestricted

mode of Consciousness as such, even though it may be developed

to a high degree of power . Polarized consciousness involves

the sense of egoism and it therefore automatically eliminates

all possibility of experiencing modes of consciousness not cen .~-

tering in the one given egoio pole, Each beam-of polarized

consciousness,qua polarized, is not only eternally separate

from other such beams, but it excludes non--polarized conscious-

ness . . Yet it's roots abide in %non-polarized consciousness just

as the beam of polarized light is taken from non-polarized light .

It is therefore not self-suffioient and thus can never find con-

tentment within itself. This is the reason why it is an absolute

impossibility to attain the Bliss of Nirvana without first des-"

troying egoism . However, destruction of egoism does not neo-

essarily imply 'the loss of the power to produce and function

in polarized consciousness .

We may liken Consciousness to a sea which in essence is homo-

genious and includes all . But in this sea are currents and waves

built on variousaatterns, These afford concrete manifestations,

within the sea and are necessary to make possible the realization
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of the sea as suoh . Now the various currents and the waves are not

otherr than the sea in essence though they employ the principle of

contrast which is a condition of specific awareness

. If Consciousness as such is the sea, then the waves and the various currents

would correspond to polarized consciousness*

Another analogy, and onw which is especially effective, is

afforded by the relationships observed in the physics of the

atome, As this- illustration will prove of esped:dral value in the

present discussion we will develops it at some length,

The older idea relative to the constitution of matter,which

dominated physiooyohemioal thought up to the close of the nine-

teenth oentmut, was that the chemical atom was an ultimate and

indestructable unit . The very term "atom" carries this connotes

at"ion . Most substances with which we are familiar were known

to be chemical compounds which could be broken down by appropiate

chemical processes . But there remained certain forms of matter

which could not be so reduced and these were called the "elements"'~

of which oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, gold, iron, smbix

sulphur, etc . were instances . At the present time there are some

ninty odd of these so -called elements known to science, But with

the discovery of radio-activity at approximately the opening of

the twentieth century it was found thatX in at least certain

clearly noted instances the chemical atoms were suboutt to trans ;

formation. Thus it was found that atoms of Uranium actually were

destroyed leaving in their place a series of more or less stable

elements, including radium, helium and lead, This proved very

definitely that the chemical atom was not an ultimate unit after

all, It showed that transmutation of elements was in principle

possible and thus confirmed the main thesis of the old4 alchemists,

Another fact of prime importance was-also made evident . It was'
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found that in the .process of transmutation that a radiant form

of energy was thrown off, so that of the original element which

was transformed into other-elements,, there was a certain residue

which was lost as ponderable matter, Thus, also, the older

concept of the conservation of matter was found to be unsound .

However, the matter destroyed becane energy so that the principle

of conservation as such remainJunaffected,. save that whereas

formerly it had a dual form of the "conservation of matter"':and

the "conservation of energy", it now has -a more unitary char

acter and may be called the "conservation of matter-energy"'. The .

phenomena upon which these determinations were based have opened

up a realm of physical research of revolutionary potentialities

-as compared with that which existed previously . One result hasp

been the extensive analysis of the constitution~of the atom, and

while this work is' still in a formative statge, yet results of the

first magnitude of-interest have been already achieved .

The atom is now realized as consisting'ofa a central .nucleus

about which rotates one or more extremely minute particles of

matter moving at almost' inconceivably rates of angultIrr velocity .

In fact the present picture of the atom is a most striking any_

alogue of the relationships which exist in the solar system ., Now`

the nucleus of the atom and the orbital particl&w compose forms

of varying degrees of complexity depending upon the chemical

element which is under consideration . The simplest instance is~

that of hydrogen consisting of a nucleus composed of one positive

unit which , following Millian, we will call a positive electron,

and about this rotates one negative electron . In all other

instances the nucleus consists of four or more posi'1te electrons-

and a smaller number of negative electrons .. About this nucleus=

rotates; enough negative electrons to make up the .difference
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beteen the number of these in the nucleus and the number of

positive electrons . Thus Helium is given as composed of four

positive xiMztxmxa and two negative electrons in the nucleus and

two of the latter rotating about the nucleus . The number of

positive and negative electrons is thus equal in the atom under

normal conditions. These two electronic units form the smallest

component, parts of positive and negative elctricity,P Thus pon'

derable matter and electricity are found to be the same thing in

essence.

As we go up the series of atomic weights the composition' of the

nucleus of the atoms becomes progressively more complex until in

the case of uranium the nucleus consists of 238 positive electrons

combined with 146 negative elctrons . The remaining 92, negative

electrons occupy'orbital paths about this nucleus . Now one fact

which is of especial interest in connection with the corre qp ondenes,

which will be given presently, is that these more complex nuclei

are composed of either-an exact number of helium nuclei, or at as

many of these nuclei as is possible plus one, two or three

hydrogen nuclei. Thus when the number of positive electrons in

the nucleus is just divisible by four it consists only' of helium

nuclei, but otlierwise contains a few hydrogen nuclei . In the first

instance the element is highly stable, while in the latter, it is

much more subjects to tranf ormation.

The arrangement of the rotating negative electrons is also a

matter of Ya $ , wide range of complexity . In the case of .hydro-

.gen there is but one negative electron and therefore but one

orbit, tich is not, however, always of the same radius . When there

is more than one negative electron their orbits form a series of

circular or ell4ptic rings of progressively greater diameters,,

A given'•ring or orbit may have two or more electrons!. T 4e outer
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most ring may have from one to eight electrons, but not more . When

the number of electrons increases above the latter point a new

ring is added of larger diameters. Now, a fact of large intteest

is that the number of rings increases with the various octaves

of Mendeleffhs periodic table of the elen ents . There is one

ring for the first octave, two for the second, three for the

third, etc . Thus the vary heaviest elements, such as uranium,

have a large number of rings, in which the rotating electrons are

arranged .

The various properties of the elements have been definitely

correlatated with these various rings and the nuclei of the atoms .

Ordinary the mtcal phenomena and energy, are functions of the outer

most rings ; X-ray phenomena are properties of the various in-

terior rings ; while radio activity emanates from the nucleus

itself Of these three forms of phenomena, chemical activity

manifests the least energy, while that involved in radio-activity

is so stupendous as to be almost beyond comparison . In fact.,

the potential radiant energy of matter, such as coal for instance,

is calculated as 10,000,000 times that which is released by ordinary

combustion of coal .

It is possible,by certain highly technical methods, to remove
of the

one or more electrons moving in the orbits, In that case the

element is not transformed into another element but is made

electra.daly positive, or ionized . , When . thus ionized it has -a:

st^ong tendancy to draw to it an electron 'that may be free or by

association with other atoms, When positive electrons are thrown

out from the hucleus of an atom, the latter is transformed from

one form of matter to another, This is a process which goes on .

spontaneously and with great activity in certain of the heavier

-and less stable elements, and presumptive) y occurs among all

r
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elements, though not so subject to observation among the lighter

and more stable am mna±a' elements .

A very striking analogue for the various relationships of

Consciousness is afforded in the above` facts relative to the

constitution-of the atom. Let the raw electiical energy repres"

ent Life or Consciousness' in its primary and non-polarized state .

This electrical energy may manifest as matter when its positive

and negative compon4~ents stand in certain relationships as just

described, but these material manifestations'are subject to

transformations from one element into another and finally back

into pure energy itself, . The primary electrical reality has

no wheres been made more or less in this process . When manifested

as matter it is restricted and relatively static, otherwise it is-

a free-and higly fuidic plenum, but the electrical reality

remains unaffected through these various states- . The same i

true of primary Consciousness-, . Particularized or polarized

consciousness coresponds to the ponderable, material manifestation

of the primary electrical energy . But whether or not this form

is transformed into another or returned to the primary state,,

thee essential reality. of Consciousness is not affected . Only

mutation through 'and in a mode of appearance is involved .

The two primary components of our familiar form of Conscious=ness are the perceiving subject and the objective m rld which i s

perceived . These correspond to the positive and negative eleotrons,

neither of which can exist without the other . Hence we will call

the positive electron in the nucleus of the atom theHigher Self,,

or Atman. This is'an elemental and therefore eternal and unchang-

ing reality . The single positive electron or the some-total of all

positive electricity may be regarded as essentially the same thing .

Thus we say that the Atman of the individual is one wi th the
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Supreme and all-inclusive Atman. All positive electrons are

exactly alike and so alto the Higher Self of every man is the

same as the Higher Self of every other creature In Conscious

ness this is the basis of the power--of awareness, Similarly the

negative electron is the completment of the positive one and ia~

thus the analogue of the field of Consciousness, or that which

fills awareness .

With the exception of hydrogen , the nuclei of the various •

elements consist-of both positive and .negative electrons'. This

furnishes the analogue of the Egoic principle as this term 1s•

used technically . The egoio nature of different men . by no

means the gamea is true of the pure Atmic principle which is

the bare power of perception or awareness in any sense . Indiv-

iduality is relatedd to 'egoism . Now individual ,ity is ® mething

of which we are objectively aware. It is not difficult to

distinguish the individuality of one man from that of .another,.

The is thus aDmething of the objective element or the field of

Consciousness involved in it . This is represented by the negative

electrons which enter into the constitution of most .nucl&i, Only

in the case of hydrogen is the central sun pure, ~In every other

a fe ire-that purity,, 1diluted by something of the negative element

which we regard as representing the principle of atter or object-

ivity . So among the mass of men, the central , is Egoism . not

the Higher Self or pure Spiritual Consciousness,

It has already been pointed out that one form
Gay,,;yv~w ..

of the-nucleus

is especially stable, i .e .,, that of helium where the nucleus con--

silts of four positive zteatxa sxand two negative electrons. Some

elements have compounds of helium_ nuclei only in thlcomposition of

their nuclei, while others have in addition one or more hydrogen

nuclei and necessary addition°negative electrons . The former are

the more stable elements while the latter are more or less instable .
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In these two types of nuclei we have the correspondence of the two

aspects of egoism, i :e ., the Higher Ego and the lower ego or

personal ity . The helium nucleus or compounds of helium nuclei

alone thus corre Ep and to the higher' Egoism, which i s more stable

and persists from incarnation to incarnation,. But the forms of

nuclei involving helium nuclei and additional positive and

negative electrons correspond to a compound of higher and lower

egoism, and the instability of such elements is the beautiful

analogue of the instablejpersonal egoio consciousness,

In this analogical shheme the correspondences of helium and

hydrogen are of especial interest . The nucleus of helium being

a stable form which we have correlated with the Higher . Egoism,

would thus represent the state of individualized consciousness,

where personal egoism was entirely destroyed, yet manifested form

was still retained . ;his corresponds very beautifully with the

man of Wisdom or the Sage, or one who has risen above all personal

attachments°yet functions as a thinking intelligence . Since .

hydrogen has a nucleus of one positive electron and no negative

electron it represents a state of consciousness where egoism in

every sense is transcended. However, since through its orbital

negative elotron hydrogen is manifested or ponderable matter, it

represents -a state of consciousness that is manifested in objective

form. This would be what is commonly known as a self lessaoonsoios

ness of the type represented ,by the Krishna. of the Bhagavad Gita .

This form of consciousness has the highest degree of spirituality

and impresonality which is. compatable vd th any degree of manifes

tation; Now the tendency of both the Higher Egoic and the pure

Spiritual typws of Consciousness is away from earth Cne :ss . None

of the concerns of the world of sense have any attraction for

men who have realized tkasa either of these states>a This is

again symbolized in the fact that, helium and hydrogen are the
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levitational elements par excellence .. It is precisely hydrogen

and helium that are used for-the raising of baloons, Of all

ponderable matter gravety has least action bpon these two forms,,.

Since negative electrons represent objectivity, it follows-

that the various orbital rings of negative electrons of the -"

.±otxe atoms constitute objective fields or, planes. As already noted

diverse properties attach to the outer and inner rings, chemical

,energies belonging to the former, and the various X-rays to the

latter . These correlate very well with the two main fields'of

Consciousness, the objective or physical and the psychical using

the latter term in its general sense . The psychical field of

Consciousness is again'subject to a number of sub-dividisons

into planes, but the discussion of this will be undertaken in

the next chapter . It is of particular significance to note thatt

the X-ray has the power of interpenetration into what ordinarily

is opaque matter . This very well represents psychical energy

which possesses ' just such a power. Thus° on the psychical plane

of dreaming sleep, although the
body

sleepers remains at a certain point

in our physical space, yet,Coflsciousness f another field

having a totally different spacial filling from that :which co-

exists xyftx21~C with it on the physical plane . In other m'rds,•

this psychical level is unaffected by the impenatrability-of

patter as it exists for waking consciousness . Other forms of

psychical experlenoe which are,, however, less commonly realized,

would even more effectiv&ly illustrate this principle of penetta

bility, but for many individuals the reality of such states may

stand in doubt, while concerning the dreaming state there is no

question.

Now it is possible , as previously stated, for an. atom to loess:

one or more of its rotating electrons ., In this case it becomes

positively electrified or ionized . Its mode of manifestation
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in the case of-loss of outer ring . only
.becomes distinctly different . This standset the analogue to the

loss of the physical body through death in the ordinary sense..

it means loss, of power of action or awareness on the correspond-

ing plane, until a new outer instrument of action and perception

is rebacquiredm If the electrons of other rings are removed or

thrown off the effect is analagous to the,passing of conscious

activity and awareness on the corresponding psychic plane . But

none of these removals of the outer electrons destroy the atom, .

It temains an atom of the same element that it was before, only

it is in a different state, which is commonly called "ionized" .

In other words, applying oo rrespondences, removing one or .more,

fields of consciousness does not destroy the perceiving individual .

In the transformation which takes place in radio-activity-one

element is destroyed and another stands in its place together

with a releasing of radiant energy . This corresponds to death

in the, sense that leads to spiritualisation . Spiritualization

always requires destruction of personal egoism and, in the ultirnateo

sense, of all egoisrl6 Thus in the personal sense all religious,

discipline requires self-abnegation . Success in this leads-to

transformation towards the spiritual state with the re3.Uee of

a quality known as Radiance . Great spiritual victors such as

Jesus or Buddha are always represented as radiant . This radiance

is an energy that is a blessing to all those who cane into its

pree oe, whether or not the radiant individual speaks or other-

wise expresses himself . In fact, this quality is so valued in

India that an individual who has taken the vow of silence in all

forms of expression , including even charitable action as we under-

stand it in the west, but who is succeeding in the prooes of

transformation, is looked upon as an object of high reverence and

a blessing to all in his vacinity . The analogue of radio-activity .
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should make the rationale of this clearer to our western under-

standing.

Now, in this transformation x xttkex Consciousness as such is

not destroyed. In fact, in the more familiar stage which si is

represented by the transformation of one element into another,

not even intellectuo-perceptive or polarized consciousness as,

such is destroyed . Simply a new form of polarization has been

achieved . In the case where matter is completely destroyed as

ponderable matter, it yet still is in the form of the freed

electronic energy . So is it also in the step to Nirvanic

Liberation. In this step egoism or intellectuo-perceptive con"

scoousness or polarized consciousness is .finally transformed

back or on into pure and deathless Consciousness per se . Just

as polarized consciousness - is but - a restricted mode of awareness

out of the infinite plasm of Consciousness in itself , so when

this pol ization is removed the restricted individual thht was, -

becomes,
,
~atmply aware of the infinite totality , but in veritable

reality that totality itself . Thus Nirvana involves a "blowing

out" of a restriction only .

Death to prized consciousness is birth to unpolarized

consciousness. In its own nature , the sea of Consciousness

remains ever unchanged . Process ever dominates the polarized

domain, yet at the same time, the matrix of all this process-,

Consciousness per se, remains stable and eternally unchanged,

The essence of the fear of Death is the fear of loss of

Consciousness, Once man can realize that Consciousness in the

primary sense i s the root of all, and in fact i s all in all, then

death and its complement, birth, are reduced to their true

status of phhnomenal modes of the transitive aspect of Being .

Only that can be destroyed which becomes, but that which simply

IS, is superior to all process . Thus mxxx when man frees him-
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-self from the delusion that he, as conscious-being, is identical

with a product of mutation, such as a body, then he will realize

his superiority to and therefore mastery over all death, all birt

and all change:?. All that remains is the practical problem of

mastery of the manifold archana of Consciousness .
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PART II

Chapter V .

THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN .

The purpose of the first part of this discussion has been that

of clearing the ground and defining the field, as it were, so as,

to prepare the way for the more detailed presentation of death-

proee,gses and after-death states . It is thus to be regarded as

affording an orientation of the problem . Most that will be said

in what follows would not be intelligible on the basis of ,the

widely current materialistic views of Being, We have therefore

prepared the way by presenting Consciousness as the
.~-4'e of

approach to the problem.. It is not claimed that we have succeeded

in constraining acquiescence in this point of view by formal logical

demonstration. The endeavor -si ply to show that this approach

had at least strong presumption in its favor in principle . There--

fore, in'the case of the reader who is not already convinced of

its soundness, we simply request that this position be assumed

for the purposes of the discussion and 'thus be tested pragmatically

as to whether or not it opens wider doors of understanding and,

life-control. As was shown, the point of view already has, ; not

only a theoretical ground which ,has important representation in

western philosophy, but in addition is the basis of actual practice

in oriental Yoga. The phenomena of at least certain~ phases of

Yoga Sadhana -(practice) are gaining today a wider and wider

factual recognition in the West Therefore the theoretical

background of that practice does acquire a claim upon the atten,

tion of western students xhfah 4li't it did not possess a few

decades ago .

At some length we have shown that death is to be interpreted

as a process which is the complement of birth or becoming, rathat

than a state which negates life . This process we have endeavored

to show as continuous in all phases of manifested Being, and there-

l~~
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fore widely exper #enoed even by ordinary intellectuo-perceptive•
4 Alr-q

A-6 -technique,
n

-lie the phases of this phenomenon which do not

fall within the range of such observation are t not to be

regarded as something peculiarly unique in type , Thus, . i n principle .,,

there is-no reason why an extended power of awareness should not

be able to interprete even these phases :

We have identified Consciousness with Life, and then different

iated consciousness in the ordinary sense by calling it intellectuo•.-

perceptive or polarized consciousness, The plenum of Conscious-

ness consists in addition of two fields commonly known as the

sub-oonsoious domain and super-oonsoiousness . While different
OJNV

types of ' polarized consciousness possible , and in fact can be

shown to exist by reference to widely familiar as well as extra

ordinary forms of experience , yet Primarily-sub-consciousness and

super-consciousness are not polarized , Now the mode called

polarized-consciousness comes from the unpolarized plenum of

Consciousness,, but being only an aspect of the latter , cannot

completely represent it, Thus many a problem of Life grows out

of the restricted form of polarized-consciousness as such and in

such cases the solution must be reached by penetration, in some

degree at least, into the unpolarized plenum . This is precisely

the penetration which the technique of Yoga is designed to

accomplish .

Some propoanntse of ' Yoga manALihain that penetration into super-

consciousness requires the abandonment of reason . In other words,

it reqires a realization more nearly on the order of feeling . Now

unquestionably this step does require a rising above reasoning as

a process, for such reasoning is characteristic of the relation-,

ships inherent in polarized-c ousness. But. it equally involves-

a transcendence of all-rya, s characteristic of this mode of con-

soiousness, including the sensory form of feeling . Feeling and
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intelleotization are the two primary complemental modes of

functioning in polarized consciousness . Of necessity both are

relative processes ,. Thus in principle, neither feeling and its,

form, the percept, no''intellectualization and its form, the

eonoept~oan truly portray non-polarized Consciousness- . Silence

is the only logically sound representation of, metaphysical

Reality. But if ever the bridge between polarized and non-

polarized Consoiousness , ia to be crossed approximate repres-

entation of 'the latter in terms of the former must be attempted .

There is thus a practical necessity for attempting a representa

titon of a super -- sensuous and super -conceptual Reality, in either

sensuous or conceptual terms, even though at best some degree of

misrepresentation is logically unavoidatrle:. Thus the student

striving to penetrate metaphysical 'Net ity in terms' of polarized

consciousness has to be prepared to unlearn in a later stage

everything which has served him previously. Yet this does-not

mean that eacli step is not re]a tively sound in its place . It

simply grows out of the fact that polarized consciousness is

being made to serve a function beyond its natural limitations ;.

Schools of metaphysics tend -to fall into two principle types,

according as the` mode of relative representation of the nonce

relative is in terms of percepts or oonoepta . Each method hass
i

tts advantages and disadvantages . As pointedxt out, neither can

claim essential soundness, The basis of choosing either the

one or the other method is really pragmatic rather than theoret

,cal. In general it is a question of temperment as to which

school a student is attracted . But recognizing this fact the

proponents of one school should not discredit the methods of

the other. Both are relatively right and yet both are equally

inadequate, so far as principle is concerned . Now these two
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schools correspond to the two complemental types of Yoga known

as Bhakta and Jnana respectively . Bhakta is based on devotion

and stands particularly close to feeling . Jnana is based on

knowledge or Wisdom and thus finds its best relative vehicle

in intellection . Other terms which are often used to represint

this distinction are "Mysticism" and ."Occultism" . This usage

is technical and especally in the case of the word " oeculti

carries more than the etymological meaning of "hidden ", in that

it implies the intellectual rather than the perceptual presentation

of the "hidden", in *so far as that is possible. '

In principle , then 'Feeling is no more adequate vehicle of

transcendental metaphysical . Reality than is Reasons But every

teacher or rather student -teaoher 'since none can claim all know:.

ledge ) must use the one vehicle of the other according a,s it is-

the natural means of - expression of his nature . Since Shri amas

krishna was a Bhakti naturally his disciples follow QLlow the

form of feeling and this should explain the position taken by

Swami Vivekananda in his book on "Raja Yoga'. . Those who follow

the Adwai to Vedanta of Shankaraoharya or the . Yogaoharya School,

of Mahayana Buddhism , since these are supreme4 representatives of

x , Jnana Yoga, will naturally use the conceptual form of

'representation, as is the case in the"'Seoret Doctrine" of H.,P.

Blavatsky , The present writer follows the latter School and

shall accordingly make his .presentations in conceptual rather

than perceptual forms, In other m rds , Reality will be viewed

as Reason rather than as Feeling , vdth , however , the conscious

recognition that no mode of presention can be entirely true .,

outing to the limitations of polarized consciousness as . such,

Since the following discussion penetrates a domain which ordir

ary relative or non_Yogic cannot of itself enter , it is necessary
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that the basis of specific knowledge should be that presented by

attained Adepts. Accordingly, it cannot be completely checked

by a non-adept .- But a ; rational presumption can be bui lded for

it, vh ich will justify . the student in accepting it .at lea s`tJor

trial, and it is the primary purpose of this work to build that

presumption-. The reader is asked to accept what follows in that'

spirit

From the farthest reaches of the dim vistas of the Past down

to the present day the Arohane Schools have always taught that

man was a being having a compound constitution . The terminology

in these different schools has bery naturally varied . The. mode

of dividing the Principles which form the human consitution has

also been in different forms . Some of these variations are

readily reconcilled since they are designed for different pur--

poses. In other oases,, exoteric statements were given that did

not pretend to be more than partial presentations . In still other

instances, there have been exoteric malformations, due to the los'e'

of Spiritual Light upon the part of the teachers. But all agree'

in representing man as not.a simple being,

If we turn agiAn to the outline of the constitution of the

atom giveXn in the last chapter, we find again an analogue. of the

constitution of man. We have already shown the correspondences,

fox' the distire tions between the Higher Self, Cor Atman j the

Higher Egoism and personal egoism . Thus the positive elec n

correqznds to the Atma,c principle , the helium nucleus to the

Higher Ego, while the compound and unstable nuclei involving

electrons other than those forming a helium nucleus, corresponds

eto person° goism. Now the rings of rotating electrons'correspond

to the various-' vehicles of knowledge and action which form man.

The outer ring corresponds to the physical body, and the inner
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The A •e School whosel teachings are followed in this work

give to man a septnary constitution. Casually considered such

a division may seem arbitrary, The student might very well won"

der why there should not be three, five, ten or any other number

of principles . However, there are certain considerations which,

while they fall short of a oomplet #y ad-equate explaination of a

septAnary division , have the advantage that they are grounded in

facts of common -experience . Analysis of human consciousness, i .e.,

that which we have designated polarized consciousness,, reveals

three elements. There is first that which is the subject to all 1

perception or oognition . This' is variously called the self, the

perceiveD or the knower . All awareness whatsoever in this form

of O:onsoiousness involves smeone who is- aware= . But equally there:

must be an object of perception or thought . Awareness as a bare

form-In state in itself is no real existence but an abstraction .

There is no perceiver or knower who does not perceive or know

something, These two modes are.nseperable . But more than that

is involved . Somehow or other the knower and the thing known

are related, and the relating principle is distinguishable from

the termini which it binds together ., This third element we

commonly speak of as the knowledge or the perception depending

upon whether we are speaking in terms of the knower or the

perceiver . Clearly know1&dge, or perception, partakes of the

character of both subjectivity and objectivity . No manta know'

ledge is{ the know&(Idge' of any other man, TWo men may have similiar

know&&dge, or a man may formulate his knowledge in written or

spoken form. But the formulated knoweldge and the knowledge

which is possessed are by no means the same thing . Nothing that

I write, for instance,: can be said to be my knowledge, although

the former is derived from the latter . The knowlddge possessed
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has an inner or subjective quality which no second party can

realize . At the same time, know&ddge Iartakes of objectivity

in that it always has a content. In other words, all knowledge

involves neeessarii'ly an object known. ~L.

Now in this tYnit there is a certain oomple ess that was

lacking if we considered any of the component elements either

singly or in pairs'. Thus there is a sense in which we can say

that the Three form a self-sustaining unit . Tjgis' fact is

symbolized in Geometry'by the Triangles No complete or closed

figure can be formed with less than three sides if simple or

straight lines are used . Over and over agin the Three are

represented in the religions and philosophical systems of the

world. $hese Three Maorocosmically are the Three Logoi that

produce and sustain the Universe. The Three thus stands as a

foundation ix number in Occultism . Simpler division exists,

for the purpose of analysis, but nothing less than a Trinity

can stand as a concrete or real existence .

If now,-we take any three things and arrange them in their

various permutati ons• we obtain six different combinations-, tka

in which the order of arrangement of the three elements i s con"

sidered, These six. combinations taken as discrete facts fit

six, and as a synthetic whole, the seventh . This gives .to the
organization

septenary loxtnet IE a completeness that is peculiarly self-

sustaining. Again, this is portrayed in geometry in the fact

that about a given circle just six oirdles of the same size,can

be circumscribed all' of which are tangent to the adjacent oiroles't
r

The six circles and the central circle again give seven .

There is another geometrical portrait of this idea in aX

little -.ore complex forma Three points define a plane or a tri-

angle. This represents ideal form, which,however, as triune alone
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is-not objectively manifest .. Three dimensioned space represents

the world of perception. All, matter, that is, . all which is

sensuously apparent, is three-dimensioned . Now the simplest

three-dimensioned form is the tetrad, a figure defined by four

points taken at random, in general, and bounded by four planes .

Thus the combination of the Ideal or the Archetype and the

objectively manifest give us the sum of three and four or seven,

It is important that the reader does . not lose sight of the fact

that all classifications of planes of Being, states of Consciousness-,

and Principles in the constitution of Man, a.re to be regarded as'

structure within the plenum of Consciousness in its primary senses

They are not to be taken as something material in the sense. of

being in contradistinction ft Consciousness. Accordingly, while

a certain kind of knowledge may be acquired by external methods

where the objective world is viewed as independent of the perceivers

yet never by this method can the realities of the present domain

of discourse be realized . The requisite process is far more in-

timate . It consists of a penetration into Consciousness directly .

It is therfore called "Self- knew3edge-"'t And while this form of

know&&dge may not be able to substitute for the mehtods of external

science when applied to the external field, yet it is a master

Knowledge which can utterly destroy the value of external know-

ledge by destroying or transforming its whole field . This is the

reason why the Yogi calls mere external knowledge Avidya or

ignorance as it is entirely ephemeral and dependent upon the

powers of Self-knowledge . The knowledge of the various planes

of Being, etc ;, can be dertited only by penetration into Self-

knowledge, and can be outwardly verified only to the extent that

the two fields over-lap. Final verification can only be realized

through building the power of inner penetration .
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In the specific classification of the component principles'

of man a Sanscrit terminology will have to be,employed for the

most part as modern Western 7a nguages do not include adequate

equivalents . However, the significance of these terms will

be developed so that there should. be no difficulty in the under'

st,)nding of them .

From a spiritual point of view the approach to the septenary

classification should be from the most subjective element outward,

but owing to the fact 'that in the western would awareness is een-,

tered primarily in objective forms-, the best apporach for western

readers is from the most objective inward, Thus the first principle

we shall consider is the physical body .

The Fhys'ioal Body is known in Sansorit as the Sthula Sarira or

gross, material body. In the strict . sense of the word it Is not

a principle but an effect from the conjunction of principles-.

Thus, if we were to take a, disk composed of a number of sectors-:

of distinct colors' and rotate it rapidly the resultant impression

would be of a color which is in general different from any of the

component colors,., We might call the color effect produced by the

rotating of the disk an illusory or Mayavi .c appearance . The

relatively real principles from which this maya was produced

would be the se ors of various colors .. This suggests the occult

view regarding the physical body . Save in the lower forms of

Yogaapraetiees and black magic it is not used as an occult agent

at all. True occultism ignores it . The material of the physical

body L's relatively inert matter. When left to itself, as in the

case of a corpse, this matter very soon falls apart . It is to be

regarded merely as an irresponsible and passive effect of the

ees which produced, it*
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Another illustration which may help to convey the idea as to

the status of the physical body, is afforded in the instance of

a statue . Is it the clay or maxble which constitutes the essence

of the statue ; or is it the form into which thee clay or marble is

cast? Clearly it is the latter . Either crude or superb workman-

ship may have been applied to the clay or marble, yet the latter

would be precisely the same material in either case : . However, it

is the superb workmanship applied to the unfolding of a . beautiful

idea which draws the attention of the admiring public . The marble

or clay affords a point of focus-. for a perceptive consci ousness

dependent upon physical instruments of observation, but it is the

beautiful idea which is the real object of interest . Make this

power of perception subtle enough and all need for the, marble or

clay would be destroyed . The same is true regarding the physical

body . Only in an exoteric sense is it called a constituent of man,

The next vehicle is the really important part in the oonstitution

of the outer form of man . This principle is known by a number of

different names. It has been variously called, Etherie Body or

Double, Astral Body, Vital Body , Ka, Subtle Body and Linga Sarira,

Certain of these terms are objectionable bedcuse in other connect

tions x=x they have been used with other meanings, as in the case

of Astral Body and Subtle,Body . The term "Etherie Body"' might be

alright if the word "ether" could be given any clear meaning . But

this word is used much among scientists without clear agreement as

to its meaning ; while in some quarters its existence is brought

into question .. Again, in the occult use of this word we have

still another meaning from thote found in physical science . The

result on the whole is distinctly confusing, and the writer,

accordingly, prefers not to use the term . "Ka"' is an EgyptianI
term which is not inherently objectio able, but if a non-English

term is to be used, it is far better tat it be selected from the
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language which is the chief vehicle of occult and . iritual teaching,,

ire ., the Sanectit . Of the English terms used "Vital Body" is

probably the best as. it is a partially descriptive term . But it

is by no means sufficiently descriptive . The compound word

"Vital,parddigmatic Body" would be descriptively far more sat'

isfactory, though it would still fall short of being comprehen-

sive . Lingo Sarira is the true technical term . Lingo carries

the etymological meaning of "anything attached to an object" .

Thus Linga Sarira carries the meaning of a body that is attached .

This is a very important aspect of this principle, the failure to

understand which has lead to important mistakes on the part og

some students . The best practice is that of learning to use this :

Saanserit term . A fully descriptive term would be "Attached"

paradigmatic-vital Body",, but tt probably most would agree that

this term is far too clumsy .

The Linga Sarira i s the mold of the physical body and the

carrier of life, in the specialized or particularized sense of

Prana. A little analysis should show that this }principle is:

a necessity . Why is it that the bodies of men, animals and plants

tend to take certain recognizable forms? The same matter in the

chemical sense may enter into the composition of any of these

objective bodies, but in each case it is formed according to the

nature of the creature embodied . There must be something which

serves .s a pattern or paradigm and this is clearly not inherent

in the physical matter itself . This pattern is precisely the

Lingo Sarira which carries the impress of the man-from his past

more or less modified by the nature of the parents .

Numbdrs of individuals who have not developed a high degree of

dlairvoyant power have seen this vehicle= . It is the wraith some-

times seen about cemeteries . At times it is seen more or less

separated from the physical body . Some individuals have been
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fore limited, distances
conscious of moving about in it separate from the physical body .

It is, however, attached to the physical body throughout life .

.In any case where an individual functions in this body apart fro

the physical he will be attached by a fine chord of ethertal

substance to the latter . If ever this chord is broken, then

death will follow inevitably, Independent action in the' Linga

Sarira should never be cultivated .

The Linga Sarira is also the vehicle of life in the sense of

Prana. The analogy in this case is found in the wires which

conduct eleotricity't In the generic sense Life is universal, .

and so also is electricity as it composes all matter . But

electricity in- & form which produces controlled manifestations,

such as power, light, heat, etc ., requires insulated conducting

media such as wires . The same principle applies to Life in the

modified form of Prana. In this case the vehoile which serves

as the insulated conductor is the Linga Sarira,

The third principle is Prana or life- .. As already hinted

Itt

Life in the universal sense, which is sometimes called Atma and

Jiva, becomes .x ix Prana only . when particularized and speoial=

iced. The analogy of electricity holds here . The electric

current on a wire is a particularized and directed form of the

universal electricity . Positive and negative streams of electrons'

must be kept in separate courses' until they perform a desired work

such as rendering a, tungston film incandescent . If the positive

and negative electrons were perfectly free they would unite and

produce neutral forms at onee . But being placed under a certain

directed . restraint they produce certain desired manifestations,

such as the familiar mechanical power of a motor, light, heat, etc .

So it it also in the case of Prana . As a differentiation from

primary Life or Jiva, directed under control, Prana produces

manifested living forms .
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Prana in its turn differentiates into a number of functional

forms,,, corresponding to the anabolic and katabolic processed in

the body among others'., There is a very complex science of the

Pranas which plays an important part in certain forms of Yoga

practice . Prana is also, necessary to the subtle as well as the

gross man . However , for the purposes of the present discussion

it is not necessary to enter into this detail,

The Fourth Principle , like the Third, is also various`fesignated,

It has , been called " Astral Body" , " Astral Shape"', "Desire Body"'

"Kama Rupa" and sometime s " Animal Soul"', As the term " Astral Body"

has by some writers been applied to the Linga SarirXa its use has

become ambiguous and confusing as already pointed out . The disc

tinotion involved between"body"and "shape"' is not sufficiently

clear to make the use of the latter term generally desirable .

"Animal Soul" has also been employed to represent the Fifth Prin.-

ciple and thus involves some confusion , Probably the best use of

the term "Soul" is in connection with the principle of intelligence,

rather than with a form or upadhi . "Desire Body" and '"Kama Rupa'

are nearly equivalents and thus either may be as well used, save
I

in view of the fact that Sanserit terms are by fax the most

satisfactory for some of the principles, it nerves unity of

terminology to use the. Sanscrit terms throughout . However,

neither of these terms is satisfactorily descriptive of this

principle, as both convey the idea that it is a form, whereas

it l Ely becomes a form after death . Some care will have to be

used to come to a clear .understanding of this principle.

As indicated by the word "Kama", this principle is concerned

with Desire . It i s the seat of animal and personal desire', the

passions and animal sensation. Through it operates will, in the

sense of personal exercise of will . It is not Desire or will in

the Cosmic or Universal-sense) but the transformation of these into
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the limited, personal form . Personal self,aseertion i s based upon

this power, Spiritual Will is something very different . It moves

impersonally and is far more iikely to act through a personality

that has conquered the Kamic nature than in one where that nature .

is . very strong. Emotional power centers in this-principle.. In

fact, ' it _is the basis of personal power as opposed to intellectual

power . During life this is to be regarded as a principle of action

rather than as a vehicle.

This principle becomes a Pupa or form after death in the,ordinary

case, and when purified, may form a constitutent part of a Subtle

Vehicle which an Adept may use .. The becoming a Pupa requires the

drawing together of certain sub1te matter which is formed on the

patter/of the living man. In the latter discussion of after-death

states this vehicle occupies a very . important place.

In the moral sense this principle is the lowest in man, It 14 .

the seat of manes worst qualities. The first three principles see

ethically entirely neutrals Purification with respect to them in

connection with Yoga-practi4l~ay be called purely technical .

Purification with respect to mind, taken in separation from the

principle of Kama or Desire, is'also technioal . But the basic

purification for the elimination of psychic and moral unclean-

ness is pre-eminently connected with the Kamio principle, ~~

The Fifth Principle i s known as Manas or Mind, and i s sometimes,

called in one aspect , "'Hums n Soul"` and in another, ect "Animal

Soul" . In the concerns--of human evolution as such this : principle

is' the most important . In one sense it is the battle-field of life,

where i s fought the battle which eventuates in manT s descent o ;

Intel--rising, This is the basis of 6'onsciousness functioning iss

ligence, From it is derived both, the Higher and the Lower Egoism..

The second-death )in after-death ste cuts' right through this
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Principle as ° it stands in the border rei.genn between the higher and

lower nature of man . Accordingly understanding of this Principle

is of prime importance',

Now, while Manas, or the form through which intelligence mangy

ifests, is in essence one, it actually is drawn two ways by the

adjacent principles of Kama and Buddhi,, Thus there is a dis-

tinction to be made between higher and lower Manas. In someL

more esoteric systems-of classification where the physical body

is disregarded, the lower- Manas is . called the fourth Principle

and named Kama Rxpax Manas. As Kama Manas it becomes Mind led

by personal Desire and Will, in one sense. Mind or Manas i s a,

neutral Principle capable of gravitation either to the heights

or the depths. The attractive principle to which it responds'

lies- either in Kama or the higher quality Buddhi, the Sixth

Principle:. That is the reason k#ak why it is galled, sometimeoj

the battle-field. This neutral quality of mind can be verified

by an analysis of faniliar expert&nce . Thae, take for instance,

an expert in any field of knowledge . He vwuld represent pure=

Manas, and as such would not be oncerned with how his know&edge

was used. on one hand, thesoldier might call upon him to devise,

instruments of destruction, while on the other IT= d, a phhilanthror

joist might ask him to devise a means of eontroling a disease like

maleria. The purely technical power may be exercised in'either

direction equally well, and from the point of . view of the pure

expert either action would be of indifferent value . The soldier

would symbolize the lower nature carried by the Kamic Principle,

while the philanthropist would represent the more spiritual

nature of Buddhi. The power of,moral decision or evaluation does

not exist for pure Manas . But it provides the intelligent forma

by which action must be directed . And although it is not the

basis of moral evaluation and decision, it none the less provides,
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the form which makes moral responsibility possible? .

Since Manas is the form which carries- the Light of Intelligence

it is the basis of Egoism/ The pure Light of ffsxamt Intelligence

is non-Egoio, but when it becomes restricted to a container it

takes on an'individualized quality . This is in two respects,

corresponding to the Higher Manas and the Kama Manas, and these

are known as the Higher Individual Egoism and the lower personal

egoism respectively . The latter is often known as the self of

matter which must be destroyed before the Higher Egoism can be

effeotifrely realized . The first battle of man consists of the

conquest of this lower egoism . Latter,.-but this practically con"

oerns only the few at presents-there is another struggle in which

the Higher Egoism is over .come,.

There are three phases of Manasic actifrities that can be dis-

tinguished, corresponding to Manas led by Kama, to Manas in its!

own nature, and Manas led by #dzs- spiritual Being through Buddhi .

All use of Mind for the service of self-indulgence or the fury

thering of personal self-interest is Kama-manasic . This -de-scribes,

the largest portion of human use of mind . The man vii th is in

business ztxxx for the money he can get out of it is good in-

stance of this type . The use of i d,in the search forATruth for

its own sake is characteristic ofd pure Manasic activity . This is

represented in large degree by the pure scientist or mathematician,

and by artests who . serve art for its own sake. Where Mind is used

in the service of a cause which transcends the interest of the perms

sonal self, we have an instance of the action of Manas led by Buddhi .

This is illustrated best by such men as Jesus and Buddha. It should

thus be apparent that this .distinction in the phases of Manas is'

not arbitrary, but follows actually distinguishable differences

in the modes of action of men,
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However , the-differentiation between the different types of

Manasio activity should not be taken as absolute . In the invol- •

utionary and in the macrocosmic sense , Manas is the vehicle (upadhi)

of Buddhi, In this sen se Manas is but a passive vehicle and is

no, more capable ae active functioning by itself, than can a

lamp continue to radiate light after the flame within it has been

extinguished, If ,now, we elaborate this figure of the lamp and

assume that the latter is made of a material which can absorb

light which again is radiated in a secondary sense , the latter

would correspond to pure manasio activity if it is directed to

an impersonal field , such as pure science , and to Kama Manasio

activity ii • is directed upon objects of personal desire .

When!, however , this secondary radiance isturned back upon

and unites with the original light we have the analogue of

Buddhi-Manasic activity . Thus in every case the original Light

is the pure Intelligence which is Buddhi, although it may under

go one or another Manasio transformation . In the strict sense

there is no Manasic activity apart from Buddhi1

Another mode of representing the function of Manas is in terms°

of polarization as was developed in connection with Consciousness

in a preceeding chapter. Manas stands as the agent of polariz-

ation , so that Manasic Consciousness is-polarized consciousness .

Polarized consciousness was identified with Egoic or individual-

ized consciousness and this is just the effect of Mind upon the

principle of Consciousness as such . Buddhi does not represent

polarized consoiousness,-. Thus the active union of Manasio with

Buddhic Consciousness would be equivalaat to a fusing of polar-

ized with unpolarized Consciousness . This implies a synthesis

of individuality with universality,, and this is something gjite

different from the original pure universality itself .~

Ow a~ha.~e~rl~-~
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It should be quite evident that there are two radically differ-:

ent ways of viewing Manas '. In the involutionary and Macrocosmic

sense it is a passive vehicle of . Buddhic Intelligence . But-in

the-evolutionary and microcosmic sense, Manes is active and

Buddhi passive . In the latter sense Being is viewed from the

perspective of human consciousness and activity . From this

perspective man is striving for metaphysical realization, 'while

the sixth and . seventh principles from the'standpoint of that

activity are purely passive . It is Manasio man that strives

and wins or fails, Yet, as already pointed out, Manas by itself

is a neutral principle so that speaking of striving with respect

to it seems contradictory . The point is that striving is intro-

duced into Manas only as it is blended with Kama or Desire . And

while the downward tendency of Desire has absolutely to be master-

ed, yet purified Desire-and Will remain, and these united to

Manas , become the active force to realize the Union with Buddhi,.,

This may all seem very oomplec ated to-.the reader, but this

cannot be avoided without giving a false simplicity . Tt must be

born in mind that we are dealing with a realm that is almost

beyond the reach of our common linguistical forms .of expression .

We are dealing with a problem

of building a new thought habit and of finding the power to

shift the base of observation . This is no easy task .

The Sixth Principle is Buddhi . While this term is sometimes,

translated " Reason" or "Intelligence "', it yet involves much more

than those words common-ly connote , Two additional definitions

of Buddhi materially help in distinguishing the nature of this

Principle , These are "discernment "' - and "judgment " . Part of the

definition of 'Disoern=t tff' is especially helpful in throwing

light on the nature of Buddhi . It is defined as, "Acuteness of

judgment ; discrimination ; a considerable power of perceiving
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differences in regard to matters of morals and conduct ; also the

faculty of distinguishing"'. Further, "discernment" involves

both penetration, or insight into the heart of a subject ., and

discrimination which marks the differences which it finds . With

respect to "Judgment", part of its meaning is the power to recog-

nize the true or just relation between ideas, and of correct,

sound and acute intellectual perceptions Thus the power to

make the determination that a given idea is true involves the

presence of Buddhi,. Likewise Buddhi is involved in the dis-

crimination between right and wrong, Individuals who have reachedd
a.

to the point where theAr44 lives are governed by their own reflective

moral thinking rather than by conventional rules have the principle

of Buddhi especially active . With the mas6,of people and espeo

ially the primative types, where conventional moral rules govern

rather than individual perception of moral values* Buddhi is to

a greater or less degree inactive. .

An important aspect of the difference between Buddhi and Manaa

is revealed in considering the distinction between"`judgment"and

"proposition", in the logic al sense ., A -judgment involves a deter-s

mination as of true or untrue, good or not-good, beautiful and or

ugly, etc, When a judgment is expressed in language it is

called a proposition . Now a proposition is simply a form which

attaches certain qualities as belonging to a given subject . As,

for instance, the classic proposition ; "All men are mortal"' . For

purposes of purely logical analysis the question of the truth of

this proposition is not involved . All that could be said about

it in a logical discussion could be said by one who had no know-

ledge as to whether it was true or not) provided he had sufficient

logical competence . Thus a proposition as'a proposition does not

involve any judgment as to whether it is true, unture, good, bad, etc,
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A false proposition or a meaningless proposition will serve the

purposes of pure logical analysis as well as one that has mean

ing and is true, provided it is what is known as a logical

proposition. Now this type of activity is almost purely Manasio .

When, however, judgments ofxXx ik are made of truth, goodness,

value, etc„ then the Light of Buddhi is present .

It will be seen from this analysis that in all real philosophy

Buddhi is very active, as philosophy is'especially concerned with

judgment, discrimination, evaluation, and penetration determination .

Of course, there are the choppers of philosophic concepts of whom

this is not true, and some of the latter are very clever and are

well represented in print . But they are rot philosophers as is

shown by their inability to provide positive evaluations . 'They

can do critical work, which may very well be of value, but they

fall th ort of the true Buddhio activity ofJhilosophy,

Scientific activity is, in general, less Tudd.hio as , broadly

speaking, it is concerned with determinations of fact rather than

evaluation . Scientific theory does mt involve evaluation in this

deeper philosophical sense4 It is but a .determination of an

apparent orderr in nature . It is thus descriptive rather than

evaluative . However, while scientific activity as such is less

Buddhio than philopophy, yet it does not take much penetration to

realize that-the greatest scientists are generally possessed of

an active Buddhio nature .

An able mathematician may be highly Buddhic or almost wholly
but .

Manasic . If mathematical processes and forms are^insturments

which he can manipulate cleverly without their involving any

essential judgment of their truth, then his activity is almost

wholly Manasic . But' if on the other hand, mathematics comes with

the compelling force of being pure truth, as nearly as-that may be,

so that the doubting of it is unthinkable, then the Buddh is element
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is the dominant force back of his mathematical work . Mathematics,

is both form and essence. Many only realize the form, but some

have found the soul . The latter have found a key, perhpas the

greatest, to the Inner Mysteries,

The guiding principle in Religion, in the higher sense, is

,pre--eminently Buddhi . True religion and philowphy are very

close, and are really supplementary .. It might be said that

religion is concerned with penetration while philosophy is`

chiefly concerned with discrimination .. It will be noted that

these are the two aspects of discernment which is one of the

tk nslations of Buddhi,

In some individuals of marked Buddhio development, penetration

may be strongly unfolded while the discrimination is relatively

weak, In such cases judgments of value, truth, etc, are very

quickly made but with a high degree of unsoundness in manifested

form. In such cases there is a genuine realization of value :,

truth, etc„ but the outer correlations of that realization are

defective . 8'fh individuals belong more to the religious wingp

than the philosophical. . The opposite type is much more objectively

accurate in its determinations, but forms them more slowly .

Its strongest development is in discrimination .

In its relation to Manas, Buddli is rational, while Manas-

is irrational, just as for the principles which lie below mind

Manas is rational while they, by themselves, are dark and blind :.

But when we consider Buddhi in relation to the Seventh Principle

its relative character is changed . In the macrocosmic or involc

utionary sense , Buddhi is the vehicle of Anna which is pure Light

or formless Reason . In this sense Buddhi is a pas ve vehicle, anu

thus relative to Atma is irrational . In other words, its rational-

ity, or Light, is derived and not original, but for the aspects cf
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thus follows that none of the intermediate principles are absol

utely positive or negative . A given principle may be negative

in one relationship while positive in another The lowest prina.

ciple ( sthula sarira) is always negative , while Atman is the pose

itive pole per se .

As a vehicle (upadhi) of Atman, Buddhi may be likened to a

lens which collects and focuses light . Through a properly chosen

Ions, ordinary physical light may be concentrated ' into a beam

which thus stands in contradistinction to the general mass of

light, although it is entirely derived from that light . Thus

in one sense it is the original light and none other, yet it is

so diteoted that it stands out as a distinguishable beam . Light

as a whole may be called a unified plenum, but if we gathered it

through a multituded of lenses we could then speak of the light,

as it appeared through the resultant beams as manifold . It is

in something of this manner that there are produced through Buddhi

a multitude of spiritual beinga, although Spirit in itself is

unitary and indivisible .

While the Atmic Light is focused through Buddhi, it yet remains

the unpolarized, original Light . That is, it is not particularized

but remains what we might call focused universality . Thus pure

Budd.hic Consciousness is not only ma impersonal but it is also

not individualized . It is wholly without an egoic quality . It

would be concerned with evaluation but only in an impersonal

sense unconnected. with any individual concern . Budcthic Con-

sciousness is thus above all conflict . We find accordingly that
*

in those natures in which Buddhic Consciousness dominates there

is an all-pervading calmness or peace . The .best representative

of this state of whom we have any extent of record is Gautama
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Buddha in that portion of his life following tha his Realization .

This is also true in the life of Jesus following the Resurection,

but concerning this period our records are extremely skimpy,,,

As already pointed out in the discussion of Manas-, this print

ciple serves to polarize 8'onsciousnessz,and this we have identif-

ied with the Egoic or individualizing quality, Polarizing of

light picks out a certain wave phase out of an infinity of wave

phases, while the focusing lens, of the type assumed in this

dseussion, does not . In carrying out this analogue, Buddhi

carries the Light of Atma including all aspects or phases, while

Manas particularizes on one phase . Thus, while Light in the

[anasic form, may by correspondence represent other phases than

its own, it cannot immediately realize those phases.`' Egoization

necessarily implies limitation, or the bng of one thing at'the

Lbrioe of being separated from all other things . Thus for pare

ticularized consciousness to become complete it must transcend

Egoism. Buddhi,, Consciousness is thus transendent, and while

it is evaluative and discriminative, it is not particularized

or self-centered .

The seventh and highest principle is known as Atma . In the

more correct usage of terms this is not a principle, though common

practice does so designate it . Principles are really components:

in a compound whole. They are thus, in at least the metaphysical

sense, objective and can constitute the, matierial for thought . This

is not true of Atmar however much it may seem to sere%e as an object

of discussion . Atma is pure subjectivity and thus in its own being

as Atma is never an object of Consciousness, but the eternal

subject to all Consciousness . This is the pivactal point on which

all the principles are hung ; It is accordingly synthetic rather

than a constttuent part of a compound whole . Most thinking relative
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to Atma, at least among us of the West, is philosophically

unsound

Atma is the pure Light of Consciousness as considered apart frmm
V

form in any sense . It i,s t~e basis of the power of perception or

awareness Being perfectly formless it is not subject

.to division, for divisibility can be predicated only of objective

material . Accordingly, in the Unity of Atma the whole domain of

Consciousness becomes an Universe which means a oneness . These

facts are revealed by Self-analysis . Any individual unites the

*nle tvrld that he . perceives by the synthetic, appereeptive power

of the center of awareness which he is9. It is this fact which

makes the world of any individual an universe. But this synthetic

center is not itself an object of consciousness in any sense' as

it is alwpys astsmad sfi- it - -- m*gs the substratum of any field

of awareness, Whatever may be an objectX .of consciousness, however4

subtle, it is not this center as it really is, for it i's ever that

basis from which the observation is made . It ~a.e thus follows that

Atma being perfeotly nonobjective, is not subject to the qualities

vii ich characterize objective material as such . !sae. Of these, the

most important are mutitortness and divisibility, the former being

the basis or effect of Time, the latter of Space . ThVLs, Atma is

not to be interpreted as having either a temporal or spac ial nature .

Atmio Consciousness is Consciousness as considered-apart from

form or attribute in any sense . It does not involve either eval-

uation or discrimination . It thus stands superior even to ethiosa

in any sense . On this level Being is the only predication that

can possibly be made,

Since pure subjectivity is an abstraction when considered

apart from objectivity, it follows that Atma is in reality in-
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separable from its own other or the numenal substantiality out of

which all objective form is constructed. From this it also follows'

that the latter has the same super-spaoial and super -temporal

Reality which applies to Atma when taken in-its neumenal sense .

In the constitution of man this metaphysical principle is reflected

in the fact that Atma and Buddhi are inseparable, save for analysis .

These two are therefore called the eternal Monad., vh ioh while in

the relative - sense appearing to be two are in reality neither one

nor two but transcend both multiplicity and unity .

. . Bringing together the principles as just elucidated , we have

the following classification :

7. Atma Eternal,individible Spirit, the SELF .

6 . Buddhi : The vehicle or Upadbi of Atma ; Spiritual Soul e

A, Higher Manas°; the Higher Ego or Mind ; Human Soul,
5 . Manas,.

B, K'ema or Lower Manas ; the basis of personality ; Animal
Soul .

4 .,, Kama Rupa : The principle of Desire and personal Will . This~ \
beoD mes the Desire Body at death,

italv ~
prang: The Life Principle or Vitality, human electrioity. z3„

2'* Linga sarira ; Astral or ethiric Body ; the vehicle of Prana .

1, Sthula Serira ; Physical kdy or gross Body. .

In the arrangement of this classification it dould be born in

mind that the numerical order is not absolute . The sixth and

seventh principles are always the highest , but the relative

dominance of the other principles varies with the individual*

Thus, with a man of very great'vitality and physical health, Prana

would stand first, in the lower group,; while in the case of a

man of a very sensual nature , or of strong personal assertiveness

the Kamio principle would be of most importance . In the intelleo -:-

ual types the Manasio principle comes first, etc .
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The student should also bear in mind that a given classification

of principles,, is dependent upon the plane from which the con-

stitution of man is viewed and the purpose which is in hand, It

is a familiar principle that the same objective substratum of a

fact may have radically different a,ppearaneesas different bases

of reference aretaken . Thus the path generated by the movement

of a point on the circumference of a car-wheel that is rolling

d n a track is a circle if viewed from the car itself, but* a

cycloid if viewed from the earth . In determing whether dis-

crepancies in different systems are really contrbadiotions, this;

principle must be born in mind Many seeming contradictions are

really not such ' when once differences of bases of reference are

taken into account . The above classification is probably the

best for Consciousness that is polarized objectively . As this

is the typical state of the Occidental it follows that on the

whole the above classification is the best for us.

The most important feature characterizing most principles is,

that they are vehicles or Upadhisr-which carry Consciousness in a

certain mode of awareness or manifestation . Thus without a phys-

ical body there can be no consciousness of physical phenomena. Or,

to take another form of illustration, without a microscope there

cannot be any direct awareness of microscopic phenomena . Thus the

microscope is the Upadhi for Consciousness which is aware on the

microscopic plane . Likewise the florescope is the Upgdli of

Consciousness when aware, directly, of r -ray phhnomena . Thus

every Upadhi in man's constitution represents an instrument of

potential or actual awareness or action on the corresponding plane

of Consciousness . This is a principle of the very highest imports

ance to reach an understanding of the limitations and powers of

after-death states of Consciousness, .
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In the case of the classification wehave outlined , some , but not

all of the principles are Upadhis or vehiclesi Thus Atma, Prana

and, save after death, Kama Rupa are not Upadhis, nor, for that

matter, is the Physical Body if taken in separation from the Linga

Sarira. However, these are component elements in the human

constitution and therefore are listed with the tnne Upadblss

as principles, at least for expteric purposes There are7, .though,

other classifications which are concerned only with 4tma and its,

vehicles or Upadhis . But, as explained, this does not involveA

necessarily any contradiction with the classification just made .,

They simply serve other purposes. As one of these classifications--

will also be . .of value in the following discussion it will be

briefly outlined.

One of the best, if not the most advanced school of Raja Yoga

in Southern India, gives a four-fold classification which is of

peculkir significance in connection with the development of

conscious and independent functioning in inner vehicles ., This

classification is correlated with the one already given as follows,:

uartenary Classification

Sthulapadhi (Gross Vehicle)

2a. Sukshmopadhi (Subtle Vehicle)

3* Karanopadhi (Causal Body)

Atma (Spirit ; Higher Self)

Septenary Classification .

Physical Body (Sthula Sariria)
Linga Sarira Vital Body)
Prana (Life Energy)

Kama Rupa (Desire Body, W et )

Kama Manas '(Mind as led by Desire)

Higher Manas (Higher Mind)
Buddha (Spiritual Soul)

Atma.

The first three principles in the ztghtskamdzel four-fold

olassificia.tion are vehicles of action and awareness for Con-

sciousness to three corresponding palaaa ; of Being . It is. possible
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for Atma-(Pure Consciousness) to fundtion with all three vehicles,

or with(2)and(3)apart from (1)', or also in '(3)-apart from (1) and

(2),,,and do this without destroying the man . This is not true of

all the principles in the seven-fold classification as each of the

Upad nis is a compoundd of more than one of them . To be sure, the

power . to separate the Subtle and Causal vehicles and consciously

function in them is only latent in most men, It is a developed

power only in the case of those who have attained to a greater or

less degree of Adeptship, The significance of this classification

is largely in connection with training designed to unfold this

power of inner functioning . But there are certain eorrelations

of these vehicles with after-death states that will be of sig-

nit icance in this wont,

It will be seen -that the physical body, the Linga Sarira, and I

Life Energy form a unit as might logically be expected4 The

physical 'body being drawn together and held by the binding power

of the Linga Sarira the former cannot persist with the break---down

of the latter, In that case, also, 'Life departs returning to the

general stream of Life, no longer having a specific vehicle to

.hold it . Of course, in cases of pre-mature deaths, such as-accidents,

the physical body may be destroyed, while the Linga Sarira still

retai ns - its coherence ; The effect of this will be specifically

discussed in its, place. This is one of the conditions which, while

very common;, is still abnormal;

The Subtle Vehicle or Body is the real carrier of personality

and is of far more importance in the life of the occult student

than the hysioal one, The term 'tSukshmapadhi"' or"'Sukahma Sarira"

as it is eo metimes called, is, in some writings' identified with

the "Linga Sarira', That is a'different usage and must not be

confused with the present one . This' is simply one of the many
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difficulties which serve to confuse students and general readers

beaeuee of the i lack of definite and consistent terminology

where such is possible, This eonfuan ion has helped to Encourage

a very dangerous practice which can be induced rather easily but

should never be indulged . The Subtle Body (Sukshma Sarira) as here

defined is an instrument of potentially safe independent action

on . the intermediate planes of Being. it takes serious effort to

attain this power, but it is potential in every human being . Now,

it is also possible for the Linga Sarira to drift away or be sent

from the physical body for limited distances remaining, however ;

attached to the latter by a cord of subtle matter-. This is the

signif ieanc a of /ILingaNhich .means that which i s attached to some-

thing else) It requires no particular skill or protrated training

to do this . In fact, it happens with ame people spontaneously

with or without their knowledge . In any case it is to be classed

either as a dangerous weakness or practice . For injury incurred

by the Ixx Linga Sarira reacts by repercussion upon the physical

even to the extent of producing death. This xmktmIa vehoile is~.

much employed in black magic both conscious and uneonsoi cu s.

The theory of forming this Subtle Vehicle (Sukeh~mepadhi) so

that it may be used independently of the physical does not bear

upon the present work, and so will not be here discussed . This.,
r

vehicle, however, with a somewhat different character as contrasted

with its form when consciously developed, forms spontaneously after

death. This has a bearing on the "second death" which is of prime

importance, and also with most of the genuine, though negative ;,

phenomena of spiritualism . All this is a matter of the very

highest practical significance and will be elaborated later in it s

plaoe .

The Causal Body (Karanopadhi) is relatively eternal, but def liber-
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advanced degrees of Adeptship . Still it has a definite correlation

with the more interior after-death states and thus has signify

f
icance for us here .

There is a further correlation of these three Upadhis; which msj

be mentioned in-passing as it ties in this portion of the teachings

with other important phases . The Wisdom Religion teaches that t1n

evolution of man is three-fold, and this constitutes the basis of

its most important deviation from the concept of evolution as

developed in physical science . These three aspects of evolution

are Physical or Lunar, Mental or Manasio and Spiritual . These

phases are,directed by three orders or hierarchies of intelligenees .

The physical, which includes the Lunar Form or Linga Sarir a, is

projected, according to the teaching; by the Lunar Pitris (gods), ..

When thelatter have sufficiently prepared the lower or animal

vehicles there is a projection or incarnation in them of a wholly

different order of Being or Consciousness known as the Manasaputri

or Sons of Mind, This represents irk peculiarly the human evolve

u.tion qua human . This stands correlated with the Subtle Body,&

The Spiritual Evolution is of a still higher order, being connected

with the Causal Body . It i;s possible for man to function on all'

three planes, correqzrding to these three evolutions, at once,

whether consciously or unconsciously .,*

*The discussion of theory of evolution as understood in the archaise .

teachings will be outlined in a later work .

I
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Chapter VI .

Planes of Consciousness and Being .

How in a given continuous and universal plenum discrete manifoldd

can possibly beIis a problem that(never ceases to intrigue the mind .

It is the old problem of the "One and the Many" . That Being is

somehow One seems to be our most primary intuition,, yet discrete

manifoldness is a fact of experience which is not destroyed .by

simply ignoring it as did ParmenadXes . Problems of this type which

are perennial in philos phy almost certainly persist for the reason

that p&larized Consciousness has not become sufficiently intensified,

or else the resolution of the problem transcends polarized conscious-

ness as such . Problems exist for the intellectio-perceptive form of

Consciousness , but not for pure Consciousness in its primary state
.

0

it is the service of problems to ..never leave man at rest in any

retive state . Let him resolve one and another is born out of that

very resolution ) alidhe must perforce drive ono in his endeavor to

reach they ever-disappearing rainbowts end of the perfect all-

embracing solution . Intellection has served to bring the rainbow

out in very clear relebf , but never has it succeeded in embracing

the rainbow itself . At the frontier of the highest problems of

man there is a fte, r-= € all-enveloping Silence into which no

polarized Ray can penetrate . Beyond this point-there is no

"knower" but only Knowledge . The Voice of the Silence is heard

only by becoming the Silence itself .

There is no system that can .possibh comprehend All, si noe .to do

so it would have to comprehend itstlf and its source . All systems

are necessarily objective 'to the knower of the systems and hence are

comprehended xxB it±xt rxwi thin tha t wh ich is essent idly beyond

knowledge . The consummatum est of all knowledge is--3 the Unknowable .
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The end•of all re .tive knowledge is the transcendence of knowledge

in that sense .

Primary as -is the principle of contradiction yet it is true that

more synthetic views of Reality reconcile factors that from a narrower

view are incompatable . Reality, naturally, is not self-contradictory,

but many contrad tions exist only for given restricted dkmains and

are resolved in higher and more synthetic concepts . It is for this

reason that the competent critic of any system of thought must

himself have risen to the level of consciousness on which tka t

thought was produced. Only so can he distinguish between real

failures in the system and the appearance of contradiction which

stands out to the perspective of a narrower power of awareness .

Young students of philosophy can very easily tear down the details

in any hilsophic system, let the originator be ever so competent .

Yet s. eh criticism fails to touch the heart of any such systems,

•simply for the reason that the immature critical students have as

yet failed to realize the altitude of consciousness on vh ich the

.constructirre work of the systems was produced . Concepts are as

l&ttle free from mutatatory transformation as are any other exist-

fence in philosophical transformationences in the re;ktiv-e world .

concepts inevitably become other thane they were. Accordingly,

criticism5from lower levels touch surfaces only, and all too often

serve to confuse the real issues .

Criticism undoubtedly, serves as a function of very high value .

There is no question as to the existence of error, and it is the

part of criticism to serve as the pruning knife to remove the false

from the true . But just as the man. who is not familiar with the

nature .the tree and his not the proper discrimination may well

wield the pruning knife to the destruction of productive wood and
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the preservation of worthless structure , so also the critic who is

not abreast of the constructive thought which lies be fore him may

unwittingly be wasting himself and his followers in hacking at that

which'is essentially sound . It is, therefore , a very good rule to

seek first to understand the thought of a system that may lie before

one arnd postpone the passing of judgment as to soundness until this

is accomplished.

in the case-of the system of thought of the type of the one which

lies before us the reaching to the . level of the c onstructiwe pro-e

duction implies a transformation of the whole plane of life of the

student who begins the study with his life centered in objectivity.

r'rom the level ofxa purely external view such that the student leaves

himself unchangedhe can never grasp the significance of the system

and therefore is in no position to judge of its soundness, save)

perhaps, in incidental detail . And from such failure in detail

alone it is manifestly notwalid to infer the essential unsoundness

of the sytem as a whole, unless such detail can be shown to be a

necessary part of the system , and not merely an extraneous element

added through the limitations of the expositor of xsysksmx it .

The method followed in this work is that of developing the phil-

osophy logicallyas far as possible in terms of already existent

conceptual formulae . But as the roots of the system inhere in a

level of Consciousness transcending those . formulae) an explicit and

completely ,systematic picture of the structure cannot be developed .

All that we can hope to do is to show that in logical dignity this

system is in no wise inferier to any tether, while on the other hand,

it meets ore effectively the needs of the heart and soul than any

rurther ,' it does not controvert any "fact " of science

however radically it may diverge from interpretations particular
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scientists may have constructed upon those "facts" . Realization of

this philosophy as i'ruth .involves much more than the intellectual

apprehension of it as possiblir true . But the step from-intellectual

apprehension to Realization requires an act of so .devoting the

individual life that birth is attained on new levels of Conscious-

ness . to book or essay can ever perform this task for any student,

but it may destroy prejudices and point out the direction of penetra-

tion which has been successful in the experience of others . io go

farther requires the active labor of the student himself .

if it is not yet possible to developp a concept which exp.Licidly

unites in logical form indiscrete being with discrete maniflanes5,

yet the coexistence of these two qualities in the same domains of

science is an empiric fact . Thus in the domain of organic evolution

some .6f the facts seem to be very well interpreted by Darwin's

hypothesis of selection in a field of continuous variation, yet

other acts with equal cogency point to the validity dthe principle

of discrete "sporting" , developed by the Dutch biologist,De Vrees .

Development of fighting tusks in a boar or the elongation of the

trunk of an elephant-may very well be by a protracted continuous

process , but the step from a three to a four-leafed clover is most

certainly discrete . Students of biology are well aware of the fact

that from t2a.eh ses of one or the other of these two sets of

biological s diverse schools of theory rektive to the origin of .

.species have developed and persisted side by side . The significant

fact is that neither school has been able to establish itself so

well as to successfully discredit the other . In other words,

discreteness and continuity are equally methods of variation in

the domain of biological experience .
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In the fields of physics and astronomy the: greatest systematic

expansion came as the result of the development of that supreme

instrument for the analysis of the continuum, namely, the dif-

ferential and integral calculus . This is true simply for the reason

tka t in large part physical process is continuous . Yet among the

outstanding and most significant developments of modern physics

is:: the evidence of discrete Qualities attaching to ultimate physical

units. Thus to-day electricity is not regarded as a continuous

stream of energy but as a collection of definite unit charges

known as-electrons . In other words ., the continuous stream is

replaced by a discrete or granu .4"mass . Again, consider the phen-

omena of light . Certain facts such as the phenomena of inter-

ference and diftsion seem to imply a continuous quality in light .
ti -

best interpreted by the undulatory theory; yet other facts, like

the deflectiofof light rays in a gravitational field would point

toward a granular or corpuscular structure . It certainly seems

impossible to build a,true picture of the physical universe either

in terms of the continuum or of discrete manifolds alone .

If, then, in our philosophy we posit a manifested lamellar

structure of Consciousness all within a continuous Absolute Con-

sciousness, we are not Iin principle asserting more than is found

in nature as a familar expereince of science .. That we are not now

able to logically reconcile these two qualities by no means imples

that they are necessarily incompatible . The difficulty simply is

that our conceptual consciousness has not yet reached the altitude

of awareness with respect to which these apparently antithetical

qud.ities are realized as complemental . It is probable that this

step cannot be taken until the union of Reason and Intuition i

realized as .co-ordinate modes'of awareness .
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As a symbol let us imagine a circle of undefined radius rotating

about its center at an indeterminate rate . This Circle would

symbolize Absoilute Consciousness, in a Space without dimension

or,measurement in any sense . Space stands as but the measure of

Consciousness, and not merely as a pre-existing objective emptjc-

ness. The undefined radius of the circle marks it as being un-

limited in its own nature in any sense. Yet that radius may

appear as forcibly limited from the perspective of any particular

relativefcenter of consciousness . Hence any -concrete manifestation

begins with a umi~~ig the ~ circle ass possessing a definite magnitude .

The rotation of the Ciclê marks its character as ceaseless motion

which is yet indistinguishable from immobility . Motion may be

called the one supreme attribute of Consciousness . Analysis of

relative awareness will show that only by contrast or process is

Consciousness active . Absolute Motion is thus Absolute Consciousness

which has reached that supreme-intensity that is indistinguishable

from immobility . `The indeterminate rate of the motion shows that

it is not ultimately measurable from any finite standpoint though

from any given perspective it-may appear as defined and definite .

Let us now asaime the Circle projected into dimensional or

measurable space, let us say, on a straight line . With respect to

Absolute Space there is no difference between motion about a fixed

point,or along a line in any direction, as in the absolute sense

no gignificance attaches to these relative terms . Hence the Circle

in its own Being remains unaffected iit in the relative sense

,motion along a line does have significance . Let us now take any

point on the periphery of our Circle, which we now regard as of a

definite finite magnitude, and consider its path with respect to the
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line along which the Circle is rotating . It will take the following

form. which is technically known as a Cycloid .

1~
"0" rotates along g the line"AB" and theThus the circle with center

path of the point "A" is the cycloid "AAtB" . From the standpoint of

the-center "0" the point "A" has been continuously rotating in a

circle, but khff from the standpoint of the line "AB" the path is the

discontinuoys curve "AMB" . Curves of this type are discontinuous

for the reason t1a t at the critical points such as "A"" small motion

along the line "AB" involves a discontinuity in direction . The

path from "A" to "At" is continuous and so also is it from "A'" to

"B" and so on indefinitely . -But at points such as "At" there is a

radical discontinuity. '

The point on the circumference of the circle represents Con-

sciousness polarized objectively . For such Consciousness, then,

periods of continuity are broken by points of discontinuity . This

represents , among otle r things, such catgcltsmic transitions in

consciousness as that of final death of a given physical body, or

the step from waking to dreal3ing consciousness . From the stand-

point of Consciousness taken as the center "0" there never has been

at any moment a break .' This symbol really carries the whole solution

of the problem of the mastery of death . It lies in simply shifting

the polarization of Consciousness from "A" to "0" . All discontinuity

is merely an appearance produced by perspe ctivFe .
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As an impli-cation of the basic view that the unity of the universe

lies in Consciousness it follows that Space itself is simply the form

underr which Consciousness is manifest . Thus Geometry is simply ar

description of primary p rchological • laws . Geometrical symbolism is

therefore peculiarly intimate . When properly understood it is much

more than a convention or a figure of speech , but indeed an actual

manifestation of modes of Consciousness . The real value of these

symbols is realized by a process described as "becoming the symbol"

It is very difficult , for one traned in-the habits of materialistic

thought to make sense out of a statement of this kind , since from .

that standpoint1all symbols are regarded as conventional representa-

tions only .' They are not realized as being direct manifestations

themselves . However , there are grounds for giving this view serious

attention even from the standpoint of science . These are found in

the testimony of mystics that they do habitually identify themselves

with the symbols . The values,in consciousness of the mystic are

manifestly of a different order from those of the scientist, but

that fact in no wise discredits the former with respect to the

latter as an empiric Sarift . And science , if it is to be conscientious,

must give factual recognition to every empiric existence .

There are, however, theoretical considerations from out-the field

of science itself which build a presumption for the view that

geometrical forms have a substantial reality .. these grow out of the

field of mathematico - cosmical thinking with which the name of

Einstein has been peculiarly associatdd . Of peculiar significance

in the Einstein concept is the indissoluble, synthesis of space,

time and matter. This implies , among other things , tka t the

structure of geometry is substantial as well as formal . If, then,

the universe is interpreted as a mode of Consciousness, then
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geometrical organization-becomes a substantial manifestation of

Consciousness, per se . .

"Space" becomes, in fact ., one of the best representations of

Consciousness whetler taken in the relative or Absolute sense . In

the Absolute sense Consciousness is Spade without dimension in any

apse, that is, without nay metrical properites . In this sense it

is indiscrete or continuous . On the other hand, relative conscious-

ness is mensurable or dimensioned spce . Of this kind of space there

are many forms as defined by the various systems of geometry, but

they all have this in common that they have a determinate structure .

Physical science in one very important respect, in recent years,

has)leveloped a view that accords with that of Occult Science . This

isthat the universe, considered as the manifold of perceivable

phenomena, is finite in extension . Thus from a consideraion of

mathmatico-optical properties it ha'been proven that the steller

universe cannot be infinite, The theory of Einstein definitely

requires a finite universe which in view of the synthesis of matter

and space involved in that theory, implies that space must be finite .

Owing to the principle of symatry which requires that space shall be

unbounded, this razpAdrmes that the space shall be of the type known

as circular or elliptic . Einstein found a geometry descriptive of

this type of space in the system orginated by the German math-

ematician , Reimann, about the middle of the last century:

The grasping of a picture of Riemannian space in three-dimen-

sions is very difficult, but in two dimensions it can be illus-

trated roughly by axzxx 1 the surface of a sphere. The two-
finite

dimensional space-of the surface of aAsphere is manifestly limited

but unbounded, since at any point there is no restriction to

motion in any direction. The great circles on the gurface of the
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sphere correspond to the straight lines of plane geometry . . Now,

motion along the course of a great circle if continued far enough

always returns to the starting point . In the elliptic geometry of
lines
have just this property tYa t in a finite dis-Riemann all straight 1

tance they return into themselves . If then, we regard a straight

line as the path .of a ray-of light, then in the cosmical system of

Einstein all such rays ultimately return to their source . Thus)if

we had powerful enough a telescope by directing it at any point in

.the heavens we would perceive the island universe of which we are

a partlas a very distant nebula .

Occult Science some decades before Einstein first announced his

special theory of relativitygave public statement of enough of its

system to reveal an esential agreement with the, above view in so

far as the cosmicl picture is presented as circular. Whether or

not the specific geometry of Riemann accords in detail with that

ntisof Occult Science is not the important point . The vital pfl-i

the agreement in the circularity of the systems .

From the standpoint of cosmical physica it would seem that the

cosmic picture must be circular, else a finte universe must needs

exhaust itself . Energy poured forth in an unbounded rectilinear

space must ultimately lead to exhaustion. On that view it would

be simply an accident't1a t the universe is not nowrun-down . It

would imply an original starting point at a finite distance in the

past, and such is inconceivable both to science and philosophy .

But the circular cosmical picture admits of an universe with no

point of origin in time and, though finite, is capable of indef-

inite extension into the future . For all energy poured forth

ultimately returns to its source .

Occutt philosophy posits circularity as a necessity partly for
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the above reason, but also for the more fundamental consideration

tia t any modification in the universal plenum of Consciousness must

stand balanced by its own complemental other so that the sum of the

two leave the'original plenum unaltered . Circular motion synthesizes

diametrically opposite motions, so the completion of the cycle realizes

the' perfection of balance of all states . Hence "Periodicity" is the

most fundamental of all laws .

Returning to our diagram on page 126 we are prepared, now,, Ato

modify our figure as to unite circularity in spacial extension with

discreteness in extended or-manifested modes of Consciousness . Let
large

the line "AB" be transformed into a1circle on-which the smaller

circle with center "0" rotates . The cycloid "AAtB" becomes what

is known as an " epi-cyclod" . The following figure illustreates this
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In Fig. II the circle with center "0" corresponds to circle center

"0" in figure I ; the circle center "Ot" corresponds th the straight

line "AB" ; the cycloid "AAtB" becomes the epi-cJrycoid "ABCDEF" .

In the macrocosmic sense circle "Ot"' represents the finite

circular or ellyptic space of the Kosmos . This would be represented

by the cosmical picture associated with Einstein°s theory on one

hand, and with the mgnifested'Universe of Occuttism on 'the other,
the space of

In the microcosmical sense this circle may represent an island

universe, a solar system, a planet, a race or-man , and ., for that

matter, any of the lesser occult organic sub-divisions . The circle

"0" represents Consciousness manifesting in that Space . As this

Consciousness rotates through the boundaries of ita Space it the

point "A" generates the epi-cycloid "ABCDEF" . Now in addition to

the points brought out in the interpretaton of the cycloid in Fig .

I, this figure illustrates cyclic'return so that the motion start-

ing at "A" returns to "A" again. Furthermore, this bpi-cycloid is

so drawn as tp give exactly six lobes . We have therefore rep-

resented a process of six minor cycles, "AB","BC", "CD", etc .

and the major cycle "ABCDEF" ; in all seven cycles. This figure
a

therefore illustrates the septenary principle'tht was developed in

chapter V.

As already pointed out, the epi-cycloid lobe such as "ABe, rep-

resents a period of continuity iA of Consciousness taken in the

peripheal or objective sense. But the points "A", "B", etc,

are poirt'Cs of discontinuity or breaks in this form of rebtive

Conscs ousness . Lobe, periods like "AB" may ik accordingly be called

"planes of-Consciousness or Being" . Perhaps it would be more

accurate to call them zones of continuous relative consciousness

and ],t the points "A", "B", etc . represent separative planes between
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these zones, but the practice of calling the zones "planes" is

already well established and accordingly we will follow that term-

inology .'

Each lobe represents a period of continuity for consciousness

centered in'the periphial point "A" of circle center 110",, but for

consciousness in this sense there is not a continuity from one lobe

to the next . But as pointed out in the discussion of Fig . 1,

Consciousness centered in the center "0" remains unbroken through-

out the whole period . From the standpoint of "0" the whole cyclic

process represented by the epi - cycloid is a Mayor illusion , although

re.tively real from the standpoint of "A"

Rote : A geometrical property that has an interesting bearing upon the
septenary principle is found in connection with a circle circum-
scribed by circles of the same size . If the circumscribing circles

r

are drawn tangent to each other there will,-be-just exactly six .
These six together with the original circle giv\ seven. The following
figure illustres this point :

We have shown in the,above discu ssion how geometry reveals to us

an analogue of continuity synthesized with discontinuity in terms

that rather beautifully illustrate the teaching of our philosophy .

The significance 'of this is that mathematics give us a ground for

apprehending the possibility that a laminated structure in'amni-

fested Being may subsist in Unmanifested Being as a continuous matrix
.
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Furthermore , the mathematical background of the septenary principle

builds the presumption in favor of a division in planes of Being and

Consciousness that is guided by Seven as the most important factor .

But the actual deter~m ng of what these planes are can * only be partly

sustained by a reference to familiar experience . For the rest our

information is derived out of occult sources , although a consider-

able measure of verification is possible from considerations of

analogy or correspondence , and also to some degree from the testi-

mony of those who have reported mystical expe :rieme .

The Occult division of the Kosmos is in the form of seven grand
any of

planes or levels of Consciousness . To be able to cognize these

planes as such requires the powers of Adeptship for seh.is a

phase of genuine Kosmic Consciousness . Only four of these planes,

it b said, are cognizable, by even the highest Adepts . The three

highest are inconceivable even to the highest relative . cons c iousnesss .
and knowledge

The experienceAof mankind outside the very limited rak-s^ of adept-

ship is not concerned with any of these . grand planes as objects of

immediate awareness .

Within these grand planes there are still finer subdivisions .

Thus the lowest Kosmic plane , which has been cat led the Kosmic body,

is dividedas it were ) nto seven sheaths . Each of these , again, is

divided into a seven- fold form. It is only with this lowest

septenary that the objective personal man is concerned . The whole

cycle of human experience, whether on our objective physical plane

the period commonly cat led " life" or indrawn into relative

subjectivity - the states after physical death - is confined to the

planes of the . Kosmic Body . Awareness of the hig&e r Kosmic planes

requires a degree of detachment from form that is almost beyond our

power of imagination. Accordingly , we shall not introduce them any
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farther into the present discussion, especially as they do no bear

upon the problem of after-death states .

Because the principle that the Macrocosm reflects the Macrocosm

not only to monadic entitie/s but al s with respect to the different

planes, it is,in principle, possible by a sufficiently a ute analysis

to derive the semen planes of consciousness from the modes of objective

consciousness . These planes correspond to ., and are refelcted in, the

seven principles~f man . Hence the analysis in chapter V which

showed the% action or presence of the seven principles in the modes

of obj ebtive ® nsc iousness is also evidercc.e of seven planes of

consciousness . . This is the fieldtof study to which the objective

brain-mind is necessarily largely confined,

There are three planes of consciousness of which we have direct

evidence from the common experience of most men . At least two of

these planes are experienced nearly every 24 hours by everyOody .

First, there is the,-plane of, our common waking consciousness . But

when we go to sleep our consc.ousnessleaves this plane and generally

.enters a state of dre~ing . This is another plane of consciousness .

Less frequently we experience states of very profound sleep from

which we return without memory of any dream. This is known as

dreamless sleep w ich usually has an extraordinary power of refresh-

ment . T-b.is:_a.ii,.vee-rxs altogether three states of consciousness

experienced by nearly every one .

While it is undoubtedly true that in a large measure dreams may

be traced to causes which originate in waking consciousness, yet

this by no means invalidates the fact that the state of consciousness

of the dream is a wholly different plane from .that of*waking con-

sciousness . Dream-states rarely include a continuity with waking

consciousness. They stand on their own level with a face vat:Lue
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entirely independent of the values of waking states . From the

standpoint of the latter>s the dreams as remembered may, in
n

large degree , correlated with practices or inhibitions induced

while awake.; but from the standpoint of the dream - consciousness

t4aelf this causal relation does not exist , save in certain rare

cases of overlaping of consciousness . Now, dream-consciousness

on its own plane sands as an,immediate tmperic fact as tru&ly as

does anyl of our more familiar objective consciousness . The drreeam-

state seems unreal :to the memory of the waking-state, but , sense

of unreality does not attach to the dream-state itself on its own

level. So from the standpoint of dispassionate philoa phical valua-.

tion the drem--sate must be accorded relative reality on its own

level as truly as,the case with the waking=s ~on its plane .

We have thus in. these two states equally, two distinct planes of

conciousness as an empirical fact . The judgment which gives more

reality to the waking.-state but which is based purely upon the

standpoint of that state has no absolute significance .
dreaming -

It may be objected t the waiting state proves itself as

-essentially unreal .'as compared to waking-consciousness for the

reason tht dreams are so,eratic and irrational . But this objection
A a

does not hold for the reason ; first, th+t we are not comparing dream

states at their own level with wakinggstates ., but simply the memory

of the former as carried over into the latter . In this process of

carrying-over all sorts of distortions are possible, just as O,mages

from variously curved mirrors take strae and erratic shapes .

Further, the memory, is thrown into a mental field complocated with

all of the associations of waking consciousness, and the result is

an hybride complex instead of a pure memory . The second answer to

the objection lies in the principle that there is no reason to
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expect that the laws of order on different planes should be the same .

The domain of a non-Euclidian geometry may very well appear erratic

and senseless to the student well trained in Euclidian geometry and

who knows of no other ; yet the nonEuclidian system will be as

logically complete as the Better and perhaps fully .as appicable

for the interpretation of physical phenomena . This simply shows

that none-conformity of a domain to familiar modes of order by no

means proves that that domain does riot possess perfectly sound

structure .

The third state of consciousness , ie .,that of dreamless sleep,,

is not so easily shown to be a state of consciousness as is the

dreaming-state, yet real though subtle evidence does exist .

After awakening from a dreamless Aeep we often make some remark

such as : "I slept soundly" . This statement is almost an uncon-

scious recognition of being present in that sate . If"I"w,not

present in that state then I could not trtthfully .say tht I

experienced w and sleep. It is true that, in gen eral, we do not

carry through concrete memory of this state of consciousness, but .,

we do awaken with a very significant feeling and that is that the

continuity of self-identity has not been broken in the profound

sleep. -This is a very important though subtle fact .

It is true that we generally take-the position when awake after

experiencing dreamless sleep that no one was present in that state .

But this sort of testimony automatically contradicts itself . There

is a story thallustrates this point . In an Indian court a witness

was giving testimony in a trial when on being questioned relative

to a certain place he said ; "No body was present in that place",

The judge asked him; "How do you know no body was there7" He

answered; "I was there and so I know ." Thus he proved the falseness
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of his first statement .

'This story brings out a fact which we occidentals with our strong

polarization toward objectivity all too-easily neglect, and that is

that in any testimony noonly the objective phenomena are re haled

more or less accurately, but also the perceiving subject . The

witness reveals himself in his testimony as well as his experience .

When the . :objective content of experience thins to the vanishing point

it does not mean t)a t Consciousness has ceased but rather that the

state. is approached ef consciousnesswithout content . When this

state is realized self-identity persists . though there'is no con-,

crete experience . It is, therefore, a state of consciousness .

we do not mean to imply that dreamless sleep is .a state of

consciousness without content necessarily . In fact,it probably
such a

rarely isI as pct state is-very difficult to attain and is one of

the highest powers of Yoga training . lt .is a deep bamadhi. On

the other hand, the apparent lack of content in dreamless sleep .

is due , it is maintained , to the inability of the untrained brain-

mind to receive impressions from the experiences on this level,

hence there seems to be a blank in the content of consciousness .

Through certain processes of Yoga-training, it is said,, such

power,of recollection of these deeper states can be developed .

The foregoing analysis of sleeping and waking states has been

for the purpose N showing that more than one discrete state of

consciousness is a fact of experience . Hence common empirical

evidence supports the general theoretical considerations supporting

the- idea of lamination in the manifested form of ( : onsciousness .

o be sure, familiar experience does not reveal to us seven planes

as are given in the occult teachings, but .it does reveal enough
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to show that catigorical Genial of the possibility u the septenary

classification of the planes is out of cour-c ..

ior the purpose ' . f a" uiscussion of after-cteatn states specific

knowledge of the seven planes of consciousness is not necessary as

the cycles of common human experience do not involve so many p ,anes,

Self-conscious awareness on the higher planes is possible only those

who have attained adeptship

. The cycles of non-adept human conscious-, ness is, in general, confined to the lower three planes, with ,t

occassional adumbrations of the next higher plane . These three

planes which comprehend the cycles of objective embodiment together

with after-death states are directly correlated with the three

states of consciousness already discussed, i .e ., waking, dreaming

and dreamless sleep . Hence we . are not dealing with a wholly unknown
to '

realm even for those who have no access :Exx occult sources of know-

ledge. Much of t e,.material is available from ord nary sources
--- , that th i ch

to~err-przn pr general outline mxxkxa:9x9rkek will be

given in following chapters, provided the student has developed

his power of analyis acutely enough.

The three planes of consciousness and being which are, for our

present purposes, of most mportal ce, are : first, the- ordinary plane

of our waking (ETagrata) consciousness; second, the plane of dream

ing consciousness (S&xk Svapna ) which is known as Kama Loka or the

place of desire;-third, the plane of dreamless sleep(Sushupti)

designated generally as "Devachan" or ."Devaloka", which literally

means the plane o r place of Deva-consciousness . There stands next

above these another plane which is rarely contacted by any save

those who have attained true Yoga-power or adeptship . This plane

is known as the .Turya state ., /Nirvana or Moksha . This latter
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may be regarded as a general designation to include all of the four

planes which lie superior to the first three . Differentiations

between these planes would be useless as they would be without sig-

nificance for those who have not realized the Tu Rya state . The

Turya state or Nirvai is consciousness represents Liberation for the

great mass of mankind cycling almost endlessly within the limits of

the three lower planes, or the "three worlds" as these planes are

often desigra ted . "Turya" is a Snskrit word which literally means

"fourth", hencethe Turya sate is e.mply the fourth state . "Nirvanal

haa`he root meanig of "Blown-out" or"extinction" . But the !

this term is not literal extinction in the sense of absolute

destruction - a notion ih ich is not phi'low phically thinkable -

but is the extinction of segregated personal consciousness . In

otherwords, this is a form of consciousness which transcends the

limits of form and individi ality .

A mistake very commonly made by students, in fact one which it

seems almost impossible for a student with a Astern education to

avoid, is that of viewing these planes as superimposed zones

existing in objective space . Diagramic representations desigprned

to aid the student in'grasping the rektionships of planes are

necessarily spread out in the two-dimensional plane of 'a sheet of

paper or in the three-dimensional space of some model ,, but all of

these diagrams falsify the idea owing to the limitations of the

media . , Such diagrams are not in any sense a picture of the reality,

but simply what might be called geometrical conceptual forms for

expressing relationshps between panes . If properly understood)
A

these diagrams are an aid for the clarifying understanding, but

if they are taken as in any way portraying concretely or actually

the structure of the planes, the student is-thrown entirely off
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the track of true comprehension .

The concept of the fourth-dimension is a help'for securing a better

understanding of the nature of the planes, provided tht this dim-

ension is not interpreted as simply an unperceived aspect-of

objective extension. It should be regarded as the line uniting

subjective with objective space . Thus the various Lokas or planes !ice

equallynear to any given point in objective space
)
as to any other .

Objective forms, such as various celestial bodies, may have a

correspondential correlatation with particular Lokas,'but they are

not'the Lokas themselves . Frequently blinds in semi-occult lit-

erature exist in the form of treating a correspondential entity
V"

as though it were the reity itself . Here is one of the places

where the student must employ his intuition to derive the real mean-

ing out of statements which when taken literally are not true .

The various spaces of the Lokas must be regarded as interpene-

trakng, so far as space in the objective sense is concerned . We

may regard all Lokas above this objective pibane as constituting

the Atiaisexsxsf withinness of space . A form of subjective travel

which would afford a survey Ss of the familiar scenes of our

terrestrial srce ., is not really on another plane but simply a

sub-plane of this k-ate . In such a case the vehicle of action

would be matter in the physical state although it might be

sufficiently etherial to be invisible to the ordinary observer .

Consciousness, moving in Kama Loka or Devachan,is entirely cut

away from this plane and w-obe active int the midst of a totally

different kind of nature, even though that nature may appear in

forms t}a t are replicas of terrestrial scenesl

From the standpoint of this philosophy we must regard objective

forms or environment arojections with respect to polarized con
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sciousness within the universal matrix of pure Consciousness . On

certain planes these forms'have a higher degree of immobility than
ow,

on others and in such cases we may spe of them as frozen conscious-

ness. The objective plane is the one of the highest degree of

immobility. But as we move inward to more subjective planes 'the

mobility of project' consciousness becomes progressively greater .

This is the prime reason for the great flexibility of experienced

forms on the plane of dream-consciousness . Actually1those forms

are largely produced from the ideas in the mind of the dreamer,

though in part the influence of other minds is present also . In

the next deeper state the purity of the causal action of the indiv-

idual8s ideation beomes much greater .

It-is not very difficult to find evidence which will verify the

self-produced nature of the forms experienced in drean ing conscious-

ness . It is possible relatively easily to find individuals who

have had the experienc of dreaming g W~ at the same time~ ^ line

that they were dreaming . In such cases there is an over- laping

of objective and dream- state consciousness . Now I among these

individuals there is a smaller number , consisting generally of

students in this field, who have deliberately experimented,,while

in such conscious state of dreaming molding c f the course of the

dream with a greater or less degree of success . In such cases,

forms and scenes are more or less perfectly tranformed at the will

of the dremer . Or, again, there is the experience where an indiv-

idual may have been thinking intently along some line of action .

at the time he fell asleep and continued in the same .line when in

the dream .state , and, vh o,by happening to be awakened from out of

the midst Df the dream is enabled to impress his memory with the

process' he experienced. In such cases it has been reported that
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the processes of thought on the waking plane became the corresponding.

actions in the dream state tha t followed . Thus the idea could be

seen as actually molding the experienced state in the dream .

As a summation the following points-have been developed in this

chapter :

1 . That continuous primary Consciousness when. manifested appears

in discrete laminated structure .

2 . That the laminated form is developed through cyclic motion of

such a type that while Consciousness polarized objectively is subject

to breaks-in its continuity, yet 6onsciousness polarized centrally

has persisted in unbroken continuity .

~, That the division of planes is guided by the septenary principle,

in major and minor divisions .
i

That the planes are not to be regarded as superimpositions in to

objective space, but as being laminated stages between extreme object-

ivity and pure subjectivity . Hence the various Lokas are to be

regarded as being equally near all points of objective space .
existence of the

f'. That the °/\three planes which are pertire nt to the discussion of

after- death states can be at least partially verified by reference

to common experience , i .e ., in the states of waking , dreaming sleep,

and dreamless sleep .

°14, That the objective forms which constitute the material of experience

are projections from central consciousness within th~matrix of univer-

,sai consciousness . empirical verification. of this i s in part afforded

by certain experiences in dreams where the progress of, the dream is .

consciously molded by the dreamer. %

a- jvur~A / sue.
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Chapter YII 1

THE C`OiibTiiUTIO. OF IAJ IN RELATION TO THE PLANES ub, CONSCluT .J ESS .

It should be apparent that there is a definite elation between

the planes of Consciousness and the component principles in the

constitution o . The principles are really the/instruments of

non the correspond-action or perception for Consciousness,aeg

ing planes . The real man is the central power of awareness, the

Atman, the Principles are the vehicles by which that power of

awareness functions upon the respective planes, and the planes of

Consciousness constitute the various fields of awareness, thus
different

forming the Yaa1xxx objective worlds . It follows tia t the Prin-

ciples are essentially inseparable from the corresponding planes,

though the two .may be destinguished in terms of function . As an

analogue we may consider any given chemical element , such as iron,, .

in relation to the various states of matter, such as solid, liquid,

gaseous , etc . The various states of matter would correpond to the

plane s ci' Consciousness and the elem nt iron to the individual center
a

if consciousness. Now, iron at ordiary temperatures is in the solid

state and thus is part'and parcel with that state of matter as such .

Speaking in terms of consciousness, iron as solid is aware in terms

of solidity, just as consciousness in man when active in the physical

body is conscious in terms of the physical plane of Consciousness .

Likewise , when2at a higlar temperature , iron is liquid it is then one

with the liquid state of matter , and so also with respect to the

gaseous state and all others . We have thus two types of unities

which we may call lateral and transverse . In the tateral sense

iron, when solid, is one with the state or plane of solidity, when

liquid it is one with the plane of liquidity, and so on . But .in

the transverse sense iron remains ever the same regardless of to
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transition from one state to another for in all cases/it rema ns the

element , iron. Thus) Also man remains ever identical regardless of

the planes of consciousness on hick he may be moving by reason of

his identity with Atman, yet of his consciousness functioning

through a given Principle he is*one with the corresponding plane .

By reason of the transverse and lateral unitizes it is true that

man both persists beyond cataclysmic physiological death and yet at

the same time is anhilated in that death . The materialistic
at death

atheist is quite correct when he says that 1 he will enter the silence

of annihilation six feet under ground , for he identifies himself

with psycho -physiological consciousness . Psycho-physiological

cons3ciousness is destroyed when the organized brain and nervous

system on kich it is dependent ceases to be . The physiological

psychologist is quite correct , when he says tat this type of con-

sciousness cannot exist apart from a living brain , but he is on

indefensible ground when he asserts tJat this type of consciousness

is identical with Consciousness per se . Consciousness in the

transverse sense through its unity with the Atman remains unaffected

in its continuity however many instruments of action on the various

planes of Consciousness may be destroyed . This principle may be

illustrated by a white beam of light projected through a red filter

upon a screen . Destroy the filter and it is p;° rfectly correct'

to say tia t the light on the screen has be destroyed provided that

by "light" we mean " red-light " ., but not otherwise . For when the

filter is destroyed, though it is true the red light ceases to man-

ifest on the screen, still light as a white beam is k±tt there .

Hence, light 'per se has not beeen. annihilated in the destruction of

the red, filter .

Not all of the seven Principles of man are identical with the
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substance witk of the corresponding seven pens of Being and conscious

ness . Some of the Principles merely correspond to certain of the S

planes and hence are refb-Dctions ofrather than identical-with those

planes . Only in the case of certain highly evolved men known as

Bodhisattwas, are all the principles the actual substance of the

corresponding planes . The evolution of the average man is far from

reaching this point . Accordingly}while every man has seven prin-

ciples in his constitution, not all'of these are distinct vehicles

for consciousness on discrete planes .

In cheater V1in addition to the septenary dim-i:sron )
we outlined a

four-fold division which is employed by a school of Raja Yoga in

SoutI rn India. It was shown that this division was not a contra-

diction of the seven- fold classification , but simply a grouping

based upon vehicles of independent action of consciousness . The

four-fold division, it will be remembered, consists of Atma, the

Causal Body (Karanopadhi), the Subtle Body (Sukshmopadhi) and the

Gross Vehicle-(Sthulopadhi) . Atma is the Spiritual Being or the

Self, the Subject to all consciousness, and the three Upadhis or

Vehicles are its instauments of action on three corresponding planes .

As was explained in-Chapter .V it is possible for Adept to function

in the more subtle vehicles in separation from the grosser without

destroying his organization, while such is not true in the case of

the seven Principles . The non-adept man has not the power of con-

scious separate action in these different Upadhis, but the three

states of consciousness discussed in the last chapter (waking,

dreaming and dreamless sleep) have a definite correlatation with

the planes of action of these principles . Furthermore, as the after-

death states are still more closely correlated with these planes and

these corresponding Upadhis they are therefore peculiarly pertinent

to the purpose of this work .
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As a means of correlating the different planes involved in object-

ive and after-death states with the three Upadhis in a form which

unites continuity of consciousness from the level of the Atman with

consciousness passing through discrete states or levies, the diagram

of Fig . to, IV was developed . This diagram may seem rather complex

.but if carefully studied it will make the relationships involved in

the various states muc clearer than would otherwise be the case,
0

.The center` of the ±k four concentric circles, T ,, Lt M and rep-

resents the subjective pole within-Absolute Conscim sness . This is

known variously as the SUPREME SELF , the Logos , Ishwara , etc . The

various circumferences indicate the limits of the fields of con-

sciousness-on the four planes considered in this discussion . Thus

N represents the outermost boundaries of objectivity or the physical

plane . In the &osmical sense this would correspond to the finite

space analagous to the Einstein concept . When applied to any indiv-

idual, such asman , it would represent the limits of his field of

physical awareness . The rage of this field is indicated bgt the-

space between circles if and M which is designated in the diagram as

the "Earth Plane ", Mircumference M represents the boundaries of the

next plane within. From the stax .dpoint of the zone MY it is a

subjective plane , though from the perspective of more interior planes

it is still relatively objective . - 1Ln termsof the states of con-

sciousness, M is the boundary between waking and dreaming sleeps

The . zone LM represents the range of the various states or sub-pines

of the dream consciousness of which there are a great number . This

plane is designated on-the diagram as "Kama Loka " or the Plane of

Desire . Frequently this has been called the "Astral" plane, but

for reasons already given# we do not,find this term satisfactory

and will employ the more accurate descriptive designation "Kama Loka",



The circumference L is drawn more heavily than either M or'N to in-

dicate that the gulf or separation between Kama Loka and the next

interior plane or Devachan is wider, and more difficult to cross

than that which separates the Earth= Plane . from Kama' .Loka. . "The .-z•dne

TL,or Devachan correspond to drean less sleep and the Heaven .world

though it is not identiacl with the latter as generally conceived

in most exoteric religions . •The fact that memory from-dreamless .

sleep is rarely carried across to the waking state is again indicated

by the heaviness of '.the circu~ference L. Circumference '"'T is the

bounding line between Devachan and the Turiya state or Nirvana .

As aLready explaindd this represents a state of consciousness rarer

ly experienced. outside of adeptship . Zones interior to T are not

represented as they have no bearing upon the present discussionn and

are incoceivabDe to the individual consd ousnsss tia t hasnot awakened

to the Turiya state because of the extreme subjectivity involved .

Each more interior concentric circle in the diagram is necessarily

of smaller radius than is the case with more'exterior circles . This

would seem to suggest that the range of consciousness in the -outer-

most circle is much the largest . This is not the correct meaning .

Distance from the center indicates degree of objectivity in con-

sciousness . Inner degrees or stages are less objective burt more

intense and comprehensive . As a matter of fact the outermost zone

is the one of least freedom while the range of freedom increases ix

toward the center .

The smaller circleswith center O corresponds to the microcosm

which, move specifically, inour present discussion is man . There are

in this case , three con- centric circles , 1, m and n . The zone mn

represents the outermost upadhi or the group of principles that

make up the physical body, the linga sarira and prana . This ring
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is tangent to the large circle N . The zone lm represents the subtle

'Body or Sukshma Sarira . ._jm!l .is tangent to li and 1 to L, so the zone
w F'.

of the Subtle Body just correspond to to the zone in the larger

circle desigaried Kama Loka . The innermost circle 1 represents the

Causal Body or Reincarnating Ego . This is tangent to the circle-L .

Otcorresponds to. Atman viewed as the Higie r Self of the individual .

The heavy bar 010 represents the identity between the Atam in*this

sense and the SUPREME SELF or Paraihatman .

The zones between the circles with center 0 represent the spaces

of the different planes of Oonsdi ousness . On the other hand., the

.zones between the circles with center O ¢ represent the indtruments

of awareness and action of the individual or Jivatman corresponding

to the respective planes or ppaces of Consciousness . Thus the

zone mn corresponds to the senses of axx knowledge (Jnanindriya)

and the action senses (Karmindriya ) the brain-mind etc , of kkisx the

physically embodied man.

The movene nt through the cycles of the Individual Soul is repres-

ented by the rotation of circle 1 along the circular line L . As

already explained in the Ir eceeding chapter this process involves

no discontinuity of consciousness from the standpoint of the Atman

orr 0 . From the perspective of the Reincarnating Ego or Karanopadhi

which would be represented by the periphery of circle 1, . consciousness

would move in a path similiar to that given . in the epi-cycloid in Fig .

II . This particular path is not given in Fig . IV as it would lead

to unnecessary complicating of the diaggam . But the path of this

epi-cycloid w}'fould have the points X, Y, Z etc . as .points of dis-

continuity in consciousness , but in this case not taken as breaks

in consciousness but in the sense of change in direction in the

W
rythmical series of incari ations and indrawings . The Higher Egoic
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consciousness as represented by 1 would be subject to t~thmical

pulsation while passing through the stages of embodiment and dis-

embodimc.nt but remans xx) &kk continually in the same space of

Consciousness ., i .e ., that represented by the z) ne TL .

It will be noted that the circle n consists of a heavy arc in th e

zone MN and a light line throughout the zones LM and TL, also circle

m has a heavy arc in zone LM but is drawn light in TL. This is

done, to represent the fact that the gross veh.icle_(sthulopadhi) is

actually manifest only over the portion of the cycle corresponding

to the Earth Plane, in other vo rds, the cycle from physical birth,

or rather concpption, to final death of thephysical body. The rest

of the cycle represents a continuation of potency in a potent al or

Laya state which tends to recur again in a kenetic form at a subse-

quent period as a new physical vehicle which stands as a causal

consequence of its predecessor. Similiarly, in the case of circle m

the heavy portion represents the manifested appect of the Subtle

Body (Sukshmaopadhi), though manifestation in this case is not in

the physical sense but upon the relatively subtle plane known as

Kama Loka . The light portion of this circle likewise corresponds

to an indrawn or Laya state in the cycle . The circle 1 is drawn

heavily in its entirety since throughout the duration of the

cycles which we are here'considering the Reincarnating Ego (Karan-

opadhi) remains active and continuous . It is not intended to convey

the idea that Higher Egoism constitutes an exception to the cyclic

ptocess of indrawing and outpouring, but the cycles governing this

process are on a relatively • grand scale and ate not the concern of

the present discussion . .

9~h~xl~s~ax~cx~aa~cx~~~xznxd~~zg~ .~txt~x~~rxe~rxklx~xid~ax
The point . represents personal consciousness yr more correctly
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Consciousness polarized in the personality . This is consciousness

of the familiar type among the mass of humanity including many

intellectual men who are not netphysically awake . Those who view

consciousness as a sort of physiological secretion would dogmaticallj

assert that this is the only consciousness that there is. Now, as

the circle 1 rotates along the line L the point A generates the ~e

cycloid ABA(CAtt etc . It will be noted that this epicycloid is in

certain respects different from that in Fig . II . Instead of the

lobes terminating in points of discontinuity loops XA, YA1 etc are

formed. This is analagous to the cycloid which is formed by ±k
of the flange

a point on the periphery of•a car-wheel'which is rotaiting along'

a railroad track. It must be born in mind that the whole group

of cirlces 1, m, and n are regarded as fixed with respect to each

.other so that the rotation of 1 on L is also a rotation of m and n

at the same angular rate . The epi-cycloid produced by this pro-

cess has obviously two important d stinguishing part ., i .e ., the

lobes such as XBY, YCZ, etc ., and the loops XA, YA!,'etc . The

loops represent periods of personal embodiment while the lobes are

indrawn or discarnate portions of the whole series of cycles .

In the strict sense of the vuo rd, personal ity is not a function

of the three three outer Principles (Sthulopadhi) Vie, i .e,

Paana, Linga Sharira, and Physical Body, alone, but in a more funda-

mental sense is a function of the Lower Mind ( Kama Manas ) and the

emotional, desire nature (Kama Rupa) which compose the Subtle Body

(Sukshmapadhi) . Hence the incarnated cycle of the personal self

really begins at X in the loops of the type XA and m ntinues around

through A back to X again where the final discarnation, known as the

second death, takes place . Theportion of the loop in the zone MN

represents the cycle of physical incarnation or enrobment Pope
r
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while the portion iri the zone LM is a phase of relative subjective

,embodiment ah ich, when severed from the physical vehicle, carries

all the force of personal desire but lacking the instruments of

expression . This subtle aspect of the personality might be called

the "under-clothing" of the Soul . And just as a man in his under-

clothing is almost invariably either in a process of becoming com-

pletely dresed, or disrobed for retirement, and only exceptionally .

persisting for a time actively functioning ,in his under-clothing,

so also the portion of the cycle in zone I is generally only

transitory, either in the process of becoming more completely

embodied in objective states, or of withdrawal to the more subjective

state , designated in the diagram as Devachan .

In this diagram the epi-cycloid ABAeCA "etc . is not employed

to represent a co-ordiation o continuity with discontinutity as

a cyclic process which since itin the case of Fig . II but rath'er ,
1

is taken from the stanpo int of the c ir#ce i'1), (the Higher Ego), is,

in fact , continuous . The planes of discontinuity , between the .

zones of consciousness are represented by the circular lines M, L,

and T . As an illustration we may regard the zone MN as the field

of waking consciousness , , and similiarly , zone LM as the field of

dreaming sleep, and TL as ^field of dreamless sleep . In point of

fact , these fields much more than correEp and to physical life and

after death states as tlere is a considerable degree of identity

between the two series of states . Now, this discontinuity between

wilting and dreaning sleep is a very familiar experience . In general,

we do not know when we go to sleep and when dreaming we are not aware

of having left another plane of consciousness , though when we awaken
CArvv~ c wu~

we are a of shifting planes of awareness , but the discontinutity

between the two leaves us with a sense of unreality so far as the
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just-experienced dreams are concerned . This clear discontinuity

between the two states is represented by the circular line M.

The discontinutiy L is not so marked in the series of sleeping-

waking states but is fundamental in after-death xx transitions in

consciousness . T represents the discontinuity of birth and death

in the,,profounde=F or metaphysical sense . This transition is

attained only by those"'ho have d Spiritual Realization, and

the number of these is extremely limited . In general, .this

requires a profound state of Samadhi ( Trance) which is accessable

only through the higher Yoga discipline . There is a very high

degree of Adeptship where Consciousness while in Nirvana is yet

correlated with an active physical- vehicle . It is said that

Gautama Buddha is the one iddividual known to history who attained

this power . it should be, therefore, quite clear that the dos-

continuity T does not at present practicably concern mankind so

far as commonly experienced states are concerned, although Lib-

eration is the supreme objective of Life for those that . are wise .

Among other meanings the epi-cycloid conveys the significance .

of causal connection . All of the loops XA,a,YA' etc, are precisely

the same in shape and magnitude . This is not intended to mean that

every embodied state of life is an exact duplicate of its prede-

cessor, but simply the causal, resultant 6 the latter .' Whatever

the objective incarnation XA may h .vE been, the course of the life

YAL in its given circumstances is determined by XA together with

its anticedgnts . Further the course in consciousness represented

by the lobe XbI is determined by the causes set up in the objective

cycle XA, and so on in the case of other loops and subsequent cycles .

in the diagram each of the lobes XBx and xCZ etc . are represented

as tangent to the circle T . This is not meant to convey th@ idea
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that the effect of any individual objective life AK necessarily

carries the consciousness to the threshold of jiirvana but rather

that this is the highest limit to which the subjective efflorescence

of the personal consciousness may reach . The causes which force the

door of Trirvanic rea .iization are superpersonaI and are thus outside

the norm of common human life , actually the inner effects of life-

cycles AA rarely rise to the subjective altitudes indicated by the

point b, This is simply the level of the highest numanistic ide"lisia .

Lower types of humanity such as but little evolved s.agages would rise

but little above the more peripherial levels of-zone TL . The mass

of humanity would rise to various intermediate levels .

An important point implied in the last paragraph is the presence

of sub-zones within the general zone TL. This principle is true

both of LM and IN. The system divides each of these mdixzones into

seven principle sub-zones , and the latter into an indefinite, number

of sub-sub- zones. In the last analysis the plane of consciousness

of every individual is a uni4ue sub-sub-plane', though occassionally

as in the case of identical twins these sub - sub-planes come very

near being identical . This is the reason why in all human discourse

mutual understanding is never more than approximate . No two human

beings qD eak exactly the same language even though using the same

«ords and sentence construction . The meaning intended is not pre-

cisely the same . All this grows out of the fact that no two indiv-

iduals are on exactly the sameplane of consciousness , and fundamental

to this wholenotion of planes or zones of consciousness is that the

boundaries involve discontinuities . But s. nce the discrete universe

is .finite the number of the possible sub-sub-planes car- zones is not

infinite. In other words, while the possibilitities in the evolution

in individual forms are enormously grate still less than finit
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The diagram is capable of a variety of different,applications .

We have en ployed it so far in connection with the interpretation

of the series of objective-subjective states in the life-course of

an individual human being. This will also be our priniple interest

in the subsequent discussion, but the student should -bear in mind

that the process in general outlines is duplicated on both grander

and more minute scales . Thus the epi-cycloid might represent the

cyclical process of races, of nations, of worlds, etc . This is

simply an arplication of the hermetic axiom ; "As above, so below" .

Accordingly, we may regard the portion of the loop XA which lies in

zone SIN as a physical world, such as this earth, as well as the

physical incarnation bf an individual human being . This is the

reason why MN is cALled the"Earth Plane" . Generalizing the term,

we may call each zone a"world" or"sphere " . Hence the zones we

have designated "Earth Plane", "Kama Loka" and "Devachan" may be

called three "worlds"., each occupying itb special place in the

subjective-objective scale . This practice actually exists in

Vedantic and Occult literature . Thus when Shankara speaks of

destroying the three worlds he means a step in consciousness which

leads to a breaking out of the endless cyclic series represented

by the epi-cycloid .

In addition to occupying different positions on the subjective- .

obj ectirre scale these three worlds have certain important vitally

distinguishing cla racteristis . The Earth Plane is fundamentily a

p of causes while Devachan is principally as world of effects .

Kama Loka is essentially transitional , a sort of room in which one

dresses ancl~{indresses but does not occupy as a place of sojourn . To

a degree it corresponds to the concept of purgitory,,though it is

the place of re-assembling at the beginning of a new incarra,tion
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as well as that of purging at the close . It follows that the

primary concern of man is is with the worlds of the Earth Plane

and Devachan, as only these two worlds are gunine abodes, at any

rate so far as man is concerned .,

If we let A, At ., At' etc . represent a series of incarnations on

the earth plane or a series of objective worlds of causes, and B,

C, D etc . the series of corresponding subjective worlds of effects,

then combining the two series we would have a group of worlds which

we would design to as A+B+-A'+-C+At t 1,D etc . In this series the plus

sign would correspond to the transitional plane or world of Kama

Loka . As a physical sysmbol we might represent this compound

series of worlds as a string of beads alternate beads being of

different colors, such as black and white . Thus the worlds A, At etc .

would be black and the series B, C, etc, white . Between these

beads we would have connecting hooks which would serve, to represent

the transitional zone of Kama Loka . This symbol will help to

elucidate certain very important principles in the relationships

between the two series of worlds .

Now while we speak of the series A,A`t,A" etc. as being worlds of

causes and B,C,D, etc ., as worlds of effects, this distinction is not

absolute but relative . The circumstances of At, by which ismeant the

environment , the kind of body, disposition, tendencies xzxx etc .,

are determined by causes set up by A and other more antecedent '

eibbodiments , although the carrying of these effects from A to At

is indirect. It is thus evident that there is a sense in which the

worlds A, At etc . may be regarded as effects, but they are primarily

worlds of causes for only on this sphere is the id ingidual fully

principlea ..and therefore able to initiate action. On the other,#

hand, while B,C,,D, etc, are primarily worlds of effects, yet the
1

S1
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fruit. of the; :f-lower of conspio usness which is realized 'in these

worlds are . the •'sub§equent prqj .e.cted wor dq,, AI , -A",! `Thus,

In this 'sense, etc:. stand in a causal relationship to,

A1,44 -etc . respectively,." - But 8, :C;,, D; etc :. are Primarily

wc!lds of :.e,ffects' for -_th e reas'on tYn: t. the, states, of consciousness

therein :realized cannot be reorga :zed and "redirected by tan. effort

initat%ed on that plane,.

Between the causal ,world such as .iA: . and the.".cornea-po.nding', world :.

of effe to A, . in addition t-,o ;the primary co-ordination involved-

,in the causal relat ionship,, there : is also a profoundly import"ant

antag,oniam. Part of this is -due to the pr. essence of cexrtain, elements.

in theccnso.iousnea .g co mpl'ext of which, are purged away in the

transito ry zone of 'Kama ho.ka in the process which 'brings •:B' to b,.rth ., :

These elements are 'wholly discordant with those the type 'o:f con scious-

ness 'possible to' the `De'vachan. c zone. -This,involves-an antipathy

between A and B save in -the vase- 'of a few highly purified individuals,

There Js another reason for this antagonism which we might :caii a

phs,se of' transc.end:ettal physi;cs . This principlee may b.e ilk ustrated

, .by a .-phenomenan An the domain of ord::in-ary physics.,- If an electrified

slaw rdd is ::hel4 cuff. cient y. Gloss to a n :mb.er' of small pieces of

pap.er ..-lying, on. a table., say,. the. pieces of , paper wi;11 be drawn tor
.the rod. and., will -adhere to. it -for a Short period of time.,, when, they,

are; suddenly, thrown back from the rod ., This happens-'when the pieces

of paper are sufficiently charged with the static electricity held

in the rod. . We may say,, then., that. when this charging ha„s : reached' .

a. , ertain point.-the- piece of paper has become. antagonistic too -the

rod ., d., . Lager . when the paper, has ' lost, its charge to the t.able,, it . .is

drawn bac to: the .rod,, and -the 'process. repeated' until finally the .

original -charge in. the.-rod is completely exhausted .. Now the worlds:



1
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represented by the white beads or B,. C, D, etc .,, are analagous to

the pieces of paper . . The cycles represnted by the lobes XY, YZ, etc .
s

correpond to the period that the pieces of paper are driven away

from the rod and are drawn back again . We must therefore regard

the zone TL (Devachan) as antagonistic to zone Al (the Earth Plane) .

This is a fact of the very highest importance in connection with

the problem of communication between those living on this plane,

and those existing in after-death states .

The zone TL which is called Devachan in the diagram really'should

consist of two aspects . each of which is subdivided into sub-planes .

To adequately portray these phases would require a thr dimensional

model. The reader i asked to imaging a sphere of which blig . 1V

is a cross-section hod' a great circle which we might call an equator .

une half of this sphere would rise above the sheet of paper and the

other half would lie below .. The upper pole would, be positive and the

lower negative .' 'he shell of which circle N is a cross-section would

be drawn as a sphere, but the shells corresponding to' M,, L and T,Xx.

-would not be xax spheres but ellipsoids having the axes uniting the

positive and negative poles in common, and all the ellipsoids and

the sphere would be tangent at the poles . .each of the zones, then,

would be a sort of three-dimensional sectwr that tapers to A van-

ishing point5at the poles .

The diagram in Fig . V is a section of the supposed sphere passing

through the x poles and therefore at right-angles to the section

given in Fig. IV. The line QR is the axis uniting the positive and

negative poles, the former of which is at the upper edge of the

circle and the latter diametrically opposite ._ The line AAv,!,T is

the plane on which the diagram of Fig . IV is taken . Circle N4

corresponds to circle N in Fig . IV as the outer boundary of the
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Earth Plane . Similiarly ellipses Mt, L', .Tt correspond to circles

L, M and T'as the outer boundaries of Kama Loka, Devachan and Turiya

zones . -Theses zones are now to be-regarded as thre-dimensional

sectors bounded, by ellipsoids and in the case of Earth Plane on the

outer boundary by a sphere, instead of being rings as in the case of

Fig . IV.

The positive pole is designated as .Self-conscious Consciousness

and the negative pole as "Consciousness not-Self-conscious" . The

t

axial line QR is to be regarded as identical with point 0 in Fig .. IV,

or in other words, is Paramatman, the Supreme Self . All of the

sectors in there,highest positive and lowest negative reaches-ter-

minate in contact with axis OR.- This represents the fact-that all

planes whatsoever hinge upon or rest upon Paramatam as as a primary

Root. No zone or plane of Consciousness as well as no particularized

Being but what centers in that which is the center of the-whole

Universe whether manifested-or•unamnifested . There is nothing in

the Universe not-united to-l?aramatman, though that union may be a .

self-conscious ot-known fact-of-1, on the- other-hand, unconscious ,in

the sense of-not--beaing either perceptively or apperceptively realized .

Hence the positive pole may be called Light or Knowledge ( Jnana)

and the negative Darkness or Kosmic Ignorance (AVIDYA) . In moral

terms the positive pole is Good and the negative Evil though the

Absilute center 0 is neither Good nor Evil . There is an occult

saying that all roads lead to Union (Yoga), whether the path followed

is that of Ignorance and-Evil/y-, or that of Kxxkk Wisdom and Good.

But there is a world of difference in the kind of Union attained

by these different roads. The goal of the higher road is Self-

conscious Divinity, while the road of Ignorance and Evil leads to

utter destruction of self-consciousness .
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Particular attention is called to the-sector corresponding .to

Devachan in Fig. IV. In Fig. V this sector is designated Avitchi

Devachan , " Devachan " applying to the region above the-plane of line

AAter, and Avitchi to the region toward the negative pole . In the

terminology familiar to the Christian world Devachan roughly

corresponds to the Heaven-world and Avitchi to Hell, but the common

Christian concept ins so highly anthropomorphized and materilaized

that this correspondence-is far from being close. Avitchi is a

state of consciousness which may be found in all-zones from the

Earth Plane to Nirvana itself where in-Nirvana Avitchi there is

'what might be known as the Hell of complete- extinction. Avitchi

is not confined to Kama Loka as-some students have been led to

believe . For Kama Loka is the plane of purging in which-all con-

ditions are transitory although it includes a refuse hear (Eighth-

Sphere) in Rhich unusable structural material is disintegrated into

is primary elements fox re-assembling in-later construction .-(Note :

This state is-in many-respects-excellently described in-Dantets

!Inferno",-once this=poetts--description is-freed---from-its theo-

logical- superstitions ) There - are--degrees--of-,Avitchi where--in-

dividualized consciousness persists for great ages before the con-.

sumation of final extinction . In the case of Avitchi corresponding

of Devachan there is a state of consciousness corresponding to the

more 'or less complete moral failure of the Higher or Reincarnating

Ego. The distinction between KamaLoka-Avitchi and Devachann-Avitchi

may be said to correspond to the difference between venal and

cardinal sin, though the occult definition of these two .forms of

evil would not accord with that of theology .

That there are states of consciousness in the general Earth Plane

zone of Consciousness that are a form of Avitchi or, Hell is a fact
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that is highly obvious . What is war but a hellish state of con

sciousnessl Then, too, there - is the consciousness of the gangster,

of the totture chamber, and of degraded misery in general . All-of

this is a sort of Avitchi . On the other hand , thare are relatively

blissful states experienced on this plane though they are rarer in

this cycle than the states of misery . These, in their more exalted

form partake of a Devachanic nature . The experience of the average

man is a mixture of these two-types of consciousness , with pain and

misery outweighing quantitatively the more blissful states,

In the diagram of Fig . IV the epi-cycloid is drawn with six loops

and six lobe symetrically spaced. This is not a ± specific rep-

resentation of actual cycles of incarnation and indrawing , . but an

ideal diagam. For reasons already given the number " Seven" plays

an important part in this system hence - the diagram is given in a

form revealing the septanary principle .- There are , it will-be noted,

six minor cycles, such as, AM', ArAtt - etc . Wand -- the grand cycle of

rotation from A through A,',.-At! 66c.-to A again. This- gives -. a --

total-- of .seven- cycles . -- 'urther, --s ince -- in---actual ' incarnations the

intervening period-may-be-from-almost-.-no-,time up to millions of years

it is clear that in general the spacing from A to At and from.At to

All would not be uniform . The spacing as given is to be takenas

ideal.. Another important point is that cycles of incarnation and

imbodiments are not to be taken as synonymous necessarily . Primarily,

a cycle of incarnation is a period devoted to the development of

a specific quality on the part of the Reincarnating Ego, just as ,a

grade in school marks a certain degree of knowledge rather than a

period of time devoted to study . The average student requires an

academic term to cover a grade, but especially bright students

may cover more than one grade in that time , while dullards may
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requ re two or more terms to cover the same v rk. A .cycle of

Incarration`corresponds to a grade, and an Embodiment to a term .

A very large number of"human embodiments fail of being a com-

pletionii of the Incarnation . In fact, it is said that the number of

such f 'ilures is so great in this humanity as to a'ord a serious

strain -+etween the movement of Cosmic cycles and the stage of con-

sciousneA,ss attained by mankind on the average . When an embodiment

fails of its possibilities in this sense there may be a number of

.embodime its required to perfect the quality to the unfolding of which

a given ,ycle of Incarnation is designed . Thus in a.cycle such as

AA' there may be one orqe more intermediate embodiments, and cor-

respondint:ly shortened Devachanic interludes . On the other hand,

it is possible for an embodimehfi to have been so successfully lived

that the value of two or more cycles of Incarnation has been achieved .

In this case the corresponding Devachanic period would be propor-

tionately extended .

There is another modification -in the diagram that-will briefly

discussed. Fig. IV has--been taken .-as-an- .equatorial-cross-section

of the diadrmmatic sphere . This--is-again-an ideal representation,

as the actual cycles of the epi-cycloid-may be either in latitudes

toward the positive pole or in latitudes on the negative side of

the equator . There are grand type cycles called "'±ugas " or Ages

ranging from Satya Yuga (Golden Age) to Kali Yuga (Iron Age). In

the Golden Age the epi-cycloid would be placed toward the positive

pole, while in the Iron Age it would have moved toward the negative

pole, intermediate ages occupying intermediate positions on the

sphere . Since at present humanity, for the most part-, is pass ng

the Kali Yuga it is closer in consciousness to the Avitchi half

of the sphere than to the upper or'Divine half . This has a very
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Chapter VIII

KARMA LOKA

Most of the concrete material which is given in what follows, as

well as much in the preceeding chapters, is based upon information

given to the Western world in the "Mahatma .Letteis to A.P,Sinnett" .

These letters are from two men who are adept in the Eastern Wisdom.

Much of the material They have given cannot be verified by ordinary

means of perception as it consists of knowledge concerning-planes

of Consciousness beyond the range of our familiar perceptive apparatis .

With respect to the general system of thought itself much can be

verified by acuteness of anaiyis of the material of our common con-

sciousnes"sa and this we have endeavored to do in the preceeding

chapters . But-specific matters of fact relative to planes of Con-

sciousness other than those which fall in the range of our common

objective power of awareness: cannot be verified directly in terms

of the latter. Such verification must naturally required the dev-

elopment of the appropiate-instruments, of -consciousness for-function-

al-awareness on the given pibanes .• Does this fact,-then, place us in

a position where we-must 'blindly accept or-reject all that-may be

said in concrete terms regarding planes that are not commonly ex-

perienced and remembered by those now dwelling on this plane of

Life? While at fist glance it seems that we are forced to choose

between the horns of this dil& a a deeper study shows that we

possess both an empirical and theoretical basis for building a

presumption for or against the teaching .

On the empirical side we have a growing mass of testimony

growing out of the psychological phenomena of psychological medium-

ship . Though critical research in this field has, unquestionably,

discredited the reliability of most of this testimony yet there does
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empiric
remain a body of material 6/' that challenges the serious attention

of competent students . There is also a considerable literature

from the past giving the testimony of Seers which bears definitely

upon modes of life other than that commonly experienced on this

plane . Finally, in more systematic form,. there is a very extensive

literature out of the Orient and more especially India, which in

addition to recording the testimony of seeship actually has dev-

eloped an extensive systematic structure in the organization of

the more subjective planes . It is by no means scientific to. rule

this :material out as being unworthy of serious attention simply

because it is unfamiliar to the domain of the developed perceptive

technique out of which Occidental empiric science has grown .

The primary .test of the validity of a philosophical or scientific

system in internal consistency, Any system that is self-contra-

dictory is, ipso facto false. A mere collection of philosophical

or scientific propositions does not offer a systematic whole and

may,. therefore, in part prove-to be valid-while at the same t-imei

other-propositions are-unsound .- This is not true of - a system. A

single-- contradition-proves- the--inva idity-- of the whole-system,- -

provided the contradition is-inherent-in-the system- and not a mere

defect due to imperfect skill in formulation ., The best commendation

of any scientific or philosophical offering is that it is so co-

herently systematic that it stands or falls as a vh ole . The present

body of thought is offered as such a system although it may have

many defects due to the lack of skill in formulation on the part

of the writer . The principle claim that it makes upon the serious

attention of the reading public is that it is offered as a more

comprehensive and coherent vh ole than a1 y alternative existent

system.
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The second theoretic test of a system is its agreem: nt with

empiric determination so far as such determination has been ex-

tended in the experience of the: iace ,. A single fact t has been

unequivocally determined and which stands incompatable with the

system under examination at once proves the system unsound .- It

was by this method that the Newtonian mechanics was proven to be

inadequate and the Einstein system has at least tentatively repalced

it . And as Einstein has himself said, his own system whll fall if

in the future any fact arises tla t is - incompatable with it . Our

present system is offered as an interprea'tidn both of the facts

which fall within the-range of .our common developed perceptive

technique and also of those forms of experience reported by the .

genuine seer and medium .

It is possible that other systems may meet the requirement of

.internal consistency and-yet fit the-data of common perception . In

instances of this- kind other- .criteria-afford-the basis-of choice

thet t have-been-developed in the pragmat is , theory of truth . If-a .- .-

systematic concept .successfully meets-

-the.--tests--of-internal-consis-tency and-of perception while-full demonstration-of its validity

has not been realized,there are other considerations that may

build a presumption for it which ., while having little or not

theoretic value are of enormous practical importance . Thus if a

concept which has passed the theoretic test has the effect of lib-

erating the consciousness of the individual, giving him more of a

sense of being at home in the universe and above all strengthens the

place of moral values it is his right both philosophically and

practically to assert the "will to believe" . This is all the more

true since in such a case the assertion of the will to doubt has no

greater validity, while through the "will to believe"positive values
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are produced . . Furthermore., action proceeding in accordance with the

chosen "will. to believe" is the very best means of attaining either

positive proof or disproof of the assumed position ., For in this

way new perspectives of awareness are unfolded .

Some students may think that this process is not sufficiently

critical, but the answer to that is that even the most scientific

and philosophical among us' must perforce follow that course in some

of the affairs of life every day . There is not valid reason why

the same principle should not be extended into a field of such pre-

emenently vital interest as-is that of the-after-death states .

There is no virtue in uncritical skepticism, even though it may

carry more of the aura of blade sophistecation . There is no'virtue

in negationism as such . To continue to believe in a proposition in

the face of its clear 1 discredited theoretically is, of

course, a weakness . But when on theoretic-grounds a proposition

iay equally well be true as•not, then-pragmatic considerations of

"!sentiment" and"general-.utility" are valid in determining-•a•practical

attitude toward-such a proposition .---It••is a•-familiar- fact that every

explorer-must treat-ideas-that-are possibly-true as--though they -

were true or he will never reach the position of certain determin-

ation . In all situations where in the light of critical discrimin--

ation one must say "I do not know", if the proposition involved is

of vital concern the, strongest

"will to believe"

The alternative of cronic

pragmatically unsound .

The writer submits that the present system has been sufficiently

well established .to justify invoking the will to believe on the

course - is action directed by the

position of definite knowledge is reached .

negationism leads to decay and is therefore

until a

part of the reader who stands in a position of uncertainty , . until
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such time as his knowledge may become clearly defined .

Kama Toka is the "Place or zone of Desire", a phase in the con-

plex organization of the manifested aspect of Universal Conscious-

ness. It is the zone which r immediately surrounds and inter-

penetrates the most objective phase of Consciousness known as

physical matter. Since this zone is only relatively subjective

it is also composed of a form of matter, eh is, however, so

subtle as not to be apparent to the objective-senses . As a desig-

nation for this form of matter the term "Astral" has been employed .,,

but this is not a wholly satisfactory word . Astral means "starry"

and such a meaning is mn"no way fundamental ly descriptive of the

Xama Lokic zone . There is, .however, this much in common,- i .e .,

that the matter-composing stars is-in -a-more primary state than-that

of non-radiant planetary bodies and accordingly more nearly p artakee

of the nature of Cosmic matter, The matter,of Kama Loka in turn isy
a form-of Cosmic matter , that is, batter - not .-possessing the defined

organization-that is found--in the- physical- state .

Since-in-this discussion we-are generally avoiding the-terms

which have grown out of the habit of regarding matter as something

real and apart from consciousness , we will call this zone Kama Loke,

and not the Astral Plane . This term emphasizes the fact tla t the

zone is . the place of Lesire which is manifestly a conscious qual ity,

The projection of Life or Consciousness into objective form

`requires the action of the principle of Desiree Reflection will

show that this is a fact familiar to' our experience. Thus, no

animal body is born., or in other words no consciousness is enrobed

in objectivity,' until desire has first opened the, doors to birth .

Without sex-desire there would be no physical life produced,,and
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without desire for food there would be no physical life sustained . .

These two forms of desire constitute the-acme of the Desire-principle,

and they are in reality two phases of the great Desire which is

desire for-life or Tanl3a . Desire or Tanha is accordingly the matrix

of objective Being . Desire is the womb of man, of the world ; and of

the universe . Destroy this desire and the whole objective plane of

Being would go out of existence . This is why the key to the

Liberation from bondage to objectivity lies in the mastery of Tanha

or desire for life . in the embodied sense .

Kama Loka surrounds all objective matter and hence is present

in all portions of Space where obj ective matter abides . But-as the

density of matter in the objective sense -covers a wide range so the

intensity of the enveloping Kamic principle is correspondingly

variable . The Kamic. principle is much less intense and much more

abstract and general, or "spiritualized" in the outer-reaches of -

the earthfs atmosphere than it is . in the dense lithosphere . In the

same way,--the phase of-this Kamic sphere--which--most concerns man-is

most-intense-where-human aggregates are-mx xin densest-both in point

of -numbers and .•grossness .-of desires,. _-.From this-it-follows-that Kamic
and cities

intensity is greater in the lowlands than in high altitudes and in

the country.- This fact leads to a consequence of the highest practical

importance to the student of the Hidden Wisdom. Since strong desire

distorts the plane of the mind so that is difficult . to perceive

and-think clearly and discriminatingly., the most favorable environ-

mental condition for the deeper study is in high altitudes and in

re]a.tive solidude .

The very essence of Desire is restless activity, It can never be

satisfied save temporarily . There is no such thing as exhatustion

of desire by indulgence. Desire satiated in one direction is born
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again in another and thus-leads its victim ever deeper and deeper--

into the•tramels of bondage .- Desire is-.Kali the Goddess which binds

the Soul within the restrictions of form. And it is Kali who is -•

the eternal enemy of the ascetic who is striving for the Liberation

of true Spiritual Consciousness , Kali brings forth her children but

to dance upon them and to rend and slay them. She is the arch ememy

of Peace. To be sure she is bound to her consort Siva .or Conscious-

ness by unbreakable bonds, yet her will is unalterably opposed to

the force, of Siva . Kali must be maste4if man would cease to be a

slave, and since this is the peculaar age of Kali ht .r power is es-

pecially hard to subdue . From the embrase of Kale has been spawned

the wars of man, and the soul-destroying delights of ellusive

seduction. The servants-of Kali are the living dead, those who are

bound to the chain of andless transmigration . But he who has risen

in power and unveiled Kal& by his resistence of her seductions finds

hidden behind the outer horror of her another face . For him who has

become her lord and master-she becomes the Initiator .

In its involutionary aspect Kama Loka--is-the---mother-of-manifested

form, and .thus brings men to birth-in-embodied i x x--.Consciousness .,

'In the cycles of the-Reincarnating Ego Kama Loka therefore plays a

fundamental role . Ththin her womb are assembled all the qualities

generated out of the individull's past lives and from these a new

living vehicle is produced which is the true heritage of the -r .

These qualities,have been called" skandhas" a Sanscrit word litterally

mean ing"effusion" or "dropping" . This term is descriptive of what

happens to certain qualities attaching to the individual t}a,t is .

pass ng into the disembodied state . Certain qualities of an

essentially earthy nature are shed or dropped off, and while they

are composed of living or conscious substance as is everything else
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in the universe, .yet upon being separated from their animating

source enter a state of living latency . 'In this state they are

very much like spores of certain kinds of plants which can persist

quiesent for indefinitely extended periods of time until the proper

conditions are produced reawakening them to active giowhh . . In the

case of the Skandhas this condition is normally produced upon the-

arrival of the reincarnating siul,which was their generator, on its

return to xxk$xx±if Kama Loka in thecourse of its progress to a new

cycle of outer life .

In the evolutionary cycle, i .e .,the paecess of movene nt inward

toward the subjective root, the function of Kama Loka is just the

reverse of that-which it serves in the involutionary movement . Just

as we view the process of coming to consciousness on the physical

or objective plane as birth and the leaving that plane as death, so

also from the level of Devachah the entering of that plane is viewed

as birth and the leaving it as death. In fact, being-born c .Deva-

chan is preceeded by .a-gestation-period-which--is the analogue of the

gestation -that .is ant-icedent to-physical-birth .---Now .-from- the

standpoint--of--the Devachanic -birth--the -whole period of- the -soul&s - -

envelopment in Kama Loka from the commencement of the involutionary

cycle to final delivery on theplane of Devachan is analagous to the

prenatal period in physical birth . The physical man living on the

objective plane is like the embryo and is sustained in a placenta of

KamaLokic'substance . Thus in one sense we may regard the whole

cycle of objective life as a grand gestation period which culmin-

ates in the devachanic birth. The evolutionary period in Kama Loka

would thus correspond to the .transitional function of parturition ..

After the birth of a .child on the physical plane there is a secondary

event involving the throwing off of the placenta which has served as
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the organ .of nurishment of the fetus during the prenatal period .

In the Devachanic birth the analogue of this event takes place in

Kama Loka . An astral shell is thrown off from out which the real

man has been born on Devachan . In the case of the placenta the

orgaic compounds of which it is formed quickly break up and return

to nature as organic raw material for other uses . In the same way

the astral shell or after-birth . of Devachanic parturation in a

relatively short though variable period becomes disintegrated and

the subtle material of which it is composed is returned to the

nature of the Kama Lokic plane for further use . But as this

material has been stamped with theimpress of the Reincarnating Ego

and thus has a natural affinity for this inner man it is drawn to

the latter in subsequent objective incarnations . In general, this

subtle material-is stored;, as it were, in the Kamalokic storehouse

in a quiescent form known as the Skandhas or the various emotional

and-other qualities related to the personal or earthy consciousness .

In certain exceptional cases , analagous to still-births,, the

Skandhic - material gradually returns to--Nature -ts-general-storehouse -.i

We have already pointed-out-that-.Consciousness-on the- manifested

planes has"a discrete or granular x cxxtkxx structure rather than

being a-continuous plenum. This is refhcted in the atomic form of

our more familiar physical matter . Recently the physicistshave

found that that fundaments .energy known as electricity is also

granular rather than fluidic . Thus electrical energy is*found to

consist of ultimate,minute unit charges known as electrons . Using

the terminology-of Consciousness,, regarded as the substance -essence

of the Universe, energy is but an active mode in Consciousness, and

the component unitary elenents, such as the electrons,, are elehB ntal

conscious beings . All through nature on all the planes of discrete
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consciousness these elemental forms exist, either in relatively free

states,, or as entering into the composition of compound beings of

greater or less degrees of complexity . Accordingly, every plane of

Being has its denizens which collectively form the Substance and

Energy aspects of the corresponding mode of Consciousness . Intheir

simplest forms these beings constitute the rudimentary elements of

Consciousness . But in theii almost infinite elaborations in com-

pounds they enter into the formation of the more of less completely

individualized modes of Consciousness which include in their higher

reaches the greatest intellects among men and the forms of Conscious--

ness transcending man in the scale of evolution .

(Note : The principle underlying the Buddhist philosophy of Nirvana

as being the only Reality is that the elementary alone is eternal .

All compounds are appearances subject to the law of Becoming and

Becoming-not . But throughout the . transformation of compounds the

root element remains unchanged . Hence this element alone is Real

since it is the only thing which is self-existent or permanent . In

this respect Buddhism accords with the more critical Realistic

philosophies , But since Realism posits Reality in the unconsoious

or rather non--conscious , and hence is fundamentally materialistic,,

it,stands in the most essential point diametrically opposed to

Buddhistic philosophy . For Buddhism the primary element is Con-

sciousness taken in the hoikogeneous rather than the organized sense)

Applying this principle to Kama Loka it follows that'in this zone,

however transitional or instrumental it may be with respect to

adjacent spheres of Consciousness , there are denizens native to it .

With respect to the involutionary portion of the compound cycle these

beings serve as builders , but with respect to the opposite movement

from objective or earthoonsciousness to Devachan they serve as

scavengers . As is recognized in human society , the function of the
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scavenger is really that of purification and of salvaging, and

accordingly birds and animals that serve this purpose are generally

protected At the same time men generally , find scavengers too

disgusting to make pets of them or otherwise come into close assoc .»

iation with them . T}is is , of course ., elementary wisdom, but

unfortunately the same rule is all too often not applied by men

in the cases of certain abnormal contacts with the denizens of

Kama Loka as are afforded in the case of certain of the commoner

mediumistic transactions . There are forms of psychic awareness

which penetrate into sub-zones of Kama Loka involving vile odors

and the sight of disgusting creatures . The individual who has had

this . experience has simply penetrated into one of Nature' s zones

of disintegration , a sort of psychic sewer disposal plant . These

zones serve very useful functions but they are the places of the

vilest psychic contagmmna and should never be entered . The wise

man will guard himself from this sort of psychic contact with far

more care than he would apply to mere physical disease,

In addition to the beings native to Kama Loka there are other

forms of more or less conscious entities which are in the nature

of the as-yet undecomposed material . These are the placenta-like

remains of the individuals born toADevachanio state . In the case

.of man such entities are formed on the human mold and reflect, both

in appearance and in intellectaal . and emotional forms, their prp--

totype , i .e ., the man who has passed through the portal of death .

Left to themselves these entities more or less rapidly fade out

or disintegrate as organized forms producing the spore-like

skandhas which serve as the carries of the various elemental ,

qualities which -the original man had developed while in incarnation.

As already stated ,, these skandhas remain quiescent until the given
returns

Reincarnating Ego on another involutionary cycle to take up again
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the problems of objective life, They then spring to lie and foam

the material of his personal nature ;

The processes which follow the final physical death of the

human body subsequent to the completion of a cycle of incarnation

are by no means always the same . The relative strength and weak-

ness of the qualities belonging to the Kamic nature has a very

important bearing upon these after-death processes . There is thus

no one description of the various stages which coveres all cases .

We shall,, therefore, outline the course of a typical case and then

proceed to the consideration of exceptions to-the general rule that

are of the most importance . It should be born in mind that these

special oases are by no means exceptions to the action of law, b

simply 'stand out in contrast to the usual manifestations'of law

as do extra-ordinary phenomena in nature, such as volcanoes, when

contrasted to the far more important gradual geological developments .

As a, typical case we will assume an ordinary man who is neither

very bad nor very good nor markedly developed or underdeveloped in

his intellectual qualities . Such a man will have his higher asper-

ations following which he strives somewhatibut not overly well

towards that which is nobhe and selfless . He will have his share

of weaknesses and vises , such as selfishness in possessions and a

moderate indulgence of his sensuous nature . Such men make up the

mass who follow leaders both for good and for ill but do not

themselves have the strength to either go alone or lead others

save, perhapd:, in a subordinate sense . They make up the rank and

file of parties and .the mass membership of conformist churches, or

if thrown under adverse influnees, become the followers of racketteer-

leaders, etc . Such men have not yet the power either to soar high

as do the saints and sages, nor to descend low with the fiends

among men . Nature neither condemns nor approves these men . She
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tolerates and in a certain sense protects them during a certain

great cycle of probation . Ultimately they must become strong

enough to become pure either in Good or Evil or they will be cast

out as experimental failures , for Nature has no enduring place for

the "lukewarji" .' But the period of this great cycle of probation i s

long, though far from endless .

For this average man death means , first of all, a going to sleep

without any awareness of the transition . There is an awakening to
that comes

dndividual consciousness later, but it takes time to establish the

new center-of percipience where the individual has not prepared

himself during kkff physical life . For the untrained individual

the transition of physical death involves a violent discontinuity,

and such discontinuities involve gulfs of unconsciousness in the

sense that self-conseiousnasx consciousness is not active, In the

case of the average death there is as little knowledge of having

passed that portal as there is knowledge that one is not longer

awake when he is sleeping . In fact, the problem of dying - consoiou s.

ly is very similiar to that of entering sleep consciously. The

skill required to endure the shift in the center of peroip&enoe

without break in consciousness in either case is something of a

fine art . It can be acquired by the appropiate effort but it is

not something which happens by itself without effort any more than

a child acquires the ability to walk without conscious striving .

The reason why death should involve at first loss of conscious .y

ne ss in the case of the average individual should be evident from

a study of the usual relations between waking and sleeping . For

there is ., in fact , a fundamental similarity between dying and going

to sleep , so far as the event in the consciousness of the individual

directly involved is concerned . When we fall asleep there is so
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radical a break with our usual modes of awareness that we pass

through a gulf of unconsciousness then find ourselves in a domain, .

the dream-world in which the base of reference or center of

percipience is so radically at variance with that of the waking

state that it seems a world entirely apadt from the waking plane

and having no relationship to .the latter . Upon awakening we know,

in general, that we have been having experiences in the dream state ;

but on • entering the dream-state from swaking . consciousness rarely,
our

do .we remember that consciousness has left the objective plane .

In other words , we do not generally know that we are asleep while

we are actually sleeping . Now it is a familiar fact that in large

part, at least ., dreams as remembered in waking consciousness seem

quite irrational, It is a type of consciousness which when co-

ordinated with our usual waking states that simply does not make

sense, although while experiencing the dream the so-called chaotic

sequence of events seems to be perfectly natural ; This dis.

cordancy between the two states is due to the gulf between the
are

respective centers of percipience upon which they uxa based. To

cross this gulf consciously requires a dentering of consciousness

upon a level,whioh can comprehend within its focus both the wakig

and sleeping states . Such a level does exist and is commanded by

the trained adept and, indeed, is experienced occasionally by ins

dividuals who, though less than adepts, shill as a result of their

efforts are beginning to awaken 'to levels of awareness closed to

the' average man. !k xaz For the ordinary individual, however, 'thiis

more synthetic level, of consciousness is a te_r.ra incpgnits ,and the

result is that the states of waking and dreaming sleep are separated

by a gulf in which the continuity of self-consoiousness is broken,

If,now, the frequently experienced transition between waking and
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dreaming involves a passing through a gulf of broken consciousness

with loss of knowledge of the transition, then all the maza less

can it be expected that the more intensified dislocation of the .

center of percipience involved in physical death should be accomy

plished consciously.

The completion of death in the physical sense involves more than

the discontinuance of observable organic process, After death is

complete in the organic sense there is a recapitulation of the .whole

life by the departing ego . This experience has often been reported

by men who have bean drowned but who were later resuscitated . This

recapitulation serves as a sort final inventory of the whole life

for the purpose of'carrying the garnered values into the memory-

storehouse of the relatively permanent Ego . The sum-total of the

whole life-experience becomes synthesized in one dominating value

axxka rata which becomes the primary key-note of the later

D©vaohanio cycle and greatly influences the subsequent incarnation .

The experience of the whole life contributes to the forming of'this

key-note but the thought and motivation of the later years has the

dominating infulenoe . Thus the man who is wise,will not allow

himself to drift in his latter years but will take pains to fill

his consciousness with thought and aspiration which will 'bring to

him the largest and most desirable fruition possible , in future

states The last dominating thought is of the greatest importance

though it is not a, volunts:ry thought but the fruitage of the whole

life .

It is said that the period of recapituaation involves a linger

ing of the life-spark'in the brain after all objective evidence of

life has disappeared, The individual still is conscious and is

susceptible to environmental influence .and disturbance . This is a

time when attending friends should'tread softly and speak in wispers . .
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Most of all there should be no psychic disturbance through the

expression of passionate grief lest the recording of the summation

of the just-closed life be distorted3 Friends can kaklix:tkin
to

facilitate this process by doing all that is possible b1C building

an atmosphere of physical and psychical quietude and pica peace

during the first hours immediately following the passing of the

last evidence of life .

Immediately following the reoapitua ,ation ethere is the period

of unconsciousness already referred to . This period is of variable

duration depending upon the causes set up by the individual . . It may

last for a few minutes to a number of years . There is a world of

difference in the length of this period depending upon whether the

life has completed its alloted cycle and death has followed the

normal and generally gradual withdrawal of the Pranio principle,

or whether there has been a premature closing of the'life as .through

violence or by sickness induced through unwise habits of living.

The length-of pre-determined objective cycles has a very important

bearing upon the length of the period immediatly following physical

death . In Fig , IV the length of these objective cycles is repres ..

ented by the, loops such as XA . . Just what the time of these periods

may be is determined by karmic causes preceeding the incarnation

part of which are racial and part individual . In general, the

cycle from the point of leaving Devachan to the*return at X is,

fixed, but the portion-of that cycle intercepted in the zone MN

(objective or earth-plane ) may be shortened .by causes set up dur-

ing the current objective life-period. Consequently , the remaining

portion of this oyele must be , either exhausted by a protracted

lingering in zone LM (Kama Loka ), or absorbed in an immediate

re-imbodiment without a Devachanic interlude . Disregarding for the

present the second alternative since it constitutes one of the
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exceptions to the general rules, it is easily seen that there is

abundant ground for wide variation in the first post.»death period.

In general the average man will not experience the very short

post-death interludes of a few minutes or a few hours as these are

the rewards of a raordinary purification or virtue . On the other

hand, long interludes may be experienced which approach the length.

of the allotted objective life-cycle, for death by accident might

occur in infancy . We will first consider the average man who has

been so happy as to experience the natural death of old-age . I

this case the post-death interlude of unconsciousness will not be

of very extended duration .

In our present case, very soon after the death of the physical

body the Linga Sarira ( Or so-called Astral Body) begins to disintegrate

and to form two secondary astral counterparts or functions . In' one

aspect it enters a state of quiescence or Laya from which it is

awakened to 'form the new Linga Sarira upon the future return of "the

Ego from Devaohan . On the other hand, it furnishes the material

or rather mold of that which becomes a little later the Kama Rupa

or Desire Body, or, to-use a designation we have already suggested.,

the,placenta-like shell . rThe Linga Sarira is very close to the

physical body and is not completely separated from the latter until

disintegration is complete . Numbers of persons possessing only a

loan order of clairvoyant vision have seen these phantom bodies in

the vacinity of cemitaries , both as possessing definite form and as

cloud-like wraiths .- The percpetion of . these forms requires but . a

slight development of subtle vision .

Owing to the fact that so ldng as this wraith and the physical

body are not completely disintegrated there is a certain sympathetic

bind which more or less ties the more interior principles to the
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subtle
*xiinx former and thus interferes for a time with the more kx terkes

after-death processes . In view of this circumstance many students

recommend the rapid disintegration of the physical body after death

as by the use of fire : In any case$ retardation of this process by

artifical means such as embalming is unquestionably injurious .

With the disintegration of the .Linga Sarira the Life Principle o r

Prana.returns to the general sea of Life to be used again in other

living forms, This Principle, as was already said in chapter V,

may be regarded as a kind of electricity, and like ordinary

electricity is an impersonal energy capable of diverse uses . It

is not destroyed by physical death but is simply freed from the

channels of particularized functioning to which it has been bound

for a season .

With the break-up of the lower principles which occurs at o~~oon

after physical death the man is reduced to a four o r five principled

being depending upon whether Manas is considered as one principle

or as dual . Though in the higher-metaphysical sense -it is true that

Manas is unitaryj still from the standpoint of after-death processes

there are practical reasons for considering this principle as dual

and accordingly we shall regard the physically disembodied man as

five-principled. At this stage the principle of Desire becomes a

form by the assimilation of a subtle aspect of the Linga Sarira and

thus is a Rupa . This is the reason why the principle of Desire is

called "Kama Rupa", a designation which is not strictly correct

during the period that the man is a seven principled being . Desire

now has two aspects, one as form and the other as Mind led by Desire

or Kama Manas . This pair of principles forms the real personality

for which the lower principles serve merely as vitalized carriers

during the period of embodied life . Here lies the seat of the lower
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self or false ego . These two are known as the intermediate prince lea

which in the Adept are the basis of the Subtle Body or Sub ; hmapadhi,

Subsequent to the unconscious period which immediately follows

physical death there is a gestation process, usually of considerable

duration, that culminates in the separation of the intermediate and

higher principles andthe birth of awareness in the zone of'Devacban .

This is a critical period in which memory gradually returns both
$amn

o the real man and to that which once was his personality. This

event is far more critical than physical death itself since it,

entails the segregation of antagonistic qualities which have been

bound together during the period of objective incarnation . Only

that can possibly enter into the state of Devachan which is of a

nature concordant with that plane of consciousness . Those desires

and interests, such as eating and drinking and the ac quisitiono

of material possessions etc ., that belong only to the physical

plane have nothing whatsoever in common with Devachanic consciousness

and therefore can never enter this state . Yet Desire is a force

which is not destroyed by physical death but simply finds itself

severed from all facility for its satisfaction, save under certain

abnormal conditions which will be later discussed, This force must

persist and yet cannot enter Devachan , so under normal conditions

it enters a Laya or potential state in which condition it persists

until the return of the Higher Ego upon a new cycle of incarnation,

It is thus evident that the culmination of the gestation period

must be the division of the five,--principled being into two parts,

the higher of which, carrying the real man, proceeds to Devachan,

and the lower becoming a sort of remains which we have alredy

called a plaoenta.like shell .

The struggle between these two aspects of the man is of'the

gravest import . If the life of the man has been very material and
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selfish there may be little or nothing that can qualify for Deva-

chanic experience . However, in the case of the average man there

always are worthy and unselfish elements which afford a basis for

experience continued on the Devachanio level . But with the gene m,i

run of humanity in this day the loading of the lower nature is

sadly heavy , so that the residue which remains in Kama Loka forms

far too large a part of the whole being of the man . Since this

gestation period involves such a vital weighing and sorting of

the nature of the man, the particular sub-zone of Kama Loka in

which it occurs has been designated the "zone of Doubt" . The man

may be tried in this crucible and found wanting .

That man has a dual nature is evident without entering into'a,

great profundity of analysis . There are few .persons,indeed, who

when submitting themselves to self-examination will not find two

types of characteristics . There is within us a nature that is purely

self-seeking . The inhibitions of civilization as well as self-

discipline serve to impose a greater or less degree of restraint

upon this side of us . We often e,ct like ladies and gentlemen when

theieour impulses are quite unladylike or ungenglemanly . Clearly e

is a conflict within us . Probably most of us are ashamed of these

more selfish impulses and do honestly strive to corrddt or at least

restrain them, but the fact remains that those impulses are very

much alive and under abnormal conditions where the usual restraints

are removed1oome to the surface and produce very ugly showings . In

Robert Louis StevensonSs famous story of "Dr . Jekell and Mr . Hyde '

-this conflict has been very successfullt portrayed in an exagerate d

form. Although the Mr . Hyde in most of us is not as strong or .

vicious as the monster in the story, still he is there, as we must

admit if we are but honest in our self-evaluations . But the very

fact that we can recognize the presence of and feel shame for this
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Mr. Hyde in our nature reveals that we have also a higher nature, .

The individual who was nothing but a Mr . Hyde would have no inner

struggle and Woul d be totally incapable of any unselfish feeling,

Few indeed are the individuals who do not have at least moments in

which they genuinely strive for emulation in unselfish action .

Often oriees reveal such qualities in individuals where we least

expect them . So, if there are few, men who are wholly good, it is

equally true that there are not many that are completely bad .

Physical embodiment involves an encasement of such a degree of

inertia that a large range of antagonistic elements may be bound

within] it . In some oases where the clash between the dual aspect

of the nature is two strong even this enoamement may be shattered

produoing insanity or some such affect as that picutred in Livingstoni'

story , but such instances , fortunately, are the exception rather

than the rule . But when the man stands after physical death , freed .

from his denser sheath , he finds his subtle organization far too -

weak-to bind-together for long his roaring elements , unless the

preponderance of the lower elements is unduly strong . The diffee-

ent aspects of his nature gravitate'to their own natural zones .

It might well be imagined that this process would be very painful

since often the noble and base within us is closely intertwined,

but fortunately in most instances the separation has prooeeded

far before-the return of remembrance and the awakening to self-

conscious consciousness .' Normally, therefore, the second-death

is not one of pain . The man awakens gradually to his real self

in Devaohan and temporarily in a shadowy personal sense in his

shell .

In the typical case , the re-awakening of consciousness involves

no knowledge of death to the physical plane of awareness . This -
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grows out of the fact that the disembodied man is only a cogitating

and remembering entity without the power of perception, since wihh

the dropping of the physical body the organs of perception have
r

been lost . The usual after-death state,accordingly, does not .in-

elude the power to perceive a difference in the current state of

existence as contrasted with physical consciousness . In this it

is the analogue of dream-consciousness where usually there is no

realization on the part of the dreamer that he is no longer awake .

The departed individual is thus unaware of any separation from

those he once had loved . In the higher state of Devachan he abides

with them in unalloyed bliss and harmony . In his Kama .Lokio shell

he is but a waning personal remebrance which, if left undisturbed

is, as *sta,ted, incapable, of any observation .
41

The real man is rat a three-.principled being whose course con-

tinues in Devachan . The conditions of this life wi,, be discussed

in the following chapter . The remains in Kama Loka are a graduarl y

waning form that possesses for a time a, sort of shadowy or reflected

consciousness . Since this shell is divorced from the Atman which is

the originating or subjective center of Consciousness )
it has no

true eelf..consciousness of its own. The particularized consciousness

which it does possess for a time is analagous to the light throvzn

out by f]1oresoent substances . Thus when certain gases , for instance,,

are submitted to the action of light for a sufficient time, then

when the light is turned of or obscured, the gas •in turn will

emanate light for a limited period. This fluorescent phhnomenon

continues only until the original light-energy stored in the gas

has been exhausted. Similiarly in the case of the shell . The

shadowy consciousness that remains is but a fluorescent after-effect

from the original Atmie Light . When this is exhausted the shell

loses all particularized consciousness and awaits in the spore-state
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the subsequent return of its father-Ego .

Now the memory of neither of these two'aspects of the man is

complete .' Each retains only that which is in accordance with its

own nature . The physical man was a more or less intense Dr . Jekbll-

Mr . Hyde complex. The Devachanic entity knows only that which

belongs to the Dr . Jekell aspect , and the shell makyxthatknthe Mr .

Hy'de_ Yes due* The man while living objectively might have been
* This statement will be partly modified later as there is a

form of evil which , since it is spiritual , reaches above Kama Loka .
The Mr . Hyde in'the present case is what we might call the earth
nature,; that ~whieh in its intensest form is gross brutality but
yet fails of being able to reach to the depths of monstrouslevil .

a sensual-idealist but not so either aspect of him in the after-

death state . The Devaohanic entity could never be-a sensualist

and could have no memory or concept of that kind of consciousness .

yl It would be equally impossible for the shell to be an idealist .

A very large proportion of humanity neveri lives to experience

death from the natural cause of old age . It is probable far more

common that accidents or disease induced by the violation of the

laws of health bring the objective career of the individual to an

end prematurely . In such cases the first period of the after

death states would be as a rule extended to an extent sufficient

to absorb the balance of the cycle which properly should have been

expended upon the objective plane . While the shortening of the

life -cycle through accidents or disease induced during the current

incarnation is generally due to causes . set up by the individual

'himself yet,, exeept where the motive was that of an early termin-

ation of the incarnation , the karmic responsibility of willful

self-destruction is not involved. It is the motive of the act

which is fundamental importance . So if a man is careless of,the

laws of health merely through h thoughtlessness or an interest

in a cause which leads him to forget himself, while he must face
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the penalty of violated natural law, yet he does not incur the

infinitely more serious consequences of moral dereliction, The

same principle is true in the case of death through accident in

the perfommanoe of duty or even where undue or unnecessary risks

have been taken without the delire to seek death . Clearly, also,

where the death has been induced by causes entirely outside the

individual's control at the time of the event the moral responsibility

of self-destruction is not incurred . This class of premature deaths

thus forms a group in which we may regard those concerned as being

innocent so far as motive was concerne d although they may incur the

responsibility of unwise action .

The case of those who seek self--destruction'is very different

and far more serious . Accordingly their consideration of their

cases will have to fall under another head .

Our present group, which we may call the victims of accident

of the ordinary type of man, enters the Kama Lokic state with

neither the earned right of special protection which applies to

men of high moral qualities, nor do they face the harsh conditions

that are the lot of the vicious . In every case the first the first

stage in Kama Loka is one of unconsciousness . This period of un--

consciousness may continue up into the gestation paxiAA cycle as

in the case of those who die from old age . This is by all .o dds

the happiest outcome and is probably the course followed by the

majority of individuals in this group . There are two other possbble

alternatives both of which are injurious to the discarnate individual .

In one case the victim may awaken before the gestation period to

wander about consciously in the Kama Lokic plane without incurring

-any contact with those left upon the earth plane . This is the least

harmful alternative . In the second case he may fall into the vortex

of mediumship and thus set up communication with the objective plane
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of consciousness . This condition is frought with the very gravest

consequences

In the case of the victim that awakens in the pre-gestation

Kama Lokic period without falling into the vortex of mediumships

while the consequences are not graves the condition is far from

happy . -The contact with his higher principles is not broken and

consequently his individual consciousness is . much more than the

merely fading light of the shells . He is thus in a position where

he can suffer as the shell does not . It should be born in mind

that since he lacks the physical body he has none of the organs

of perception or action . At the same time he has with him all the

forces of his desire nature with him, and,`insiead of these becoming

less'active with the loss of the physical case, they are,, on the

other hand, vastly intensified . It is easy to understand this

by recalling to our minds certain dream expeeriences which occur

now and then . The usual dream becomes vague after awakening .and

..has very little influence on the waking state , at least not so far

as we can consciously observe . There are some dreams, howe'rer'

involving a sensual or an emotional intensity far surpassing

even the strongest objective experiences . Such dreams often leave

an after effect upon the waking consciousness that may be felt for

days, causing the latter state to's&em dull in its realive intensity
e

when compared with merely the memory of the dream, let alone the

actual immediate experience of the dream itself. This suggests

something of the intensity of the feeling of the man awake in

Kama Loka but disembodied, only in this case there'is no means of

satisfying the intense feeling and desire . Clearly it is a state

of tortuee . Further, the companions in that plane are shells,

nature elementals and other unfortunate beings like himself . He

knows nothing of objective earth conditions as they are proceeding
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siub'sequent to his death, and he is 'in no position to perform any

useful function .

The falling into this .state of abnormal awareness is not due *

arbitrary oircumslAnoes but to factors which are under the oontril

of the individual while yet alive . This victim of accident awakens

prematurely owing to strong earth-attachment during life . The man

who practices, even in moderate degree, detachment from earthy

things and the cultivation of interest in values which reach beyond

earth-consciousness will never be %my in any danger of the unhappy

state of abnormal Kama Lokic wakefulness even though meeting death

by accident . It is intense attraction for earthy things, such as

one's material business, partioulayy at the moment of death, whit

serves to force this state of consciousness .

If the abnormally conscious Kama Lokio dweller yin addition to

his wandering on that plane Iis drawn into the vortex of medium-6

sphp his evil state is vastly intensified. The medium affords

a sort of means of vicarious living . uence the already intense

forces of desire, which if left-unsatisfied would tend to wane,

are-stirred into renwed life and expression . There is thus a

certain blending of the Kamio nature of the discarnate entity 1

with that of the medium . This produces new Skandhas that are a

sort of bastard progeny since they are not indiginous to the in-

dividual himself . They contribute to the forming of the group of

qualities which he will have to face in his subsequent incarnatian,

and since they are not his own natural children) as it were, his

problem of self-control and regeneration will be enormously

aggrivated. It might result even in his final failure in the

battle with his lower nature . In any oases it produces for him

.a condition of life far wsmee than would have been his normally,

Further, the intensification of Tahha through the vicarious life
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afforded through the medium may very possibly result in a failure

to consumate,the birth into the relative spiritual state of Devaohan .

The flata subgroup under the general class of avergge men is

that of those who have voluntarily destroyed their physical vehicles .

The condition of the suicide is by far the worst since his act

has involved a moral responsibility, . The immediate effect of this

is a partial and, normally, temporary separation between his

intermediate principles and his higher or spiritual nature, Further

the suicide faces a greater intensification of his desires and

feelings than would be the cse with the innocent victim . Since

his correlation with his higher nature is for the time inactive

he is more helpless in the face of his conditions than is true

with the victim. It is with these that,the contact with the

medium does the greatest damage . The consequenceO of this ab-

normal liaison is the final parting of the spiritual or higher

nature from the personality forever . This is soul death . On the

other hand, if the mediumistic outlet has not been afforded then

the suicide can latter regain his full correlation with his higher

principles, experience his earned Devachanic rest, and then face tie

consequences of his act in a future life where he will have opport,

tunity to correct his mistake .

Among men )who are not conscious Adepts either in good or evil- )'
there are two olasses beside that of the average manfiwh"e- he .•r

act • r ~- -$ the=rve ry-gcs o=cno r•- e~r-y--i~d. One o f these groups

consists of those who are predominately brutal and extend- in

a descending scale to . those who have left within them no shade of

good or noble qualit The-other group is just the paK opposite .

It c:oxsist?s of those of predominant nobility and purity of soul .

The conditions of the after-death life of these two groups, as may

well be imagined, are as different as night differs from day . We

w-i -1 consider first the less happy group .
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There remains a special sub-class composed of those who abandoned

the incarnation before it had been completely established. This

consists of the deaths of children in general under seven years

of age, whether pre-natal or post-natal . The incarnation is not

completely effected until some years after the birth of the physical

body . This is largely for the reason that the nervous and mental :

development of the child has not been sufficiently completed to

carry the higher Egoic entity. Consequently, during this period

the child is not a responsible entity and does not during this

time set up causes which would produce effects inthe Devachanio

state .* Hence these early deaths are not followed by the usual

* The fact that the child is not responsible during these early
years is reflected in the legal practice . The child of less than
s .x: or seven years is not held legally responsible for its acts .

series of after.=dea ht 2 ch generally culminate in 'a Devachnaic
A

birth . So the child'- death is soon followed by a new incarnation

with the same Linga Sarira . This might be regarded as a-second

incarnation of the same personal entity and thus in one . sense

constitutes an exception-to the general rule that the personality

does not reincarnate . In the strict sense both of these embodiments

are part of the same incarnation .

This same phenomenon happens in the case of some individuals

who are much older than semen years , but they constitute special

instances which do not properly fall under the class of the average

man . Thus in the case of idiots there is not responsibility milk

although some idiots have not broken the connection with their

higher or spiritual nature . In the true idiot there is no manasic

or rational nature that is active and since without manas there

is no responsibility, it follows that the idiot cannot produce

causes which will work out as Devachanic effects . Hence the idid

must return to incarnation without a Devachanic interlude .
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The man of highly selfish, brutal or beastial instincts is pre--

cisely the one in whom the intermediate principles are most strongly

developed. Such a mania nature is predominantly earthy and hence

all his natural gravitation is toward earth-consoiousness . For t,/

this reason t-' 1 will have a peouliar power to resist

the tendency to unconsciousness following death, especially in

the case of accidents . Rarely.,- if ever , is the unconscious period

entirely avmided , but the strong gravitation tends to produce a

shortening of it . A fter all$ will is the all powerful force

which can be employed by one who is properly trained so that the

tendency to unconsciousness is completely overcome . The brutal

types are not., of course , so traine d, but their will to physical

life has been so intensely develope d that they effect a partial

modification of the normal course of nature . They thus tend to

awake in Kama Loka where the normal man would continue in uncon-

sciousness . Their natural gravitation is to the most earthy

levels of Kama Loka and as their desire for sentient life is

extraordinarily intense , they will seize any opportunity for

objective contacts . They gravitate very , reddily to the impure

type of medium and constitute one of the gravest dangers of

mediumittio practice . It is thus precisely in the case of these

most animal of men that me diumist communion is most apt to involve

genuine contact with the real disoarnate entity .

Owing to the extraordinarily high development of Tanha in the
i

more brutal'men-tfiby may even succeed in effecting a more or -less

permanent embodiment in tAhe physical vehicle of someone else,, even

in a few exteme cases seti-embodiment in animals . Thi s

is the phenomenon of obsession and. plays an impotant part in the

field of insanity .
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The brutal type is by no . meansao1ly bad since, save in oertan

extreme oases the correlation with the higher nature still re-

mains . Under the right conditions the higher instincts may be

awakened at times leading to acts of a greater or less degree of

unselfishness . Such acts would build toward a Devachanio realiz-

ation and, if sufficiently strong, may produce brief periods in

that state . But if the preponderance of the lower nature is too

great there will not be enough'of the efflorescence of the personal

consciousness left to effect an awakening on' Devachan . In such

cases after a period of greater or less duration spent in Kama

Loka in a state of earth -bound consciousness there is a subsequent

reimbodiment. on earth . This does not necessarily mean that all

the values of the last incarnation are lost to the higher Ego .

It is as though the personal being were given a new trial in the

hope that perhaps at last the latent good might flower and come

to effective grips with the lower animal nature . There is no

foreknowing the latent possibilities in even the worst of char

acter's, provided the contact with the Higher Nature has not beeon

finally broken .

Accidents and suicides in this class abide in Kama Loka in a state

of intense suffering. With them not only is desire intense in its

lower aspects but they are also the very ones who have made least

progress toward the control of their Kamio .nature . In fact, the

brutal man is pre-ememently the individual who has allowed his

desires the freest play with the result that in the highest degree

he is the slave of them . Thus the intensified state in Kama Loka

is for him peculiarly intense ., Particularly is this so if the

moment of death is filled with some strong passion such as the

lust to kill or the desire for revenge . This feeling is not only

intensified after death but becomes a persistent dominating force
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which tends to act entirely apart from the exercise of any directive

will . Since the individual directly involved has no objective

instrument of action he becomes a sphere of force which tends to

influence in the appropiate direction any one who may be responsive

to it and who is still functioning on the objective plane . For

this reason the disoarnate vicious man is a far greater social

danger than he was while still living objectively . .

This subtle action of released malicious psychic forces has a

very important .bearing upon the social practice of capital punish

ment . The executed criminal is almost certainly to be filled wihh

a feeling of intense resentment and a desire for revenge ., When

this entity is thrown out on Kama Loka he becomes largely an irrat`

ional force seeking action in the direction that the resentment

and the desire for revenge would naturally dictate . Now among

incarnated man there are always those who have been tempted to crmminy

al violence but who , either through considerations of produnce

or the restraint expereised by their better nature, have been

able to resist the temptation . In such cases the impingment of

extraneous vendictive impulse often is just what is needed to turn

the scales in the'direc tion of violent action . Hence the normal

effect of capital punishment is towards increased violence throu&h-

out the social, body. A really wise society would be especially

careful to guard against the violent disoarnation of just precisely

its most brutal members . It would be far safer to kill off the

sages and saints .

One of the most serious costs of war comes in this connection,

In the midst of the battles large numbers of men are destroyed

while filled with an intense desire to kill and generally with at

least some degree of hatred , This feeds on a wholesale basis the

corresponing desire forces on the Kama Lokic plane ,. And what is tLe.
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result? Simply protracted postwar periods in which crimes of

violence abound. The wave of violent crime today is but the

natural fruitage of the great war . Large numbers of men have

simply carried into private life the courses of action that their

war-instructmrs trained them in as soldiers . The logic of nature

does not recognize the purely arbitrary social convention which

makes that a virtue in war which is a crime in private life .

The worst subgroup within this class constitutes a very im-

portant exception to the general rule governing the subtle life

of mankind. As already stated the more brutal and vicious types

of men are not necessarily always wholly bad. But there are some

instances in which the lower *qualities have attained a complete

victory over the higher . Fortunately this group does not" form a ..

large percentage of the whole but it is one that must be reckoned

with. When . in the sorting of the qualities in the territory of

Doubt there is not found one redeeming feature, then there is a

complete and generally. final separation between the personality

ahd the Higher Nature . With the vast majority of men there is

at least a fair balance of worthy and unselfish qualities and these

form the basis of the Devachanic experience . For Devachan is .

experienced by the personal man, although it is only the efflores-

cence of his better nature that proceeds-on to that state . And

while in subsequent incarnations among those iho are not Adepts

there is no specific memory of previous personalities, yet the

garnered fruitage of each personal life is carried over and ante ra

into the formation of the gradually developing complete man . LaU r

at the end of great cycles, or earlier if Adepship is attained, . .

full memory of all the personal lives is recovered . But'this is

not so in the case of those personal lives that are wholly lacking

in any redeeming quality . The loss of the higher Nature in these
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cases is Soul-death ..

It must be born in mind that only extreme conditions bring abdut

this dread result . If the seed sown on the field of the lower

personality any positive fruit at all, then that life will not

be found lost from the pages of the final book of memory . But .

if the failure of the harvest is complete then the husbandman

(Atma-Buddhi-Manas) abandons the field entirely and, at some later

time puts forth a new effort in a wholly different soil . In this

case, instead of there being a cycle of Devachanic ,experience ., the

higher Triad sleeps of for a season in the depths of space and then

ultimately returns for a new effort . Meanwhile the abandoned lower

or personal nature has a store of unexpended egoio energy which is

much larger than the case of a shell for two reasons . First, the
remains

shell of a Devaohanic ntity retains only a part of the full lower

egoic energy, the balance having gone to Devaehan , while in our

present case the full egoic energy remains with the entity in

Kama Loka . In the second place, the more brutal and vicious types

of men are just those in whom the energy of personal egoism is

most intensely developed . The consequence is that the energy

of the remaining personal nature is very apt to be too 'strong

for the desruptie action of the destroyers in Kama Loka . Further,

in these, oases Tanha or life-desire is especially potent . The

result is a quick re-embodiment, for one or more life-cycles

depending upon the strength of the initial lower egoie nature .

In time this energy is exhausted and disintegration follows with

a complete extinction of the personal consciousness forever .

These soul4L ess men are incapable of any .desire which reaches

beyond the animal life . They are not always of low mentality but

if their intellectual nature is at all developed it is .wholl y

directed to the satisfaction of the lowest instincts . In such,

case they are dangerous , and in all instances-they are irredeamble
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men . For there is remaining in them no higher na-,ure which could

respond to any enobling stimulus* They represent the true criminal,

class speaking in the occult rather then in the merely legalistic

sense They might be in some oases diverted from criminal action

by considerations of expediancyr, but they are quite incapable of

understanding moral control in action . They are the dregs among

men but . they are far from being the worst, Their evil is of the

animal or earthy sort They are little more than brutes in human

form . They are not on the level of spiritual evil . Those who

their basis of consciousness centers in a zone far higher and of

fall in this latter group are the real monsters among men, but
6

much more far-reaching influence than that of Kama Loka . Hence

the discussion of them does not belong within the limits of this

akapkexx section .

There is a statement credited to Jesus which occurs in all of the

Gospels in'slightly modified forms which to superficial consideration
(XVII 33)

seems contradictory . In St . Luke it is given in the fort' ; "Who,,

soever shall seek to save his life shall lose it ; and whosoever

shall lose his life shall preserve it" . In this form

the statement'is far from self.explanitaaty , but the corresponding

quotation from St . John (XII - 25) affords the interprativ key ; In

this Gospel we have : "He that loveth his life shall lose it ; and

he that hateth his life-in this world shallX keep it unto life

eternal" . This shows that the term"life" is employed in two disc

tinot senses . If man is attached to life objectively '(Tanha) he

destroyos his correlatation with the aspect of Consciousness which

persists from incarnation to incarnation This latter aspect of

Consciousness is the relatively eternal life of Egoic Conscious-

ness and i_n its hi heft sense is the truly eternal Atmic Conscious-

ness. man is the ideal instance of the individual
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-who through his intensity of life-attachment or-Taa has des-

troyed is correlation with the Self-radiating source of all Life

and hence has brought upon himself destruction of the verything

he desired most. The opposite extreme among men is found in the

indigiduals who have burned upon their attachment to life through

absorption of their interest in the well-being of other selves . .

Their very self-abandoment has led to a sublimation of their

egoic nature so that they find themselves . living more or less

completely in the lives of all creaturea about them, The result

.is that the fortunes of their egoio self-identity are not bound

to the limited history of their personal vehicles . In otter words,

they have found themselves egoicly on a more synthetic level of

Life or Consciousness .

The real meaning og "Goodness" as opposed to the brutal type

of evil is life motivation which does not center about the per .

sonal ego . Taken in this sense, there are many conventional

virtues which would not qualify as "good" . Thus the business .man

who is honest as .a matter of policy alone, no matter how scrupulous

his practice is, yet is not good or virtuous in the present mean-

ing of the term . His actuating motive ie merely self-interest

and aoowrdin~yly if he found himself in a situation where dis-

honest would serve his ends he would change his policy. His moral,

level is by no means superior to that of the unsophisticated

rogue, although his perception of the expediGnoy value of honesty

shows hiV) as standing on a higher intellectual kaxa altitude .

For the practice of honesty to be virtuous it must be a matter of

principle . The man who follows this course will be honest even

though he knows it will cost him all his possessions and his life .

Such an individual has gone far in the transcendence of personal

egoism and has found his center of life on more synthetic levels,
thus rising superior to the dangers of Kama Lokic death .
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Fo rtunat~ey the vast majority of men kiuu have experienced

something of the motivation that involves transcendence of person-

al egoism . This is , of course , the basis of all Devachanic

experience . Now there are those individuals in whom this type

of motivation predominates and they are the ones that we class-

ify as the good or virtuous men. It is not necessary that mem.,

bars of this class shall be entirely free from the weaknesses of

the lower nature . In fact, men. of this degree of purity are

very rare in this age (Kali Yuga ) owing to the paouliar oondit.6ns

of the oy&ie which are more favorable for the expression of the

lower rather than the higher qualities . The important point is

that the higher motivation shall be predominant .

With men of this-type if physical death follows from old-age

the first or unconscious period in Kama Loka is quite short in

some oases lasting for but a few minutes, The gestation period

supervenes promptly resulting in an early separation of the

intermediate and higher principles and the initiation of the

Devachanic cycle . The extent of recollection in Devachan is

much more complete than in the previous types for the reason that

a larger proportion of the objective life was xxxxpi dominated by

a motivation having Devachanic value . As a comr4plement to this

the shell conscious<s correspondingly weaker and the consumatian

of the disintegration of the intermediate principles is much

earlier . As a result mediumist contact with this type of shell

is much less frequent than in the case of the more gross shells .

In the case of death from accident the victim is drawn immed-

iately into a state of Akashio Samadhi dr sleep involving a pleas

ant dream-life until the life-term of the cycle is completed,

when the gestation period is entered followed by birth on Devachan .

This is a case of special dispensation since the individual , whether

I
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good, bad or indifferent would tend to awaken in Kama Loka . But

there are certain Guardians*of Kama Loka who throw a sphere of

* These are known as Dhyan Chohans or 4eings who have completed
the cycle of human evolution ages ago and are now functioning and
evolving on levels beyond the range of human immagination .

protection about those individuals who through no fat of their

own are thrust out into a zone of Consciousness with which they

are wholly unprepared to cope .

In the classes considered so far death, in every case, is

followed by a period of unconsciousness which may last for from

a few minutes to several years . With the possible exception of

those individuals who are earth-bound through a strong attachment

for earth conditions, there is no more knowledge of the -fact of

having passed through: physical dissolution than there is guasaukkiry

of having left the waking state when in the midst,of dreaming

sleep, It is, however, possible to cross the gulf of death cony

seiously and to function the more interior planes knowing them

to be different from the physical . This capacity is either the

result of the conscious cultivation of a power or by a special

projection of the power by one who has acquired it . This group

forms a very special and limited class which we will now consider .

The distinguishing characteristic of this class tkkea as a

'whole is not its virtue-type whether positive () or negative

(evil) but the possession of Knowledge, in the sense of knowledg-L

of the inner or hidden Nature . The class divides into two sub-.

classes or groups distinguished by the most marked virtue-qualilUes .

The higher class'oonsists of Adepts who work with Nature con- .'

sciously .and constructively and hence are virtuous in the positive
W.t

or good sense . The lower class is just the oppsite in that M

work with Nature, again consciously, but in the destructive sense

and hence they are Adepts in evil . The first tends-toward pure
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good the second towards pure evil . There is no place in this

class. . of the intermediate or duke-warm types that corresp.ond* to

the average man .

The Adept who works tith Nature constructively is the highest

type of man . His is the state of self-conscious consciousness

and the corresponding levels of Knowledge and rower) which will

be the heritage of average Humanity at the culmination of long

ages of evolution - at leatt of that portion of Humanity. that has

not failed in the interim. But in the case of the present-day

Adept this attainment has been reached long in advance of the

masses through self-directed effort-intensely applied . Most of

mankind is moving in a state of largely blind . response to the

urge of evolutionary forces which proceed in accordance with

cyclic stages . The Adept has proceeded in this same direction

consciously and with an intelligent direction of his own individ-

ual energies in the same course as that laid down by Nature, or

rather of the directive Intelligences that stand behind Nature .

First, by conservation of individual energy, which is so scandulously

wasted by the average man, then the concentration of this energy

in the appropiate direction it is possible in the course of a few

short incarnations to cover the ground which normally requires

millions of years and thousands of incarnations . The men who have

followed this course and who have successfully met all the tests

which fall in Theft way become Adepts or Masters who, proportion .

ate to Their degree of Adeptship, are one with the Intelligence of

all Nature, This implies realization of continuity in Conscious-

ness where the average man faces discontinuities . Hence there

follows, among other powers and as one of the least of them, the

capactty to pass through the portals of physical death wihout there

being any break in the continui $d6Y'~Riciousness,
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The o ruoial barrier to self-conscious action with Nature is

personal egoism (ahamkara), Personal egoism has neither primary

being nor existence . It is an induced effect of he compound

stricture of man . It might be called the reflection of spiritual

Selfhood (Atman) in the personal nature . Then when this reflection

of-the Real Self is taken as a center or base of reference we have

the phenomenon of false or-personal egoism which is the parent of

the illusion'of separateness which in its turn is the foundation

of all suffering and the sense of limitation . It follows that the

supreme requirement or prerequisite for bhe attainment of Adeptship

is the destruction of ahamkara . The primary purposed of the tests

faced by the candidate for Adeptship is the proving of the des .

truotion of this personal egoism . Many who aspire fail to meet thss

test since to them the power of personal egoism has proven .gr8ater

than the .force of their,'aspiration to the transcendental . Now the

effect of the concentration (Yoga) discipline that is a fundamental

'part of the line of effert which eventuates in Adeptship is the

intensification of power in whatever direction focused. Thus, id

in the trial, ahaxikara wins then it becomes greatly intensified

as compared to what it was . before . . IIt follows that the failures

among the ranks of would-be .depts .on the constructive side of

Nature, become adepts of greater or less degree in the reverse or

destructive aspect of Nature . If we may call the positive pole

abeolute synthesis., the negative pole would be absolute segregation

or annihilation in unconscious absorption Which is nothing more nor

lees than xhmakarz the separateness of ahamkara carried through to

ite perfection . Segregation is a part of Universal Nature as truly

as synthesis, but-it is dhe destructive aspect . Hence the Adept

failures do no return to the relatively irresponsible xcA± and

therefore temporarily indulged condition of average-Humamty, for
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they have invoked the powers of Nature . For them there remains

only action with Nature in her destructive aspect .

But since the Adept in evil does work with Nature he has

accordingly attained a kind of continuity of consciousness that

is the exact opposite of the achieved by the positive Adept . Where-

as the latter has attained his immortality or relative immortality

through transcendence of personality, the adept in evil has aqurred

a degree of immortality by so greatly intensigying his egoism that

it is highly, though not perfectly, resistent to the , forces of

disintegration . Hence these negative adepts have also the power

to cross the gulf of physical death and know their state without

break in consciousness .

Kamaloka is not a find of action for the positive or white Adept

save under expectiqLonal circumstances,, for Kamaloka is mostly a

domain of the purging or destructive aspect of Nature . There aee,

unquestionably, subtle planes on which such Adepts do work but they

are. other than Kamaloka* . On the other hand, Kamaloka is a zone

* There is the special case of the Bo dhisattva which persists '
undestroyed on the level of Kamaloka owing to a purity of prinoiule
that is so great that disintegrative agencies have no power over
them . This is a phenomenon connected only with the more spiritual
atixpxxi sub-planes of Kamaloka . -

in which the negative adepts or at least those of the lower degrees,

find themselves quite at home . They are resistent to the disin-

tegrative power of this plane because of possessing a high degree

of negative purity,,i .e ., purity in evil . Hence on this plane

their nature accords with the nature of their environment . And,

whereas the positive Adept is outside the sphere of his most effect

ive action on this plane, the negative adept,on the other hand,

finds himself in the midst of forces which he can direct effectively

to his perverse ends .

As the vast majority of our common human-kind have a kamic nature
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that is far from purified it follows that the mass of human units

are in a greater or less degree responsive to influences emanating

from the plane of. Kama . Thus Kamaloka is a wonderful field fe-r+

action for the negative adept as it is through the .weaknesees of

the human desire -nature that he attains his ends predominantly,

This is one of the reasons why the student must watch his feelings

with great care . Otherwise when he feels anger, hatred, axaxyx

envy or some other negative emotion he will find it at once

enormously intensified as compared with 'the degrees of feeling'he

experienced when largely an irresponsible man in and of the world .

Through the indulgence of this negative feeling the door is opened

(for the action ofthe negative adept who thus is enabled to,con-

centrate energy in the focal point that has been formed . It is

possible for this negative action to become so intense that the

student is thrown off his base entirely with more or less disasterous

results . Safety lies in watching negative emotions with an eagle

eye and throtling them as quickly as possible when once they appear .

The student will always have sufficient strength to do this if he

but invokes it .

Adeptship is not an absolute designation . There Adepts of high

and low degree and some who are called very high Adepts, In its

root meaning the term has the significance of 'tone who attai ned

knowledge or proficiency" . The Sanscrit root "Ap" carries the
ali

meaning of 'obtaining" or "attaining" . Hence the word has the

general meaning in common usage of "one who has attained proficiency

or is fully skilled in anything", But specifically as applied here

and especially-when spelled with the initial letter capitalized it

means one who is proficient in the hidden knowledge of Nature which,

of course, implies corresponding skill in the manipulation of Nature .

This knowledge and skill developed in only one small department of
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Nature would constitute the individual an Adept to that extent .

Hence one who .is still but a Chela (Esoteric student) of a full

Adept may himself be called an Adept although he has by no means

met all his tests and trials But in this case manifestly the degree

of adeptship would be very, low, Further, an individual who working

by himself has mastered some miner department of Nature could in

this sense be called "adept" to that extent ., These facts must be

born in mind or the stundent may often be thrown off the track

by attaching to the term a more transcendental significanoe than

is intended in the given case . This term has a far more general

significance than such terms as "initiate", "Mahatma" or " Buddha",

all of which refer to definite events, such as initiation, or

disctete degreesof attainment .

The minimum degree of adeptship requisite to the realization of

conscious death is not considerable but it can be attained only as

the result of a definite training or discipline . As already stated,

the capacity to go to sleep consciously or to dream and be aware of

the fact that'one is in the dreaming state represents a step in the

direction of conscious dyeing . The definite power to function in

the Subtle Body in the sense of Sukshmaopadhi, and not the attached

Astral or Linga Sharira, implies the power of oonsoioue death . But

this capacity does not simply happen to an individual without his

putting forth effort in the appropiate direction and, at least

generally if not universally, has come under the protection of

a competent Guru . There is no arbitrary barrier closing these

powers to any individual, but there seem to be very few who are

willing to put forth the requisite effort to attain them . Hence .

conscious death is very much an exception to the general rule .

It is probable that the reader by this time has formed the con-

elusion that Kamaloka is a most disagreeable place and that at any

rate this phase of death is not very pleasing . Well this realm
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is no summer-land of joy nor is it a zone of instruction or work

save under very exceptional circumstances . It may be said that its

primary function in Nature is as a Loka of conception and in the

involutionary portion of the cycle and of delivery in the evolution-

ary portion as the Ego enters Devachan . It is not normally a place

of abode for man . It does have-to-day an enormous influence upon

embodied human consciousness and for the most part that influence

is malific . In the spiritual sense this is a dark age however
its

brilliant in tke technical sinus and external intellectual aspects .

The resufl is that the influence of Kamaloka in a malific sense

is greatly accentuaxted and it is especially desirable that man

should exert every effort to annul that influence . To that end

knowledge of the significance and function of this plane is the

first step .

Now while the dominant influence of Kamaloka is adverse there

is one tremendous exception to this rule that is connected with

peihaps the greatest act of compassion that is humanly conceivable .

In the case of very high Adepts, i .e ., those how have reached the

stage of Buddhahood, the personal nature has become entirely purif-.

ied cf the evil weed of•ahamkara . The principles composing this

nature instead of being mere reflections corresponding to the

appropiate planes of Being, actually become the very material of

those planes themselves . They are thus formed of what might be

called the substance of the appropiate form of Light rather than

the shadow of that Light is in the case of mankind generally,. They

are thus pure and radiant . Now when such a Being has become dis

ecarnate and enters . in this casenot Devachan but% , Nirvana the

interme ate principles
l
vthioh ordinarily form the shell which is

•
disintegrated , do no.t din become disorgnaized owing to their

great purity . They form , then, a sort of living entity filled
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with the Light of the Knowledge of the one who had ensouled them .

This entity is no longer ensouled by the original Atmic entity or

Buddha yet it is said that a sympathetic relationship persists

even though the latter abides in Nirvana . The technical designation

of this entity or "'remains" is"Bodhisattva"*whioh means literally

"whose nature is knowledge" . This Bodhisattv% is a highly benif-

* Exoterically this term is applied to the stage of soul-

development that is just inferior to Budhahood . Our present sense of theJ`Y'e

terns is `the more technical esoteric usage 6

ioent~force and is active within the sphere of human consciousness .

It is, however, essentially passive in its action as-it is not an

ensouled entity but what has been called a "remains" . But it

gravitates to those human centers that are in a sufficient degree

like it . Hence, earnest self-less striving on the part of a human

being will also often find itself unaccountably reinforced just as

is all-too-often the case in the reverse instance . Effort in the

direction of the common human good becomes supported .by a power

far greater than that which could be generated by the individual

alone . This influence is of tremendous importance . It may as a

general effect envelope extensive numbers of people at the same

time .' On the other hand, it may function intensively in the

phenomenon of Avatarship where suddenlyy an individual, perhaps

even in extreme youth, blossems forth with the wisdom of great

spiritual maturity .*

* There is an esoteric tradition that both Shankara and Jesus were
instances of such avatarship . In both extraordinary degrees of
spiritual Wisdom manifested wilihout the appropi to prior self-
.induced effort that would be required where Adership was acquired
by the normal means . Gautama Buddha is the outstanding example of
sum, ch an Adept .

It should be apparent by bow that a question of he very highest

paczatioal importance is : How is it possible to free onesello from

the adverse influence of Kamaloka? Apart from the special means
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employed in specific Yoga -disciplines there is a course which may

be followed effectively by any individual that is based upon the

nature, of Desire itself . To say that a man is ruled by his desires

is to say that he is governed by his likes and dislikes . If such

a man is influenced exclusively by his likes and dislikes he is

unable to withstand the dominance of the Kamalokio level of con-

sciousness ., On the other hand, if he has brought his likes and

dislikes .into subordination to a spiritual level of motivation

then he has completely destroyed adverse Kamalokic influence so far

as .he is concerned . The degree4 to *hich an individual has freed

himself in this sense is-simply measured by the extent to which

spiritual motivation dominates liking and disliking .,

For man on the lower levels as for all the animals the motive

force to action is necessarily liking and disliking . In such

cases the animal soul is just ablut the only active aspect of the

general principle of Soul . But as man rises, first to the truly

human and then to the spiritual level, of $oul'he must transcend

his likes and dislikes progressivi&y so far as they have any in-

fluence on his motivation and action . What , then , takes the place

of liking and disliking as a basis,of motivation? it may be asked .

At this point there is a principle that comes into play for which

we have no term in English that is at all adequate . It is Dharma

considered as a conscious moving force . We call this in English

"duty", but duty with us implies too much of external compulsion

to be a satisfactory term . Dharma involves the notion of doing

that which accords with the individual's status in the spiritual

sense . The perception of individual Dharma depends upon the

awakening of the power of. Intuition in the true sense . With most

men there is a battle between Dharma and Desire with Desire winning

most of the time . . But beyond a certain point the struggle becomes
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for-the individual save he has the sense that he is moving within

his Dharma . Then the satisfaction of desire adverse to Dharma .

comes to have negative value and may even be disgusting ., At this

stage , an individual 1 instead of following his likes and avotLding

his dislikes , has reached the point where fundamentally he likes to

do what he knows he should,do and is not content with anything less .

Now there is a very simple discipline by which an individual

can build to the point where movement within his Dharma becomes

natural for him . It lies in the discipline of one's likes and

dislikes . It is excellent every day to perform religiously some

action which one knows he should do or j& is good to do1but which

is distasteful . The effect of this is to weaken the dominating

power of Desire and to build the Will in a most healthy and desir-

able sense . This practice alone , if followed consistently, will

make a weak character strong . And character is the foundation atone

of all Mastery . Ritualistic discipline of any .kind may serve this

end, provided it is followed without any regard for one's likes and

dislikes in the matter . On the other hand , if an individual follows

in intermittant course dictated by'his impulses he will not make

any progress in this mastery of Desire . It is of the highest impott

anoe to recognize that Desire unmastered is man's worst obstical

to spiritual realization .

Some object to this discipline on the ground that if they do

not follow their impulses the loose all urge to action and have

no inspiration . This may be the result at first, but if the train-

ing is followed oonsistent Vy .it is found that a much higher power

takes the place of what is lost . The individual will find his

urge to action in a spiritual basis rather than a Kam&c, and in

stead of being an instrument of inspiration he will attain command
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of Inspiration . Thus he will have asserted the superiority of his

spiritual Manhood and the essentially servant status of all qualities

to which formally he permitted himself to be servant . It is true

that there is a period of darkness betweenn the two states . But is

it not worth while to face this relatively brief period with courage

and become master of oneself rather than an indulged child, however

brilliant?

The effect of this training is to render the individual an

progressively superior to the adverse conditions and influence of

Kamaloka . On the other hand , it brings him into cipser rapport

to the Bodhisattvas which abound in the purer levies of the psycho

sphere of the .earth . It is well worth its cost in effort .
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Chapter IX .

DEVA,CHAN

This zone or world is sometimes called "Devachan" and at others

"Devaloka" . The latter tern means in the strict sense the "abode of

the gods" . "Chan" carries the significance of"gladden" or "rejoice" .

Thus these two designations are descriptive to'a degree o of the

zone represented . For Devachan is a locality or rather a state in
condition

Consciousness where a state of Bliss persists unalloyed by any pain

be it physical , emotional , mental or moral . . This,,not true of the

companion zone which we . might call Avitohi--Devaloka since like

Devachan it transcends Kamaloka and stands on relatively the same

spiritual level . But what Devachan is in terms of good and Bliss,
•1D

Avitohi Devaloka
/\
in the complemental negaitite aspect of Evil and

Misery. There are instances of subjective states that over-lap

these two zones bliss would be alloyed by a kind of spiritual

pain . But it would still remain true that the Devaohan state

qua Devashanic was one of pure bliss . The phrase "abode the gods"

carries a meaning that is probably rather difficult for\brought up

with the typical western training both scientific and theological .

The phrase-is in a measure poetical but by no means wholly so . The

application of the granular or "block" principle to the structure

of manifested Consciousness implies, as already previously stated,

that Consciousness manifesto on every plane of,its laminated form

through the appropiate groups of Beings ranging from simple or

elemental forms up to highly organized entities which in their

higher reaches transcend man in the spiritual scale . The Devas or

"'gods" are complex or compounded Beings that stand spiritually

superior to man in his present state . Some of them are ex-men

others have not yet descended into the involutionary cycle of

objective incarnation and so have not yet been men though none
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the less spiritually superior to man while remaining rationally

his inferior, The Deva-level of consciousness is that of Devaohan

and hence this is called the abode of the gods .

The notion of "Devas" or "gods" does not imply poly-theism any'

more than does the Christian and Jewish concept of the angelic

host . Polytheism and for that matter aloe Monotheism are really

attitudes of mind or ways in which man has related himself to

superambient Being . The theistic view in either case involves

the notion of extra-cosmic Being or #eings that stand superior

to the domain of Law which governs the cosmos both in the subtle

as well as in the objective sense . The present philosophy, is not

polytheistic nor morftheistio nor, in the strict sepses pan-theistic

for the simply reason that it is not theistic at all . It does,, .

however, comprehend those elements within it which for psyc hologia-
human

ally immature forms of consciousness do afford a basis for each one

of these various theistic views . But all such views are partial

and both scientifically and philosophically incorrect) towever much

they may be justified pragmatically as historic crutches for

crippled forms of consciousness . This philosophy has far more

in common with the best in the spirit of modern science than it

has with theology . But in as much as the former has been pre .

d,ni antly materialistic it stands therefore in that respect at the

diametric opposite pole . . Whereas tha% assumed philosophy of our

science has been what we might call impersonal mechanism our present ,

philosophy is impersonal Spiritualism to empl Vy in its strictly

correct sense a latterly much abused term . In other words, the

basis of the Universe is not found in a Being nor even in BEING

to be perfectly exact, but rather in that which is the root of

both BEING AId NON-BEING, Hence ,within this system there may be

and is an ellaborate hierarchy of beings reaching from the lowest
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possible entity up to centers of compounded Consciousness so high

as to far transcend the highest God-concept which the immagination

of man has ever been able to reach even in its most exalted

adumbration of transcendental Consciousness . But all of these

from the highest to the lowest are as but 0 humble creatures in

the awful presence of THAT which to all alike is Unknowable . So

our Devas are not "gods" which the wise man would ever approach

in the attitude of worship, though the foolish majority rarely

fail to make this mistake . Alone is the God within, the"God

prayed to in secret" that lies within the innermost consciousness

of every being worthy of worship . As for the rest, they may

deserve honor, respect and even reverence but never worship .

The Indian pantheon includes some three hundred million gods > ..

reaching from very elemental though entitized nature forces up bo

to highly transcendental Beings . But the Indian metaphysical

sense is far too acute to-find a real pluralism in this . The

flower of both Indian philosophy and religion is the aome of

Monistio Metaphysics, yet this is achieved without a denial of

the gods any more than any other empiric fact . For it must be
1 -

remembered that these gods are emp rio realities for the Indian .p

Does the . Western reader laugh? If so, let him pause a moment

to refe&ot . Is the man born blind .in some part of his sensorium

in any position to laugh at the .reports from experience on the

part of those who are not limited by such blindness? We see

Indians largely blind in a domain, i .e ., the external practical,

where we are to a peculiar degree wide awake, But they too have

long been awake in a zone of awareness where mostly we find naught

but a blind--spot . Yes, the gods are real but not in any sense

which invalidates the differential equations of modern science,
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If Devaohan is the abode of the gods, how'does it relate to man?

A pertinent question . It is the abode of the gods for the reason

that it is the state of Consciousness which is the persistent or
r

enduring condition of the Devas . The(rf4 is the happy state of

unbroken bliss . Man represents what we might call the synthetic

moti'*$ in the grand symphony of Consciousness . Ie bridges the

gulf between misery and bliss 9nd there lies before him the

potentiality of transoending .both . But equally well he may

slip into either state as a relatively permanent condition ; that

,is, he can join either the Devas or the Demons, both relatively

spiritual entities, and thus fail of realizing temporarily or

permanently his highest possibilitees ; i .e ., that glorious

possible heritage which St . Paul had in mind when he said: "Man

made a little lower than the angels shall in glory reign higher

than the angels" . (Look up correct statement) . Most men touch

something of the state of the anguus and of the demons as a fruit-

age of the causes they have sown in each objective life . The fruit

of man's actions and thought actuated by motives of nobility pre-

pare for him a day when ira lives in the unbroken blissful state

of the gods . From the donsoiousness -level of this noble company

he drinks of the sustaining amrita which gives to him the strength

for new engagements on the now-a-days harsh battlefield of

objective Consciousness .

Devachan is not a sort of spaaially distant heaven-world as is

sometimes aonoeived . While it bears a certain correlation to the

heaven-concept it is not any heaven as conceived in any exoteric

religion . For in general the notion of paradise is of an already

created place that bears a definite relationship to objective

space . Now while it is true that the devotee of an exoteric rel-

igion may very well seem to be experiencing the sort of environment
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he expected yet actual ly he himself produced this appearance throw}

his own imagination and ex*pectation . Devachan really is a state

of consciousness and is not an al ready-given external construction .
not

As already stated., space , is nto be conceived add a real external

existence independent of all Consciousness , Kant has familiarized

us with the view that space is the a priori form of perceptive

consciousness and not simply and externally given world . While

the present treatment of space as a whole . does not entirely accord

with the position of Kant , yet there is conformity between the two
4

positions to the extent that space is fiewed as a form imposed upon

experience from out the substance of Consciousness itself . As viewed

by Kant the space of this objective plane is not the independent

projection of individual consciousness , but the perceptive form

imposed by Consciousness as such on this plane . Hence , so far as

the individual is concerned this space is objective and a common

field for all units . To this extent there is nothing in this view

that is incompatable with experience nor with occult philosophy .

But the same principle does not apply to space taken in all senses

and this distinction has a vital bearing upon the formal and spacial

type of Devachanic Conscio usness .

Devachan is a subjective and non.pe roeptive state . Thato is,

there is no given external world experienced perceptively by the

Devaohanee , as is already found pre-existing in the empiric, sense

by the child born on this plane . This plane is reached by a within-

ward movement in Conso6usness away from the whole domain of per-

oeptive relationships . In principle it is, in fact, not inaccessible

to the . individual who still retains embodiment , for a certain aspect

of his own subjective being always abides on this levdib ,' only it

generally sleeps doting objective life . But Devachan is really

within every man . It is thus not a domain outside the limits of
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Kosmos* It is no nearer the further reaches penetrated by the

telescope than to any point where any individual may now be located.

It is very important to understand this fact-'so thoroughly that

even the semi-unconscious habit of thinking in terms of objective

distance is destroyed, so far as the Devachanic realm is concerned .

Otherwise the student may fall into the prediciment of the man who

looks everywhere, high and low, for the spectacles he has been

wearing all the time .

For the understanding of the Devachanic state a prior familiar .

ity with the dominant Indian philosophies and with that current of

thought in the West which found its first . great exponent in Plato

a then was continued through the Neo-platonists)and today folows

through our more spiritual, philosophic systemswill be of profound

assistance . Plotinus gave the principle an especially clear formula-

tion, i .e ., that man possesses in a fundamental sense a dual nature .

The dkuter and more familiar nature may be called the sensible man .

This is the man of earth possessing physical senses . Within there

is a higher super-sensible man whom we may call he man of intelligence .

Consoiousness in 'this .form does not operate as a result of stimul-

ation derived through the senses , or, perhaps more correctly, this

form of awareness is purely an intelligent existence . Now the fact

of fundamental importance is that the inner Itelligent nature is not

to be regarded as a -sort of epi phenomenalism that has grown upon

the back of sensible existence , but is a pre -exis'tenoe and is relatitve_

y ly primary . The stimulation of the perceptive or sense-life may

very well serve to arouse in outer consciousness a greater or less

degree$ of recognition .of the Intelligent Order, and it unquestion-

Nable does afford the forms for expression, but the sense re

not the source of knowledge . It is thus the sensible &x e

rather than the Intelligable that has a sort of epi-.phenomenal

existence .
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It is just precisely the habit of viewing the sensible world as

primary that has served to hide from us realization and understand-

ing of the more subjective states of Consciousness such as those

entered beyond the portal of death . We continually make the-mis-

take of viewing knowledge as coming to us from external impressions .

That knowledge is largely aroused by external impressions there

can be no doubt but to assert that knowledge comes- S.op these

-impressions is quite another matter . This fundamental mistake

leads us to view Reality as a presentment to perception, and thus
we ourselves
maa binds kimsakf, like the men in Plato's story of the cave, and
we our .
ka spend all iris time in the contemplation of shadows instead of

facing the Light without which not even the shadow would be possible .

Could we but realize the source of Knowledge as within our Inner

Being then we would find the key to that Understanding . which would

destroy the misery and tragedy that enters so largely into the c'om-*

pound of objective life . This is also the key, to Devachan, not

alone as an after-death state of consciousness, but as a realiz-

ation at will during embodied life .

Devao an is literally an abode of Consciousness within us . For

man living on the objective plane this is a stbjective domain but

for him who has successfully passed through the inner gestation

period it is his most objective state . One consequence of thid,-

which will be more fully developed later,'is that the embodied man

can, by the proper means, awaken his latent Uevachanio consoiousnesss

while the Devachanee cannot possibly reach down to the objective

planes as•he no longer has the necessary vehicles of action . The

objective world is the domain of perception . When the vehicles of

action on this plane are withdrawn., as in death, percppticn is no

longer possible , and thus the function which perception plays with
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respect to knowledge is no longer served .' This function we have

spoken of as the arousing to recognition of a latent knowledge .

On Devachan, therefore, no essentially new knowledge can be made

manifest . There is no awareness of new development in the empiric

domain . But the elements implicit in the knowledge arouse, in the

just-completed objective cycle unfold in various degrees of elaborat-

ion dependent upon the intensity o f awakening and penetration that
A

was involved at the time of the stimulation on the objective plane .

These implicit elements are the raw material from which the Dev-

aohanee constructs his world of bliss . If these elements require

form, in the sense of bbjeotive appearance , then the Devachanee

will live in the corresponding space seemingly as objective to

him as ever was the plane of embodied consciousness . But it will

be his private space, self-created not shared by the consciousness

of anyone ebbs , save where sympathetic atonement brings tk or more

into precisely the same Consciousness mode .

Lest the student may fall'into an all-too.roommon error of far

too greatly undervaluing Devachanic consciousness since it affords

no further contact with perceptive data, it is well to bring out the

importance of the unfoldment of implicit knowledge. Every experience

that any individual may have is frought with elaborations of

implication and with significance which only the Sages among men

develop p^ari_ ap ssu with the process of experiencing) in anything

like a complete degree . Incidentally, the consequence of this for

the Sage is that He has little or no after .-death Devaohan for the

simple reason that He has assimilated the value of Devachan while

still-embodied . But in the case of most men's especially of

those who have led lives of extraordinary richness of share

experiencing and of those Saints who are not also Sages, the

hidden values of their experience are but slightly unfolded
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during the current incarnation . This leads to a corresponding

elaboration and extending od Devachanic consciousness provided

that the enveloping motivation of the experiencing was of a type

that would lead to elaborations in the Intelligible world . Now,

experience in and of itself is wholly valueless save in so far as

it eventuates in the unfoldment of the elements implicit within

it . Thus without the function of Devachan all experience is

wholly wasted . And for most'Devachan is almost sole~y an after-

death state,. Hence it is just precisely Devachan that affords

the harvest of the fruits of objective life in so far as those

fruits have enduring value . Accordingly, the Devaohanic state Is

of the utmost importance in the evolution of that portion of the

Life of Soul which passes through the "three-worlds" .

Just how far the elaboration of implicit elements may extend

is well illustrated in the field of • mathematics . All mathematical

systems are elaborations based upon a small number of fundamental

propositions gxxa=aki$ popularly known as axioms . Now the axioms

imply the complete systems which may be elaborated from them, hence

he who knows the axioms in the . implicit sense knows the whole of the-

assystems . But to make this implicit knowledge explicit tkkes, s

every student of mathematics knows, an enormous amount of work .

Further, the rao& ^f making this knowledge explicit is pre-

c isely that which gives it both practical and theoretical value

and unveils the hidden significance . . The result is that the

recognition of the primary propositions is by far the smallest

part of the task involved in forming the completed structure of

knowledge. and value . The same principle is true with respect to

objective experience as contrasted with the elaborative and

assimilative period .of Devachan . The development in this period

is far . more intensive and has far greater expansive value for con .
sciousness than attaches to the embodied cycle-
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The duration of the Devachanic cycle 'experienced by the indiv,

idual-is variable but is proportional to the causes initiatied

during objective life . In connection with the question of

Devachanic duration there is another error that must be guarded

against . Subjective duration is as little like objective time

as is Devachanio space unlike objective space . Our objective time

is measured by a succession of cycles which really are succession

of states of consciousness . We distinguish day from day through

the sequence of day and night caused physically by -the rotation

of the earth relative to the sun . But day and night are simply

two contrasted modes of perceptive consciousness . The sequence

of these modes gives us .a sense of lapse of time . In the same way

the year is formed by a movement through the seasons which in their

turn are states of, perceptive consciousness marked by qualitative

differences . This sequence we have sincronized with mechanic time-

pieces to which we commonly refer for time-determinations . But the

real basis of time-perception is not the time-piece but the natural

sequence with which it is co-ordinated.. Objective time, therefore .,)

is nothing more nor less than a sequence of qualitatively variable

perceptive states .

There is also a subjective time , but in this case the basis of

measurement is affective tone rather than perceptive contrast. A

given period of objective time may have quite variable values in

temms of.subjective time . If the affective tone involved in the
l

experience of .such a period is painful enough, then a very short

period of time in the objective sense may seem like an age . On

the other hand, in relatively blissful states of consciousness

long periods will seem to have passed in almost no time at all .

In this connection Einstein once gave a very pat answer to the

question of what Rekktivity meant given in simple terms . He said :
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"When a man talks to a pretty girl for an hour, it seems to him

only a minute . But let him sit on a hot stove for only a minute Y

and its longer than any hourl That is Relativity : This is a

beautiful illustration of the difference between subjective or

affective time and objective perceptive time .

Since Devachanic consciousness is.non-perceptive, objective

time has no application there . There can be no sense of,a measures

able time as we understand it on the objective plane of Conscious-

ness . A thousand years may be as a day, and also a day may be

filled with all the values of a thousand years . Hence when we speak

of duration on the Dedohanio level we are dealing with something

wholly different from time as we know it in the time-piece sense .,

The nearest we reach to that sense of duration is realized during

those periods when we are so happily occupied that we have lost

all awareness of the lapse of .the hours . In one sense we might

call it a timeless state, but it is a state within duration since

it has developmental value .

The only sense in which time--measurement may be applied to

Devachanie interludes is by a relating of these periods to suc-

cessive cycles of embodiment for the same Ego . In this sense

great lapses of time may have transpired which, when considered

with respect to the affedtive tone quality of the consciousness of

the Devaehanee may have seemed as but a short interlude . But

since objective processes are slavess of perceptive time the extent

of these interludes is of importance and may have serious bearing

upon the degree of evolutionary development effected within a

given ma*or objective cycle . There is such a thing as precious

time wasted in Devachan completing the assimilation of what we

might call side-track activities . This point has a vital bearing

on the fact that the highest course possible to man is not that
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which leads to the greatest possible extention of the Devachanic

interludes , however valuable moderate periods may be .

It is said that the average time spent in Devac han is from

one thousand, to fi fteen - hundred years as measured in objective

time . But this is only an average from which the individual

variation may be extreme . In an individual case the period may

vary from the barest contact with almost instantaneous return,

to enormous periods of millions of years . The extent of the

period is determined by'the number and the intensity of causes

sowed in the objective cycle of Consciousness that are of a nature

which bears Devachanio fruit .- The unevolved primitive man will

experience but short periods as will•alao the more developed

civilized man who has sown very sparing of the seed which brings

a Revachanic harvest . On the other hand, the saint who is not

also a sage, that is, the good and pure type . who a lacking

in Wisdom and who therefore may have fallen under the inf1tienoe

of the more spiritual Rupa Devao, may experience periods that are

on the order of geological ages . The mass of men, however, have

a more moderate experience of something probably more than a

thousand years .

In objective-time terms it is thus evident that the Devachanic

cycle is several-fold longer than the anticedaat objective cycle .

This proportion is analagous to the differenoe in time-lapse in

sowing a field to some grain and the period required for the

maturing and3 fruiting of the crop . Or, aga,ta, consider the

difference in time required to apprehend the axioms of the math-
and -

ematical system that necessary for the fx1i complete unfoldment of

it in explicit terms . It is a quite familiar fact that it takes

for less time to initiate a process than it does to carry it on to .

final fruition . It is therefore simply in accord with our common
I
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experience that we should find the objective time correspondence

of the Devachanio cycle so much greater than the embodied period

of life .

The laminated structure of Consciousness taken in its grand

manifested aspect is repeated within the limits of the Devaohanic

zone, as indeed is the case with all differentiated planes . Thus

corresponding to. the various planes of objective human consciousness

which are of a type that eventuates in a subjective harvest having

permanent value, there will be the appropiate sub-zone within the

limits of the grand zone of Devachan itself . A classification of

the general modes of human consciousness on this plane of 4eing

would give us a gey to the lamina of Devaloka . Consonant with the

septenary principle the grandest divisions would be seven in number)

but under this sub-division would be indefinitely, though not in-

finitely extended . Eam In the last analysis each center of human

consciousness - indeed the same is true for every creature is

itself a unique plane which may be approximated but is never

quite identical with any other plane . This is the reason why

communion between individuals is never complete . Similiarly ands

in fact as necessary implication , there are , as many states in

Devaohan as there denizens , both of the native and transitory

groups . Every individual has his own unique Devaohanic state

which to a limited extent may . over-lap such states of other indiv-

iduals, but in no case are any two such states exactly co -extensive .

This follows from the fact that individuality implies differentiation

and two identical .persons. are inconceivable .

On the planes of perceptive relationshipss i .e: ., , the objective

planes, conflict of forces is possible in a sense that cannot ex-~

ist in a subjective state . This grows out of the external character

of perception, or at least its relatively external character . Thus
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on the objective plane the individual is forced into a cognizance

of forces that ate not concentric with, himself considered as an

individualized center, however true it may be that in the ultimate

metaphysical sense all forces are concentric . Hence dissonate

personal relationship is possible and thus a more or less complete

breaking of the Chinese Wall of individual insularity is possible

while in the incarnated, cycle . While it is true that there is a

powerful tendency for all such breached walls to reform themselves -

they almost invariably are formed to embrace a larger inclusiveness

until ultimately in the more successful instances the insular indiv-
r,

uality takes on continental scope in the form of the grandest human

types . Conflict between the dissonant and discordant, while one

of the curses of the outer plane, yet serves the vitally important

function of so widening barriers that the over-lapping of individual

spheres of consciousness is vastly extended. Through our assoc-

iates on this plane we contact that which is not like ourselves

and thus are forced to expand, often inspite of ourselves . But

in Devachan this is impossible .

Devachan essentially belongs to the intelligible nature of man

and is far too subjective to be perceptive . Nothing can be known

in that state of the state of consciousness of anyone else save to
extent

the stale that such states may intersect . We carry our friends

with us into Devachan only to the extent that we have become one

with them in consciousness while incarnated . To this extent the

friends may be said to abide in us in a deathless sort of intimacy,

but this union does not comprehend incongruent. elements . The

result is the Devachanee has with him in his subjeotive space all

of his friends to the extent he has sympathetically understood them,

but lacking all of the features in which they have been mysteries

.to him or have been incompatable . The Devachanee does not therefore
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contact the full nature of anyone else . But this fact by no means

decreases his joy as the relationships are naturally those of the

greatest harmony . There are none of the unhappy disillusionments

that so largely roughen the fair field of personal relationships

on this pane.

.The function of Devachan is not the expansion of the Ego but

rather that of deepening it in the dimension of intensiveness .

It serves penetration into significance and meaning of expansive

processes set up on the objective lekrv t but rarely completed while

in the embodied sate . Thus the Devachanee cannot acquire knowledge

save in the sense of the unfolding of that which he already carries

with him as an individual center . To many it may seem that this is

not an ideal state and in the metaphysical sense this criticism is

well taken. But the objective plane is no less unideal and

Devachan is the absolutely necessary suppliment of the former .

There are states that ±kz transcend Devachan but they equally

transcend the more inferior worlds of Kamaloka and earth---consciousness

The problem of such transcendence will be disoussed .in the last

chapter .

The various sub-divisions of Devachan fall into two very important

classes . These are known as the Rupa (having form) and Arupa (fornllem~

levels . The latter are much the higher and border on Nirvana . The

vast majority of human-kind are not yet able to set up causes

which will eventuate in subjective consciousness on the formless

le3rels . The vast bulk of imagination, thinking and aspiration is

in terms of form as is revealed by a study of the various heaven-

concepts that mankind has evolved. These worlds are almost invar-

iably built in terms of things seen, heard, felt or otherwise in

forms of sense-perception . The Devachanio state corresponding to

this stage of consciousness is one where the subjective structures
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are in terms of form . Apparently the familiar objective environ-

ment of the incarnated cycle is again experienced in Devachan . To

be sure, this reconstruction however much self-produced is not

self-consciously formed. It appears as though it were an already'

given world to the Devachanee and, in fact :, he han have no awareness

of having departed from earth-consclusness . In one sense,, he is in

a dream-state in which there is no possibility of correction as there

is no friction between-the subjective stream of ideation and external

impression, since there is no possibility of the latter . No creature

within his created world ever behaves in such .a way. as to produce

a dissonance that could have an awakening-shook value . Hence, to

the consciousness of the Devaohanee there has been-no death or

break in-the oontinutity of the life that was lived on .earth .. To

be sure, he is in a state that is shorn of all purely earthy

elements but he cannot be aware of this as the very memory of this

is lost in the process of Kamalokic parturation . Hence, if he lives

in a world where there is no evil nor pain, while the earth-plane

in point of fact is dominantly colored by these qualities, he is

aware of no incongruity, as is likewise the case with the dreamer

who feels no difficulty or strangeness in the so lar ly topsy-turvy

world of $ vapna . But=

But while the Devachanio state is in one sense dream-lkke it yet

has an intensity that makes it far more real than any dream . Indeed
the

,~ life is far more intense-and enlivens the inner consciousness far

more than does any experience in objective earth-life . We might

say that the investment 'of1man with a gross physical body is like

inclosing a sensitive cell in-a, relatively non-conducting sheath .

The result is that the el"ctrio interplay between the cell and the

environment is largely retarded though not completely prevented .

So ahds)with man, the inherent sensitivity of his more subtle nature
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while aroused into activity by external contact, yet moves under

the restriction o'f an inhibiting dullness . In more subje(ttive

states this dullness is removed and the result is a far more

intense state of consciousness,* There are ocoassional dreams in

which we experience this intensification of life . While the average

dream has but little effect upon the waking consciousness, yet in

these exceptional instances the waking state seems by contrast very

dull and obtuse . Such dreams often produce effects that are felt

for days and at times produce the impression that it . is the object-

ive state that is really the dream . - Sometimes in this way exalting

states of consciousness are experienced that not only had~a protracted

after-µeffeot on waking -consciousness, but even affect$ what we

might pall the philosophical perspective of the individual perh p

permanently . Clearly these experiences are empiric evidences of

an inner subjective reality transcending anything belonging to the

objective domain .

So, if we call Devachan a dream-like statefit is not, to be con-

fused in any way with the ordinary dream which is a sort of con- .
. dim

sciousness that. may be likened to the~light reflected by the moon

during its total eclipse by the earth . This dim light is a secondayy

reflection and so are most dreams . As we have shown Devachanic

states are effects of causes produced during earthly incarnation

and so they may be regarded in one sense a reflection . Now, if we

can imagine that reflection carried closer to the central sun than
its original on the objective plane ever Was Iit would acquire a

quality of Light and Radiance far transcending its earthly orig-

inal . Hence Devachanic experience is at one and the same time

dfrivative from the earth and yet far more primary and far more

alive . Hence we have a state that is both a dream and an accentuated

reality .
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In contrast to the experience of hhe vast majority of mankind

there is that of the few who have lived more or less in terms of

abstract principles . Such lives produce effects upon the Arupio

levels of Hevaohan and in some instances even penetrate to a degree

into the Tur'ya state . This is the subjective domain of the phil-

osopher par-rexoellence . The philosopher is near to Liberation as

his reflections have carried him much farther than most attain

toward a realization of Reality . The grip' of form ands appearanee t

upon himIhas been weakened and hence something of self-conscious

awareness is carried with him into after-death states . The result

is that he is not so much enveloped by the forms of his subjective .

creations and thus has something of what might be called an objective

view toward his self--produced states . Yet, since the philosopher

who is not also a Sage has only partially effected his Liberation,

he does not completely transcend the power of Devachan . Thus his

subjective habitat becomes that zone of consciousness which borders

upon yet does not fully enter Fourth state where liberation from

Illusion is complete . This is the higher or Arupic level of

Devachan .

There is a question as to what it is which experiences the

Devachanic state . On one hand we have shown it %as-related to

earlih=experience since the concrete subjective state is an elabor-

ation of modes of consciousness initiated on the level :of objective

life . At the sane time Devaloka is on the level of the intellig=r

ible nature of man which stands as ant&oedant to the sensible nature .

Thus in that actual experience of the subjective state there is

something of both natures . What aspect of the man is it$ then,

that actually passes through these inner modes of consciousness?

It is the personal man that was on earth' though not the whole

of his personality is carried on to Devaloka as was shown on the
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chapter on Kamaloka . This is necessarily so for the reason that .

the elaboration of the earth-initiated experience . must necessarily

have the same egoie base of reference in order that a continuation

of the same oonsoiousness -mode can possibly be,' Thus the life

experience of John Smith necessarily has~its peculiar form and

significance because it centers around the personal ego known as

John Smith . El4minate this center and the peoul lar and essential

basis of the experience as a concrete or particular existence is

destroyed. The same principle is true when applied to the Deva-

chanic state . The subjective continuation of the objective life-

experience of John Smith does not become mere experience `in general

unrelated to any center since the peculiar form of that experience

inheres essentially in the personal apperceptive center around which

it was originally . builded. So it is the John Smith that was which

still is the apperceptive center in Devaohan, save : that the purely

earthy part of his xakxxa personal nature has been pruned off so that

not even-the memory of it continues in Devachan .

There is an element of fundamental justice in this . The personal
. 'ylitrv~

man, the John Smith who says 1I am this John Smith and other, has

been newly created when the Higher Ego enters incarnation . To be

sure this personal nature has been formed out of the tendencies or

Skandhas carried over from the old¢ personalities that in past

incarnations clothed the Higher or Reincarnating Ego . But this

material has been worked over so that the1egoic identity of the_

new personality is wholly different, just as a new house of new

design may have been constructed out of the lumber produced by

the wrecking of an old building . In this new incarnation the Re-

incarnating Ego reaps the rewards and penalties of action in past

lives and thus garners Wisdom . In this process the new personality

incurs what for it is unearned suffering since being a new entity
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it can have no responsibility for the past . This would entail an

absolate injustice unless Nature afforded some means -for recom-

pensement .' It is in Devachan that this balance is struck,

The period in Devachan , whether long or short, ultimately in

every case reaches the point when the force of the originating

causes is exhausted . Then the Devachanic life begins to wane

and the apperopptive center of this subjective experience is

gradually indrawn . The energy which formed the vortex of this
it now

partioular. personal ego has spent its itself and becomes simply

a part of the larger Egoio whole " which has * served it as a matrix .

The old personality in so far as it was an egoic center gradually

dies out, this time forever . It is not however lost to memory
c-plminating -

throughout eternity as there comes a time in the grander cycles

of the Higher Egoic life when all the personal lifes are gathered
the

together as beads on 4 string which forms the unbroken course of

the life of the Reincarnating Ego . But the personal self, the

John Smith that was, is no more as a continuing center of consciousnesQ

We might say that these personal egos are like compound molecules

possessing variable degrees of stability . Some remain stable for

but brief periods. such as some of the subtle organic compounds,

while other persist for even geological ages as is the case with

certain , usually quite simple inorganic substances . But all ultimate.

ly are decomposed . Yet the atomic components remain unaltered for

immeasurably greater periods '. This persistence of atomic identity

meysiet l ikened to the continuity of higher Egoic consciousness
. It

through multitudes of molecular compounds , which in our

figure corresponds to personal embodiments .

As the personal egoio life in Devachan wanes it is as though it

were drawn into a final sleep from which it never wakens . Then it

is that the real inner Man is again drawn forth into a new cycle
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of objective life where it is once . more clothed in a new personality,

which is no longer the, John Smith that was , though possessing. such

similarity to that old personal self that there is a qualitative

continuity between the two . Thus, it is not the personal man

that reincarnates , but a far more permanent being , that lies within

the personality .,

As has been already stated in an earlier part of this chapter,

the state of Devachan is one of unbroken bliss . It is not true,

however, that all consciousness which reaches beyond Kamaloka .is

of a blissful nature, There is the more enduring evil as well as

the more lasting good . It is not correct to identity the Kamalokio

shell with the evil in nature as a whole . That remains in Kamalokai

which is of too earthy a nature to penetrate into the deeper and

purei- lev&s of *Consciousness . . Much of these more earthy ' remains

would have to be classed as neigher good nor evil but simply gross

or animal . The eating , drinking and brute passional man is simply

an animal and evil does not attach to these qualities per se . They

become evil only under a misuse that is possible by association

with an intelligent being . B*t gy themselves they are no more

good nor evil than are the same qualities e'xisttng in any of the

animals . But they are of the earth earthy , necessary for the

maintainance of objective lifing vehicles) but having no part

whatsoever in the higher or inner life of the human being . Hence

that'part of the human nature connected with these functions and

desires remains with the Kamalokio shell . Since man has so largely

misused and made daRix vises out of these desires he has enveloped

them in large measure with the aura of evil . . Hence , more often than

otherwise , the Kamalokic relique are evil in their tendency . But

the quality of evil does not attach exclusively to this lower nature .

There are , unfortunatlgr3 far worse manifestations of evil possessing
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the degree of purity necessary to reach beyond the limits of

Kamaloka . The corresponding subjective state of consciousness

is obviously not'Devachanic„ but it is on an analagous inner

level,

Refering to the diagram of Fig . V it will be noted that the

portion of the third sector above the line AA",' is designated

Devachan, while below the line it is called "Avitc hi", These are

two zones which stand upon the same spiritual level and yet, are

the complemental opposites of each other . The mode of Conscious-

ness in these two zones is of the same general type in that they

are subjective-intelligible and-not perceptive, but they are

diametrically opposed in that white Devachan is a state of unbroken

bliss, Avitohi-Devaloka is an equally sustained condition of misery .

It is a mistake, often made, to identify the spiritual aspect of

Being with Bliss and the material aspect with its opposite, rain .

Absolute Spirit or pure . Subjectivity cannot be described by any

qualitative adjective . It is not simply the positive aspect of

the various pairs of opposites, such as good rather than evil,

bliss rather than misery, etc . It is that which is the synthesis

or apperceptive root of all qualities whatsoever. Hence concerning

pure Spirit we can predicate Being only. It follows that in the

movement toward the spiritual Center we will find every quality

existing upon any intermediate leirel dogged by its own opposite

on a corresponding level, In the diagram the positive qualities

are represented as lying above AAitt and the negative below and

further the arrangement of the diagram with respect to AA"' is

perfectly symetrical . In other words , H,arkness _ matches Light

p8 &y= Accordingly Avitohi-Devaloka is the perfect mirror

reflection of Devachan .

We have already shown that noble and altruistic motivation in
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action initiated on the objective plane is the. primary basis of

planting a crop of causes whioh .will lead to a harvest of effects

in Devaohan, We might define these couses in more precise and

philosophical terms but this will do for the present . Now it is

the qualaties of nobility and altruism that leads to Devachan ,

but it is action involving personal" ego-=transoendenoe which leads'

to the fruitage of conscious effects upon the general level of

Devaloka whether in the sense of Avitchi of Devachan . To make

this distinction clearer we might say that the condition of extenddd

continuity of self-conscious consciousness - such as John Smith
the cultivation of

continuing in his own identity as John Smith is that activity

and interest which transcends the zone of personal egoism , while

the condition of the realization of a subjective state of bliss,

is dependent upon the practice of virtue during the embodied cycle .

There are two fundamental ways in which personal-ego-transcendence

may be achieved, the positive road leading to Pevachan, the negative

to Avitchi-Devaloka .

The general actuating principle underlying the positive qualities

is love . This term is very unfortunate as it is employed with quite

diverse. meanings~and it will be necessary to define the sense in

which it is used here to avoid misunderstanding . In its most common

usage " love" means the attractive aspect of the great biological

passion, i .e .,, sex-desire . While something of love in the more

fundamental sense is involved in this, since love is attraction

in one aspect, yet love in the sense that has significance for

Devachanic consciousness involves infinitely more than is possible

in the field of an earthly passion . We mean the term in the sense

in which St . Paul empfye d it, and which was translated "charity"

in the King James version .of the New.Testiment . The significance

of love lies in its power to produce self-abangation by identifio- .
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as patriotism
ation with a wider zone of interest, Thus through •lovemen sacrifice

1\
themselves suffering .and' dying freely for their country, th*ough

from the standpoing of the personal-ego this is simple abnegation .

Likewise they give themselves for their friends , for causes,' for

ideals, in the love of Truth, etc. In all genuine instances of

love the personal ego and its interests are forgotten in a devotion

to a wider field. The effedt of this is identification with that

which transcends personal egoism, and as a consequence selfyidentiy

persists beyond the limits of personality . This is the rationale

of Jesus' statement : "He who loses his life shall find it'. He

who loses his life by transcendence of personal egoism shall find

his life in the new egoic center from which the new circumference

of interests radiates .

But love is not the only quality that leads to personal-ego-

transcendence . Its negative aspect, or hate, does the same .thing .

It is a familiar fact that men forget their personal interests in

hatred. This is the fundamental reason whkXo no judicial punish-

ment, however severe , can ever control acts of violence dictated

by hatred, provided the hatred is sufficiently strong . 1n--t-he-act--moo
dlcta,ted-by
hatred men forget the cost to themselves as persons or rather they

become quite indifferent to .t he cost . This is nothing more nor

less than personal-.-ego--t ranscendenoe which is the analogue on the

negative side of the self-sublimation produced by love . Through

the binding power of hatred men build a more or less transcendental

self-identity .which involves a corresponding degree of personal

self-abnegation . Hate is thus as truly a spiritual power as•is

love, but its harvest is as horrible as that derkked from love is

blissful .

pe who hates well earns Avitchi-Devaloka which is a continuation

of self-identity in the subjective state. But ,sue a state of
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consciousness as this isil continuous horror prolonged' almost endlessly!

It is a veritably nig2are seemingly lasting throughout eternity .

He who murdered in hatred and was hung will spend ages killing his

victim and facing execution . Dante got the idea pretty well and

gave it a beautiful typical portrayal in his "Inferno", provided

his theological nonsense is exputgated out of the picture . The

gain state is, of oourse .k not eternal as it is a compounded mode

of Consciousness and that which is compounded as only limited

duration regardless of whether its dominatn ~quality is negative

or positive . But just as the effect of bliss is to make time

seem short,, so likewise misery produces the reverse effect and

may give the value of great ages to what is but a short interval in

objective time . So iri one sense Dante is correct in speaking of

a state of suffering infinitely extended ,. For this may very well

seem to be the case relative to the affective tone of the state of

consciousness in question . However, in the objective sense the

time interval, i- limited and would be of similiar orders to those

applying to the Devachanee .

It is probably very rarely that any individual attains the degree

of sustained monstrous evil that would eventuate in a subjective

cycle within Avitohi-Devaloka alone . Predominantly the character

of men is mixed and only rarely have individuals attained purity

in either good or evil . The man who was actuated by even a strong

hatred in one set of relationships may very well have shown noble

motivation in others . Likewise those who have loved well and un-

selfishly at times lapse into the negative aspect of this quality,

For instanoey it-is difficult for a people suffering under a .harsh

alien government not to feel hatred for their rulers , yet the same

people may very well manifest noble feelings in most relationships .

The complete elimination of all tendency to hatred on'one hand and
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equally the destruction of all power to love on the other, are only

realized with extreme difficulty . The result is that mixed•subjeotitive

states are probably the general rule . The fundamental point is

that as man sows so inevitably he will reap . If he has sown in

terms of mixed good and evil so will his later harvest be likewise

blended .

Of course, there are all degrees of intensity in Devachan and

Avitchi.Devaloka, reaching from the elemental happy hunting ground

of the primitive warrior up to the almost transcendental bliss of

relatively deep states of meditative consciousness on the one hand,

and on the other extending from mild regret and remoeee for a relative-

ly small wrong done another to the sustained intensity of unfathom- .

able mis%e ry,, the fruitage of conscious and monstrous evil . ie

actual subjective state which a given individual may experience'

may be an actual blend of Devachanic and Avitchi-Devalokic qualities ..

Thus, for instance, he who has cruelly wronged another for the love

of some one may well find his corresponding subjective bliss that

has grown out of his love distinctly salted with pain which is the

efflorescence . of the wrong done .

There is a consideration of the highest importance growing out of

the fact that incarnated man has within his subjective being that

level of consciousness which we have called Devaloka, It cannot be

too strongly urged that this loka is not a place where man goes

after passing through the portal of death, It is a state within

his own depths of consciousness . Hence it is, in principle,

possible for a physically incarnated man to penetrate this level

before physical dissolution . Indeed, this does happen at times

during sleep though unconsciously so far as the personal mind is

concerned in most cases . But it may happen consciously and delib-

erately although the power to do this fully is a phase of adeptship .
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Yet individuals of high purity and noble aspirations do,at times,,

unknowingly enter the Devaohanio'levib within themselves and

sometimes within the corresponding level of their close friends

who are disoarnate . It is,'however, possible for the student to

make conscious use of the latent power consciously in a modified

form that does not involve the possession of adept power . The

significant fact to bear in mind is that Devaohan serves primarily

the function of assimiliation . A life full of generating causes

fruitdul in Devachanic values but where these values have been but

little understood and assimilated during the outer life period, will

be followed~as a ruleiby a very . extended subjective cycle . The

reason why this is so is, of course , clear . On the contrary, a

life that has been well filled with meditative thought devoted

to drawing out the values and significance of current experience

may even dispense entirely with the necessity of a subjective .

Devachanio cycle after death . The reason for this is that'the

Devachanic function has been exercised pari passu with the outer

life , and there remains at death little or nothing more to

assimiliate . This latter course is by all means the most effective

for'securing the most out of life within a given objective time-'

interval . The aspirant for Adeptship finds this course practically

a necessity,

The course indicated for the student is to employ appropiate

means for penetrating into as nearly as may be the full values of

his experience as it proceeds . Using the term in its broad sense

this is the practice of meditation , by which is not meant those

technical processes designed for the inhibition . of thought . The

later serve a special function but are an unwise practice save under+

exceptional circumstances rarely met under the conditions of our

modern complex life . Medication in the sense here recomended implies
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the use of thought for the delving into the values of experience,
and more especially at first

To a certain extentnit is a process of the outer mind but with con-

tinued practice it progressively involves the deeper powers of the

mind that belong to the persisting subjective le ,vels . The consequence

of this practice is that fmom an outer point of view the liffe$

seems to be lived more slowly, for it is naturally less concentrated

in external activity . In point of fact in,ternis of time lived

over long cycles involving several incarnations it is much the

most rapid method of assimilating life-values . It rapidly ceases

to be necessary to extensively repeat the same form of experience

to unveil the significance contained within it . This manifestly

becomes a very important factor in the saving of time, or rather

in causing time to render the'largest possible harvest for a given

period .

An age, like the present one in human affairs, where there seems

to be an almost insensate desire to rush toward no place in particular

just so long as the process is fast enough, is one of the very

best imaginable to produce greatly extended subjective periods .

The seedsof causes are being sown on a mass. production scale and

scarce",ny time is taken off for penetration into the value and

significance of the process . The result must be tremendous accum-

ulations for later assimilation on the subjective or Devalokic

levib, except where the activity is of too low a level to produce

effects beyond Kamaloka . The consequence is that our tremendous,

rush really means an actual slowing down when we come to the

final settling of the account, 'He who races to free himself from

Time has but strengthened his bondage to Time . Only by taking

time to penetrate into the significance of events is genuine

Liberation from Time realized .
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Within the past sixty or seventy years there has developed in

a marked degk°ee¢ a form of abnormal psychical phenomena which has

come to be generally known as mediumship . Repeatedly the question

has been raised regarding the genuineness of these phenomena yet,

in the face of a vast number of fraudulent praottoes designed to

capitalize the gullibility of the a considerable portion of the

public, there remaiLts a sufficient mass of well established evi-

denoe to show beyond reasonable doubt that there does exist un-

usual psychical powers which are extra -ordinarily dveloped ' in 'some

individuals . A number of thaeoughly competent scientists have

seriously investigated this field and reported themselv6s con-

vinced of . the genunineness of the phenomena however incomplete

our knowledge of its significance may be . Among these men stand

out conspicuously the names of Sir Oliver Lodge, tie well known

Brittish physicist , Zollner a German physicist and Baron Sohrenk-

Nottzing . The Amerioah philosophyrr, William James devoted much

.time to this field , ;and while he found much manifest fraud, yet

there remained a residue of phenomena which , he was convinced, was

genuine . There exist at the present time shientific societies

devoted to-the study of this field and even some university chairs .

There is, accordingly , no reasonable ground to question the fact

that these phenomena do exist, whatever the interpretation of them

may be .

A study of medieval and ancient religious and magical literature

reveals the fact that the mediumistic type-of phenomena is by no

means new . In earlier days it was known as a form of sorcery and
I

has always been frowned upon by the Sages, not because of any
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question as to ` .its factual status, but for the reason that it was

deamed an injurious practice . It is well known in India under the

name of Bhuia worship and is firmly opposed by responsible

Brahmanioal leaders . Hence we are not witnessing today a fund-

amentally new psyohioal phenonenea but simply the latest cycle

of its strong manifestation .
4

In designating these phenomena as"mddiumship " a distinctly

special or technical use of the term is implhdd . . In the general

sense as applied to a human-being the term "medium" means "a

person through whom,or through whose agency, another acts" . In

this sense everybody p rt of the time is a medium as an unavoidable

consequence of social life . There is nothing necessarily invidious

in this connotation of the word . But in the specific and technical
the will o f

sense it means control in speech and action by another person o r

disembodied being, whether human or not In this sense a hypnotized

subject . is a medium for the hypnotic operator , and in that case

both are incarnated human beings, at least in general . But the

application most generally made of the term is ' in the case where

the-control is either disembodied or if not,, operates upon the

medium from a subjective level. ''

"Spiritualism" is another term having both a general and specific

connotation. In the philosophical sense it is the doctrine that

Spirit is the only Reality, matter possessing only a derivative

existence . Spirit in this sense is pure essence and never mangy

ifest save through, the insgrumentalism of matter .. It is ,identical

with Consciousness in the absolute sense and is indivisible since

divisibility is exclusively a=quality of matter . The philosoph=
of this work

ioal backgroundis Spiritualism in this, sense , as is also the

case with the great philosophioal' systems known as Monistio

Idealism . This is the strictly correct usage of this term but
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is not, the sense implied when-employed in, connection with medium
N

ship as commonly understood ., 'In the` '] a.tte .r usage the word desig=

nates, an inte'rpretative'..' dootrine,'.relat' ve to-the plienoniena-o o f

mediumshfp . It is 'the do otrine that' -medtumisti'o oommunioation

involves actual contact with' disembodi ed spirits,- together with

cognate theories founded upon, this belief .. Spiritualism in, this

sense has ' come to have more religious:- than philo'sophi-oa'l s'ig-

nificanoe .

Practice f mediumehip,and belief in the (reality of`mediume tto

phenomena by no means neoess.arily implies spiritualism . There

Are animistic interpretations -of these phenomena which in a

greater or less degree-,.diverge from the standpoint- .o`f apiritual-

ism . However' little` standing animism may have with the majority

of'scientists it, nevertheless represents a point of view relative

to mediumship that -is' far more sc .e'n.ti!io in spiri't than is .

spiritual i, sm,,. In this case modiumietic phenomena may be-viewed

as having little or no religious ignif oante . . It -should thus

be clear that one can accept, the reality of mediumistic phenom-

ena and yet; wholly disagree with fundam$ntal spiritualistic

doctrine . Such, ;,in fact, is the position taken in`the present

work . Our-po4it,ion would be. classed in philosophy as a form of

animism .

it is not our purpoae at, present to make, an extensive analysis

of the different -interpretative standpoints relative to mediium,ship

but to . present the position maintained, in our system and, to con-

trove rtM the main, thesis of spiritualism f When understood much

almost in current sptritualism-becomeseasobjectionable .as .primitative

level-wdr'sh p, .and manifestly ,if ."this fact we're realized many

sincere devotees of'spiritualism would, be saved from the folly

of honoring that which all too often is .fundamentally bass . Through
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:spiritualism the manifestation of phenomena aaa .that are largely

the result of a form of psychical pathology is encouraged, and

as the endulgence of these abnormal tendenoes often producesmental

and moral disintegration , the consequence is that the effect of

spiritualistic belief is largely invidious . So the primary

purpose of this chapter io to present . aw warning against a wide .. -

spread but very dangerous belief . As the primary doctrines of

spiritualism constitute a theory of after-death states thedis-

cussion of this subject is in a lags degree related to-the main

thesis of the present book .

One of the moat important reasons for an insistance upon an

understanding of the oonatitution of man lies in connection with

this subject of mediumahip . In genuine psychic mediuniship the

personal vehicle of man is brought under a more or less complete

control of extraneous centers of consciousness . 'If man were not

a compound being there could be no such control . But as a concrete

being man is not a simple entity .- The real spiritual being acts

through a oowpound instrument as has already been described, And

as the instruments or vehicles employed are living and therefore

conscious organisms-they have thett own sphere of spontaneous

action apart from the direction originating in the ensouling

spiritual entity . Thus the relationship between .-the latter and

the former is roughly similiar to that between a horseman and his

steed. The skilled horseman gaia a high degree of control over

his mount approaching , in some oases, the perfection where but

one will animates the two . But initially there are two distinct

wills and with most riders some measure of conflict persists to ,

the end . The difference in the oase,of man in relation to his

upadhis lies largely in a greater intimacy than ever exists between

a rider and, his horse , though there well may be a sense in which .
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originally' this difference was negligible . Now very few horsemen

train their steeds so that they will refuse to tolerate other

riders . Hence, the rule is a broken horse may . be ridden-by any-

one .who has riding skill . This suggests,what happens in the

case of mediumistic controls .

The most fundamental initial training on the path of Chela

ship, which leads to the goal of"Mastery, is a discipline designed

to effect a high perfection in control over the intermediate and

physical vehicles (Sukshmapadhi and Sthulopadhi`) . It is of pri-

mary importance that the Higher Ego gain undisputed rulership

over these two aspects of the lower nature, so that one will

dominates the whole man, and that will centers in the Higher Ego .

When this is effected two important results follow: first, the

lower nature ceases to control, even part of the time, the actions

and thought of the incarnated man, ana ; second; extraneous centers

of consciousness cannot., use this lower nature as a vehicle, save

under very special oonditions and then only with the active con=

sent of the ensouling Higher Ego . The discipline that effects .

this control achieves this result by a process which nits the

various principles very closely together, and while the training

includes the development of the power to function in the subtle

vhhicl'e . or upadiii separately from the physical form , yet this is

done in such a way that'the'latter remains closed to any extraneous

invasion . -The effecting of this closely cemented condition of the
.71

principles requires the building of a rigorous autonomy of the

personal .psycho-sphere and the unequivocal assertion of the -

individual will-in this domain . A most essential feature in this

training-is the forming the habit of viewing the Higher Ego as in

no sense extraneous . It is most emphatically not a practice of

identifying-oneself'-with the lower self or ego and then holding
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this self,passive before the supposed influnce of the Higher

Ego-regarded as something outside or beyond ones self even'

though,on a . subjective. plane of Consciousness: Rather the

Chel_a is required to identify his self-consciousness with his

Higer 'Ego and 'from that *level command his personal nature . Thus

the primary discipline is not for the'development of receptiveness

but rather of true self-determined assertiveness . When, this

fundat.ion-atone has been swell laid it is . time enoug h to develop
then

the receptiveness which is -freed from the danger' of becoming

negative passivism . Now, a very important purpose served by

this training is that it guards against the pitfall .of mediumship,

a condition which makes adeptehip impossible until-it has been

mastered . When the Chela, has gained this degree of control over

his personal and physical nature, he is like the master -rider

whose will has-beoome the will of his' teed, and who,in addition,

has so trained the latter that it will not allow anyone else to

ride i.t. '

Mediumship may be either. natural or acquired, though in the

former case Kit is the result of causes producedd in earlier in-

carnations, and so in the strictest sense we may say that . it is

always acquired . . But relative to a given inoarnati-on it may be
However,

nature and thus develop spontaneously . Hat the condition of its

most effective practice, . or of. its development if it is to be
tempoaary

acquired, is the practice of passivity . This means at -least theA

abnegaytion, of Higher Egoio self-rule ' so that outside influences

.may dominate the vehicle which inoludes the lower mind, the Kamio

nature, and .the living physical organism . This is simply like

throwing wide open the stable-doors so that'atrange beings, may

have access to and ride the steed of the personal vehicle . The

result is that-the real owner of the horse is either partly or
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,completely unhorsed ., temporarily and sometimes permanently,,. Here-

in lies one of the explainations of multiple personalities .

A- very 'pitiful fact is that often sincere and aspiring indiv-

iduals enter the prejotioe ` of p$sivity thinking that thie is' the

noble course of self-abnegation whereby + spiritual-realization is

attained .' But true self-abnegation is not passivism 'by any manner

of means . It is rather the positive &dentifioation of one ' s self-

hood with the Higher Egoio nature and he active rooting out of

all elements of the lower nature that stand as inoompatable . This

is true Self -assertion and is positive ' from the level with which

selfhood has been identified . It , seems like abnegation to those

whose selfhood is still centered on the personal plans, and at

times also does it so seem to the stiving individual when tempor-i~
1

arily he has dropped back to the'loWer level . But the more he

maintains himself on the higher level the less sense he has of

renunciation or abnegation as he stands identified with the

triumphant victor in the issue . He begins to realize his will

ass one with the Universal Will and thus he comes progressively to
IF I

find contentment under all conditions . But his path all the

while has been positive and truly Selfrassertive, never negatively.Y
passive. The distinction involved here is of be-very highest

im~ortanoe as right on this difference of emphysis the paths of

Life diverge , one leading upward through Chelaship' to ultimate

Adeptship , the other descending into 'the morass of mediumship in

one or another of its various 'phases .

There is a vast range of forms of mediumship . It to by no

menas oonfin®d to those'more . striking oases where an extraneous

cetner of consciousness , more or less intelligent , takes over

.the personal vehicle of the medium for'the expression of ideas

,- a

or the perfomm,ance of action 'not at all natural to or even , possible
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for the mediu.ristio . .ndj.vidualX normally . there -is also a medium-

ship with respect to ideas . Ideas are seed-like living entities

capable of growth when planted in the appropiate soil and they

odevelop 'into structures oonsonant .w.ith 'their own inherent nature,.

And just as ordinary-plant-seeds may develop into noxious rose ds

or useful plants, ~so alee.ideas are potentially aonstructtve or

destructive : The Self-centered man as truly as, the non Self-

centered is responsive to, ideas flowing in the oomman mind-plasm,

but owing to the fact of, his Self-centered condition his response

is controlled by•his onn Self-directed discrimination . Thus his

relationship to ideas is not mediumistic but consciously selective

and thus-while the idea he may formulate may not be actually

original'w.ith him, yet through the positive selection it is y

genuinely his idea ;, On the other hand,; the,mediumiatic carrying

of ideas is not. selective under a belf-directed. discrimination .

Such individuals are mere involuntary oarriees ;of anything which
a

may enter thetr_individual consciousness . Any experienced,

teacher' rep di ly recognizes this type'., They receive what he may

put forth with the minimum of resistance, yet he realizes that he

has effected no permanent result as the real Self of the indiv

idual involved has not acted: uponthe idea . Incompatabie, ideas

are received with equal readiness and all fj4erw through the mind

impartially. Such persons become eyteneions ofnth'a teacher's

thought so long,,as directly under his' influenoe, but so soon

-as, the latter. is removed they become mediutne for other currents

in4isarimine,'t :y'.
f '

.
f

Mediumshid with ~respeot to ideas la very widespread and is

probably even mire ' the rule than the exception .
F and politioal.

A -great deal

and pos ibly la 'niaaority of religious following is of this type 4

Self-dirftte4 thinking is really exceptional . The result is that
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the gravitational pull of the mass of humanity is toward medium=

ship rather than in the direction of Adeptship . . It, is easy to be

a medium but it is difficult to be an Adept . Accordingly

spiritual relaxation results in an easy flow downward into

mediumehip, while Adeptship may be attained only as the result

of a stiff row upward to the source of the stream . The super-

ficial similiarity between true Chelaship and mediumahip that-,

has confused ao many lies in the fact that both represent

courses-in the stream of spiritual ideation , but whereas the

Chela travels_ up the stream through energetio self -propulsion,

the medium float- _,downward, is

persisted in indefinitely . the result will be extinction in the

sea of primitive .forml essness , Just as nearly all rivers finally

reach the ocean . 'It is true that this primitive formless,ness

is a kind of .synthetic state, but it involves not self--conscious

consciousness . The synthesis of the Adept is symbolized by the

mountain-peak . . From the mountain top the vista of the world

atands united in one grand view, hence the peak is a synthetic

symbol as truly as the ocean . But,the peak is relatively fixed

and pointed and thus it also symbolizes Self-centered and self,

conscious consciousness . No-one ever attained this goal as .a

medium

One of tie primary theses of spiritual m is that mediumistic

controls b.re often an perhaps gene x---fly disoarnate human beings

a great deal of theacting self-oonsoiously . Rig a is wherea@\

o ular a peal of spirit lism lies as it -s ms`to afford anp , p P '

avenue of communi tion between the deceased indivic a and his-~
friends who rsm;.iniembodied . The reader who has understoo• the
thesis of t e Two proceeding chapters will readily see how th

is not ga=sat1 xt ie case save rarely. The rule is that the
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conscious ego of the departed friend takes no part-whatsoever in

the mediumistic communication . Hence spiritualistic mediumship

involves a fundamental, deception whether conscious or unconscious

however genuine the phenomena may be in the scientific sense .

We have'already shown how the first stage following physical

death is one of unconsciousness in the vast majority of cases .

If at the moment of death the inward-drawn individual has a

strong desire to see someone on the physical plane who is not

actually present the effect of that desire may be the production

of an illusive and temporary form (Mayava Rupa) which may be

apparent to the individual whom it was desired to see, provided

the latter has some degree of clairvoyant capacity. But unless

the former has developed some degree of adept power his conscious-

ness will not be carried in that illusive form . It is a mistake

to regard these forms as the real man . In fact they bear to the

latter something of the relation of a photograph, save that

whereas a photograph is inert, the Mayava Hupa is formed out of

living substance . So these illusive appearances do not con-

stitute, real exceptions to the rule that an,unoonscious sleep-,

state follows death .

Now if the real man is in a state of sleep after death he is

manifestly as unable to communicate with any individual on this

plane as would one who is in the ordinary state of dreaming

sleep . If the objection is`raised that the subjeot-matter of

mediumistic communications in such instances affords information

known to be possessed by the deceased individual and hence proves

the genuineness of the communication, the answer simply is that

this by no means follows . ' For in order that such information may

be identified-someone on the physical plane must already possess

it, and generally that someone is a sitter at the seance . One
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phase of mediumistic power is the capacity to tap the knowledge

of those .present at a seance . In fact, the typical demand that

the sitters must make themselves passively negative provides

just the condition necessary for such tapping of-information .

Of course, a scientific control could be provided for prior to

the death-transition so as to illiminate this form of telepathic

reading, as for example, the p.r±o r leaving-of a sealed statement

by the deceased the contents of which were unknown to any second

party . But there are very few individuals who face death with

the necessary prior scientific interest to meet this condition

and evidently where they have done so positive results are

extremely rare . But beyond this consideration there remains the

fact that a reppetition of information possessed by the deceased

while on earth is by .no means a proof of his self-conscious
we might

egoio presence . Thus, for instance , sy lioten to a phonograiic

record of a part sung by Caruso, yet'hardly any of us would make

the mistake of assuming that Caruso in his own proper person was

actually present simply because his characteristic vocal tones

were being reproduced . It takes much more than such repetition

to prove the presence of the consdious ego .


